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POPULAR TRADERS, HILL ROAD, AMBAlA CANTT.

IP lAM 2

AIS

Sole Selling Agents

GHARPURE & CO.
P-36 ROYAL EXCHANGE PLACE EXTN.

CALCUTTA I

Gram: MEENAMO • Phone: 22·2061
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TEMPO Laboratory Equipment

I.\CI·I1.\T()I<,

11.'\'·TI·:I<I(II.()(;IC.\L

The Incubator Cabinet i~ double walled
\\ith hro doors and is made of mild steel
c.\cept for the inner door which is of wood
\\·ith a glass panel for obsen'ation. It is
operated electrically on 230 \'. a.c. and the
temperature is v;lriablc up to 60°C. The
Pilot Lamp sho\\·~ the working- or the tem
perature control system.

Cumplcte \yith a suitable length of three
cure \\·ire \\·ith socket and a three-pin plug.

Working Space: 14"x14"x14"
Shelves: Two

Cons/mctioJ/. - Double-walled mild steel construction
with 2" gap between the \yalls tllled with fibre
glass. Outside flnished in silver-grey hammered
tone synthetic enamel and inside painted with
heat-resisting aluminium paint.

5i::/' (1L'orking space) - 14" X 14" X 1+".

Hca/i'llg - Electrically operated on 230 V., 50 cycle,
a.c.

J[axillllun /I'Jllpcra/llrc - - 250'C.

Temperature colltrol- By means of a bimetallic
thermostat. \'ariation not more than ± 1°C.

Manufactured by:

HOT ArR on:N

TEMPO
INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION (PRIVATE) Ltd.

SONARI ROAD, PARANJPE'B' SCHEME
BOMBAY 24

J.5.I.R.-JUNE 1959
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We nzanufacture
IONONE 100 PER CENT, IONONE ALPHA &
BETA, GERANIOL & CITRONELLOL PURE,

METHYL IONONE, HYDROXYCITRONELLAL

100 PER CENT, EUGENOL, CITRAL, GERANYL

ACETATE, GUM STYRAX

a.nd other

Aromatic Chemicals, Essential Oils, Resinoids and

various perfume compounds useful for soap and

other toilet articles

S. H. KELKAR & CO. (PRIVATE) LTD.
DEVAKARAN MANSION, 36 MANGALDAS ROAD

BOMBAY 2
BYfl1lch:

Opposite City Post Office

BANGALORE CITY

PLANTS

Gram:
, SACHEWORKS '

BOMBAY-DADAR

CHEAP " SIMPLE
source for GAS

for all type of

HEATING
AVAILABLE IN VARIOUS CAPACITIES

A20

Also Manufacture

BURNERS FOR INDUSTRY, LABORATORY, KITCHEN

LABORATORY FITTINGS, OVENS, BATHS, STILLS, ETC.

ATOMIC ENERGY EQUIPMENT, REMOTE CONTROL TONGS,

ORE DRESSING EQUIPMENT, ETC. ETC.

Stainless Steel Plant and Equipment Fabricators

GANS 0 NS PRIVATE LTD., P.O.B.5576, BOMBAY 14

J.5.I.R.- JUNE 1959



FOR
FACTORY

WORKSHOP
AND

LABORATORY
COMPOUND HEATERS

FURNACES

GAS FLOW HEATERS

GLUE HEATERS

HOT PLATES

HUMIDITY CABINETS

IMMERSION UNITS

KETTLES FOR WAXES

PLASTIC DIP POTS

SALT BATHS

SOLDER POTS

TINNING BATHS

TROPICAL CHAMBERS

VACUUM IMPREGNATING PLANT

WAX POTS

SPECIALLY DESIGNED
EQUIPMENT

Humidity test cabinet, of intermediate capacity, from

the 'B-W' range. Performance characteristics include:

relative humidity from 40 to 99 per cent plus; tempera

ture control to O.S'c. or better: dry heat to 100°C.;

wet heat to 70'C.; refrigeration to O'c.; auto-controlled

rapid cyclic temperature variation, under damp heat

conditions, adjustable for frequency and amplitude.

LONDON & BLETCHLEY, ENGLAND

Sales Agents in India:

INDIA HOUSE
FORT STREET
P.O. BOX 119

BOMBAY

J.s.LR.- JUNE 1959

B-5 GILLANDER HOUSE
P.O. BOX 2136

CALCUTTA

SU NLiG HT INSURANCE
BUILDING

26·27 ASAF ALI ROAD
NEW DELHI
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BALANCES for
SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, INDUSTRIAL

LABORATORIES & RESEARCH INSTITUTES

No. Sx No.6 No.2

CATALOGUES SENT ON REQUEST

MANUFACTURED BY:

SCIENTIA INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PRIVATE Ltd.
34 BANERJI BAGAN LANE, SALKIA, HOWRAH

Estd. 1944

ASHA SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
Lotlikar Mansion, 503 Girgaum Road

BOMBAY 2

Telelrams: ASHACOM

DIRECT IMPORTERS

OF

LABORATORY APPARATUS,

INSTRUMENTS & EQUIPMENT

AUTHORIZED DEALERS OF

"PYREX"
LABORATORY & SCIENTIFIC

GLASSWARE

[Made in England]

SCIENTIFIC

LABORATORY

REQUIREMENTS

•

•

INDSALES
Corporation

II HORNIMAN CIRCLE

BOMBAY I

Your orders and enquiries - Please

A22
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Indian skill can make
Till: :l1\1';I:1(S OF I(E:\OW:\EIJ "B AS Y NTH" nln~D .\.R ..IODS .INIJ CHE:lIIC.\LS

Jl\I·\·: TilE l'LE.\S\J\{I·; TO OFFlm TO TI-\Ic SC1ENTlFrC RESE.\RCH WORKE1{S

OF l:\iJl.\ \ \1·:11' 1'lWIlUCT OF Till·: EN(;I\EEI~["G SECTIO\:

ROTARY VACUUM PUMP
Laboratory Model

• ALL INDIAN MATERIALS &

CONSTRUCTION

• DRY MODEL: SINGLE STAGE,

FOR ROUTINE VACUUM WORK

BASIC & SYNTHETIC CHEMICALS PRIVATE Ltd.
P.O. JADAVPUR UNIVERSITY, CALCUTTA 32

Use S1IJadeshi and help to keep employed Indian Technical Skill zn Industries

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

l'Il.\KMA TRI's,-, nO)!.\AY Ali

I'IONEt'I~ EQI;II'~IE!"T Co. Pltl"."TE LTD., llO,\lH.\\· A::;-

j\IY~UKJ~ INlll·~TRr,\1. & TESTING t."1I0R'\T(IR\· LTII.,
1I,\:-/GAI.OJU: A:>

~. SU:"'ID!-:Rf.AL & Co., BOMBAY AI'I

OSTER CUE)IIC."I. &: Pfl... R.\'ACEUTICAI, \VORKS PalVATE LTU.,

CAI.CUTTA Ali

INTERNATIOS.\I. CUUIICAL INOIjSl'~I1~S, C."LCUTT:'. A~.'"

.I. T. .lACTIANI, UO)IBAY . A?::

KEltOY (PRIV.\n:) LTD., CAI.CUTTA A:1(.

L.... nOUATORY FURSISIlFRS, BO:\IBAY Al·l

~IAnTiN & H.... nRIS (PHI\'ATE) LTD., BO)IIH\' .... :'1, 31;

~IEGliSA ISDUSTlUES P'tlVATC LTD., CALCUTTA A l~

~r. R... MCHA:"il}RA & SONS, 130~IBAY AU)

1~.\\'INl)RA & Co. (PI.ATlNU)I), BOMB."-Y A~

RITA SCIENTIFIC Co., BO)tOAY A2:.:

SCIENTIA INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PaIVATF. LTD., HOWRAH A~~

SCmNTIF'C ApPATUTl;S ~[A"'UFACTURING CO., I30~tnAY :\ 1;:-.

SCIENTIFIC EQUIP)IENT WORKS, DELHI A14

SCIENTIFIC ISSTRl!ME~..-r CO. LTL'., ALLAIL\f1AD . ".,

S. H. KEI.KAR & CO. (PRIVATE) LTD., BOMBAY A~U

S. MA'TlIUR.\DAS & Co., BO~tn.\Y A,-"

T"MPO INDUSTRIAL CORPORATIOS (PRIVATE) LTD., BOMBAY Al!'

TOSHNIWAL DROS. Pal'/ATE LTD., BOMBA\' At,

UDAY SCIENTIFIC bWl,'Sl'RIES PRIVATE LTO., CALCUTTA A:;t

USIQUE TRADING CORPORATION, BOMBAY A I,
VEU CART. ZEISS, .lEN." AI.·,

VOI.TAS LTI)., nO.\IIl.\\· A:;~

... A 13, ::~,R.q-DER-KAR & CO., BOMR.W

:\511A SClI::-"'TlFH; Co" nO.\11! ". :\:!:!
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:\%OCIATEJ) SUI'I'LY ACENC\', CALCUTTA A 17

n. I:hltUI,;\1. & Co., nO~IIlA\' :\Hi

BASIC $.: S"SnIETlC CIlEMICAL~ PRIVAn: LTl)" CALCUTTA :\~:I

tkSGAL hnll;SITY Co. LTl)., CAI.CUTTA .-\7

0'.1'1': SHII ENGINEeRING Co. (HO~t\H.. \') Pt:.I\' ....T1~ LTD"

HOMIL\\' A:q

BO~IO"'V ~C:IE",TlF[C GI.:\SS WORKS, BO.\lII.-\Y A:!.'"

n. P.nE!. & Co.. BO~lB."· AI:!

BRITISIl I)RUG "(O\1SES (l!'IlJl.\) I-'IlIVATE LTO., HO~Ill.\\' A:{:!

CI' ....T~\I ~l·II.~T1I·JC SI·J'I'l.ll·~ Cu. 1.1'11., T.\~IIl\H.\.\1 .·\:14

CH.\FTS." ... ~ EI.£c·ruoSIC CORPOHATIO:-< PRIVATE LTD., lJomL\Y .-\:\.-,

E.\!'TEUS EI.ECTRIC & ENGHa:l:uDIG Co. PRJ\'ATt;; LTU.,

130~lBAY ... A:!4, :!:,

FRI·:nERICK }-II::RIlCI1T, BO~IIIAY A,'o/

GASSOSS PRIV,\TE LTD., 130~Ifl"'v A20

GllARI'URE $.: Co., C.\I.CUTTA A I...

GORDIiANfl.\S DESAI PUI\'A"I:: LTD., UO~I1IAY All

H. REEVE ASGEI, &- Co. LTll., LONDON A:!ij

1:-- Il:'-A 1.1'.:' (OH l'oRA1'lns, 110.\1 fl.\ \" A:!:!

I:--OUS1'RIAL $.: E~(a"J.I-:UISG AI'PAR ... TVS Co. PRlYATE:: LTD.,

BOMI.IA\' ;\ lG

INSTRVMI~NTS & EQUII'.\IESl'S, CAl.CUTTA :\I::!

I1'>STRUM~:!'n RrcSE.,\RCli LABORATOR\' LTD., C.".CUTTA .-\30

ISTI·.HSATlON.\l. AGENClE:', Bn~JIlA\' .-\:~:!

J~TI·HS,\nOx"l. Cn~lllt':'TlIIS (INIlI\) I'RI\'\TF I.TU.,

["l.(TTl'.\ .-\ 10
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BOONTON
PRECISION ELECTRONIC TEST

AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Non-magnetIC Menls

0-2~O k, O-SO" "
0-2~0 k' 0-50" ..
1.5 [0 30 me 3011

"

Type
A

190-A

Type

202-E
202·f

Type
2~0-A

Type
211-A

Type
2~S-B

Type

207-E
207-f
203-B

Type
2S5-A

0,1 to S5 me
o.r to 5S me
0.1 to 2S me

Q METERS

0.1 to 100.000 vv
0.' [0 100.000.uv
1.0 to 100.000 uv

flU1 GAUGE

Measures

Modulation
fM AM

ThIcknesses
O.OOOOO~" <0 0.002"

Q METER TYPE 160-~

Q METER TYPE 190-A

RX METER TYPE 250·~

fiLM GAUGE TYPE 255-A

BOONTON RADIO CORPORATION,U.S.A.

MOTWANE
Distributors:

PRIVATE LIMITED

.-\24

Incorporating:

EASTERN ELECTRIC & ENGINEERING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
ond

CHICAGO TELEPHONE & RADIO COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
1909 fifTY YEARS SERVICE 19S9

Electrical, Mechanical 8< Electronic Engineers and Contractors
127 Mahatma Gandhi Rd., Post Box No. 13\2, Bombay-I. Phone: 252337 (1 lines) Grams: 'CHI PH ONE' all offices

8ranches at: Calcutta, Lucknow, New Delhi, Madras. Bangalore and Secunderabad

-----------------------------------SISTA'S,EH5-
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Current

BIRLA INDUSTRIAL & TECHNOLOGICAL
MUSEUM

TilE OI'E:\I:\l; OF TilE HII(L.-\ I:\DL"STI(I.\L «: TECli:\O

!<J~iGd ~hls,'nm. Calculla, the lirst 01 it:; kind to be
l'stablished in India. by the Union Minister for
~l'ientitic ({"search l\ Cultmal ..\ffairs on 2 May 1\/5\/
marks ;, milestone in the movement lor the populari
z;,tion of scienCt' in the conntry. Planned by the
Council of ~cientilic & Industrial Research, with a
pru\'ision of I{s 20 lakhs in tile first instance, the
museum is housed in a three-storeyed building in a
"p;,cious park of 1.40,000 sq. ft area. The building
and th., park arc the generous gilt of the House of
Hirlas to the Government 01 India.

The Illuseum aims at portraying thn'e themes:
contribution 01 technology to the welfare of man
kind. reccnt a(h'ances in technology and the appli
cation of its ml'thods in Indian industries. Also,
in conlormit\· with modern conll'pls that a museum
"hould he . li\'e' and not be a mere repository 01
mo<kls and speeinH'ns of historical value. the Birla
~Iu"eum has been designed to aruuse in the minds
of the pl'upl,' and particularl~' among the younger
gennation, a curiosit.v about science and its applica
t ious. \\'ith these objectin's in ,·iew. developments
in the lollowing branches of scienll' and technolof;(y,
which are at pn'sent fl'ceivinf;( considerable attention
in the country. have been chosen for e:\hibition:
"kctrical conlmunication. electric power generation
and transmission. nuclear ph~'sics, optics, trans
portation. ci"il engineering, te:\tile engineering,
chemical technology and mining and nH'taliurgy.
Tlw galleries on electricity. metallmgy, electronics,
nuclear physics, pdroleum, tele"ision and optics
I,a\'(' been completed. Emphasis has been laid on
arti:;tic display without sacrificing accuracy. Each
galien' has a distinct style of its own, and the subject
i" present<'d in a logical manner beginning with basic
principles and leading step by step to the recent
a<I\'"nc('s in the field. For instance, the gallery on
,·Il'ctricity. comprising 30 c:\hibits and a large num
ber 01 infoflllati,'c and instructive charts, depicts the
gradual e"olution of static electricity, electromagne
tism and current ell'ctricity. \\'orking models can

Topics

be operated by the visitors to the museum - this is
a welcome feature. Specially trained stafl is also
provided for demonstration purposes.

Plans lor the e:\pansion 01 the museum during
the Third Five-Year Plan period are being considered.
It is proposed to double the present floor area and
provide a lully equipped workshop lor servicing.
maintaining and fabricating models, a technical
library and an auditorium.

The e:\perience gained in the urganization of this
museum, it is hoped, will help in the setting up of
similar institutions in all the important cities of the
country. Many such institutions are needed to make
the people scientifically and technologically minded,
and the co-operation of the public and industry is
essential in establishing them. It is gratifying to
note that the Maneckji Cooper Education Trust 01
Bombay have oflered to donate Rs 20 lakhs towards
the setting up of a similar museum in Bomba\'.

TECHNICAL CERAMICS

THE PIWUUCTlON, TO IHTE, OF O\'EH .-I )111.1.\(11\

ceramic capacitors in the e:\perimental pilot plant,
set up in 1956 at the National Physical Laboratory,
~ew Delhi, is an ,lchicvement 01 significance to a
number 01 industries. With a production capacity of
3500 pieces per day, the plant is at present servin,!:
the needs of the radio receiver, fluorescent lamp and
electronic instruments industries. 1t is also catering
to the needs of several government establishmen ts,
such as the Metrorological Oepartmen t, (j"il AviCltion,
Atomic Energy Department, All India Radio, De
fence Services and the Indian Telephone Industries.
The capacity of the plant is being stepped up by the
end 01 June I\/59 to about 5000 pieces per day to meet
the growing demand 01 the fluorescent lamp industry
which is estimated at present to be three times that
of the radio receiver industry. The capacitors, basc(1
OJ! titanium dioxide compositions and produced
almost entirely lrom indigenous raw materials. han'
been found satislactory under service condition,;.
They are comparable in quality and competiti"e in
price with the imported product.
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The ceramic capacitors project is part of a long
range programme for the manufacture of radio com
ponents utilizing indigenous raw materials initiated
by the Radio Research Committee of the Council of
Scientific & Industrial Research in 1<)50 in ordcr
that the development and manufacture of radio
comp01wnts goes on sidc by side with the establish
ment of an c1ectrunics industry in the countn·.
Proving the suitabifit\' of indigenous r,lIV materials

for the manufacturp of a I' ita I component of the elec
tronics industry is not the only important outcome
of this project. It has stimulated further study of
ceramic compositinns in general and has already kd
to th,c d<'I'c!opment of suitable compositions for the
prodnetion of steatite bodies and high frequency
insnbtors.' The successful working of this project
has ShOll'll the wav to the realization of the ultimate

objeclin: of the Radio Research Committee of del'c
loping an entire range of ' technical ceramics' from
Indian resources.

LOW-COST SCIENCE BOOKS

FOil THIe UNINHIBITED GIW\\'TH OF SCIENCE ANIJ

t.echnology, free and easy al'ailability of standard
Wllr);S on science and technology is essential not
only to science students and research workers but

also to the inkrested non-scientists. Manl' of the

standard books on sciencl' and technology arl' l'''

pl'nsiI'C and beyond the means of individual pur
chasers. The present need for such books in Indi.'
is large and their purchase involves valuable forl'i.~n

""change. The initiatil'c taken by Japancse I'nbli
shers to produce at reduc,'d prices Asian editilllh of
certain titles of a le:lding American publisher is
to be wdcomcd. This has not, hOlven'r, solved thl'
probll'm of foreign ('"change. !\ further welcome
step in this n'..~ard of inil'rest to the Indian stu
dents of science is the launching bv ~'Il'ssrs .-\sia
Pubhshing \-louse, i)ombal', of a scheme to produce'
ine"pensive l'ditions of te~t-books brou,ght out bl'
well-known foreign publishers at half to one-third
the priu' of the original ('clitions. So far twenty
one seit'cil'cl titit's in Chl'mistry, PI1\'sics, ~lath,'

matics, til·i\. Chl'mic:t1 and Electrical Engineering
and .-\ccountancy han' 'Iwen issul'd. Thc Indi~ln

editions arc e~act replicas of the origin;t1 editions
and the quality of their production is comparabiL-.
The _'\ssociation of Principals of Technical Insti
tutions in apprccillion of the scheme hal'c uffen'd
their active co-operation in selecting titl,'s of suit
able books for reprinting. This collaboration wi[[
ensure the availability of standard works speci:t1h'
usefnl to Incli:lI1 students.

International Symposium on the Chemistry of Natural Products

AN I :\T1:I{N.\TIO:\AI. SY~IPOSII1M 0:\ THE CHEMISTRY

Of Natural Products, being organized b~' the Austra
lian Academy of Sciences under the auspices of the

Sec1ion of Organic Chemistry of the International
Union of Pure and .-\pplied Chemistry, will be held
from 15 to 25 August 1960 in Melbourne, Canberra
and Sydney. The s:ientific sessions will be 'held in

Sydney and MelbonnlP. Sir Ale"ander Tocld will
be the President of the sympusium.

The symposium will be devoted to the organic
chemistry of natur,t1 products, except macromole
.:;ular substances, the term natural product being used
broadly to describe any substance proclnced by the
metabolism of micro-or.;anisll1s, plants and animals.
In addition to the isolation, structure determination
by physical and chemical methods, synthesis and
general chemistry of natural products, the subjects
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to be dealt with include topics in biological chemistrv,
such as biosynthctic and metabolic studies and
stmcture-activity relations, i.e. topics involving the

application of organic chemistry to biological prob
lems. Communications describing the iclentification
of known substances or dealing with methods of
analysis or manufacturing processes rio not gen<'fally
come within the scope of the symposium.

Papers to be discussed at the symposium will be
grouped into four sections: (1) Aliphatic and Homo
cyclic Chemistry; (2) Heterocyclic Chemistry; (3) Bio
logical Chemistry; and (4) Physical Methods in the
study of the structure of natural prodncts.

All correspondence concerning the symposium
should be addressed to: Convener, Symposiulll
Organizing Committee, Bo" 433 l, G.P.O., l"felbourne,
Australia.



Council of Scientific & Industrial Research-Meetings of
the Board & the Governing Body

THE J>oard of Scientitic (\: Industrial ]{esearch
and the Governing Hndy of the Council met. in
:'\cw Delhi on 30 and 31 ~arch 1959 respec

tively. Important among the decisions taken wen'
those relating to (1) the establishment of a research
school in ,'arthquake en{!ineering at the University of
Roorkee and (2) the creation of a Petroleum Council
for co-ordinating and augmenting the existing faci
lities for training, research and documentation in
petroleum technology. The setting up of a pil'l[
plant for conducting studies on the synthesis of
vitamin Bo (pyridoxin hydrochloride) at the ~ati"nal

Chemical Laboratory, Poona, at an estimated cost (If
Rs 80,000 was sanctioned. The plant will have a
capacity of 0·25 kg. pyridoxin hydrochloridl' per batch
anel will lise chloracctic acid as the starting material.
The synthesis, involving a ten-step pro(whm'. has
already been achieved on a laboratory scale. A SUIll

of Rs 25,000 was sanctioned for a project to h,~ under
taken by the l\ational Council of Applied Economic
Research for carrying out a survey of the capacity in
the country to absorb 4~ million tons of finished steel
per year t.hat would be produced in the cOllntry 1)\'
1960-61.

The award of the Shanti ~warup Bhatnagar
~Iel1lorial Award for 1Y58 to Dr K. S. Krishnan was
approved by the Governing Bodv; this is the tirst
time the award has been made.

New research schemes

The following new research schellles were sanc
tioned:

1. Cytu-llI.wllnmicul ,wd IIwrpholor;ical stwiies ill
Rhamnllccllc - DJ{ K. SUIl]{AM.-INYAM, Botanical Sur
\'ey of India, Coimbatore

2. Cytuln!!,)' of the mdosperm rif sume Indilln plants-
Ih S. L. '!'.-\!'IIJON, ])t'ihi University, Delhi

3. Factors tontro/ling growth alld r~prodaction in
mossl's _. D!{ G. C. MlT]{!I, Delhi University, Delhi

4. Studil's on some botanical aspects of ocelllwf!.raphy
nj' the l'isaklwpa!lIt1m coast - DR T. SREEH.\~IULU.

:\ndhra University, Waltair
5. Cyto-Iaxonomic rCi1ision ol 1at/ian Commelinll

t,'ac-"SHllI R. S. RIO & 01< G. !'.I:>/1C;RAHI. Botanical
SnrV('y of India, Shillong

6. Stndies onlhl' enzyme systems ill Ci/iat,( pro!ozoll
[)]{ B. 1<. SESH.ICHAI\, Central College, Hangalore

7. j'rcj>ara!io)1 of industrially imporlant sesquitt'J'
pmes - \)J{ P. C. DUTTA, Indian Association for the
Cultil'ation of Science, Calcutt:t

S. IJharmacological studics 011 a n~!ll anti-tubercular
antibiotic --- DR S. CH ..I:>/I>RASEKH.\]{, Vallabhbhai
Patel Chest Institute. Delhi

Y. Illvesti!!,ation all snrge voltage distri!mtion in
transform!'r a'indings find impulse strength of trans
formers PIWF. D. J. B.-IDl\AS, Indian Institute of
Science, Rangalore

10..Evaluation of the deterioration of transformer oil
during controlled af!.ing in the laboratory -- PROF. D. J.
13..lnK.-Is, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

11. Self-excited alterl/ator _. SHIll M. M.IHTA LOUJs,
!'.S.C. College of Technology, Coimbatore

12. Application of photogrammetry and Dc Moire'.I·
.Ii-inges to structnral problems ._. DR }II ]( RISHNA (\:
SHRJ H. L. OSII'.-IL, University of Roorkee, Roorkee

13. Emluation of resislances of a rippled transport
illg bed - SHIU AMRIT K UM.II<. ?\1.B.~1. Engineering
College, Jodhpur

14. Ultimate strl'ngth of reinforced concrl'!~ beams iu
,'UJnbined "mding awl sllmr --- SH]{I K. SUBBI.\N,
!'.S.G. College of Technology, Peelamedu, Coimbatore

15..~.tiat flOil! pump research: Desigll of improved
axial flow impellers based 011 cascade theory and vortex
theory-- PROF. N. S. GOVINIH RAO (\: SHRI K.
SEETH.\RAMIAH, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

16. Studies 011 the hydraulic and other properties of
grallulated hlast fnYllace slags ill relatioll to composi
tion - D]{ DURGAI>AS LIHIRI, University College of
Science & Technology, Calcutta

17. D~termillatioll of the specific heats of the raw
materials for the blast fllrl/ac!' - D]{ D. SWARUP &
\)R RAJENDIIA KUMAR, Hanaras Hindu University,
Varanasi

18. Developmwt ofage-hardellabl~alloys /rom Indiall
commercial aluminiu'm - DR A. A. KmSHNAN, DR
T. R ANANTH.-II<AMAN (\: SH]{J B. S. SUBRAMANYA,
Indian Institut.e of Science, Bangalore

19. Fumaces for iron extraction and the lieI'd for
jilrther experimCllts to improve their ejjicieucy - - SHRJ
'{aNI GHOSH (Sarba Seva Sangh)

20. Study of the variatioll of the (wgleofarril'alofthe
dowllcoming radio waves from the ionosphere - DR S. S.
B..\NERJEE, Banaras Hindu Universit.y, Varanasi

21. Study of properties vf semi-conductors ((/ld tran
sistors - DR G. P. SRIVASTAVA, Gorakhpur Univer
sity. Gorakhpur

New institutes and centres

The proposal for tlip. establishment of a research
school in earthquake eng-ineering at the l niversity
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of J~oorkee wa> approvt'd. The research programll1e
of the school \Iill include measurements on ground
motion along the Himalayan arc, analysis of the data

collected ane! structural responsl' l1leaSll[enwnts in
hnildings, dams and other engineering works during
earthquakes. .It is also proposed to institntt' a post
graduate course in dynamic measurcments and !ns
tflnllentation at the school.

For assisting the proper de\'e!opmcnt of Imit and
vegctable industries, it was d('cilkd to estahlish
regional research stations under the Central Food
Technological l{esearch Institute, Mysor(', at Delhi.

Poona, Gauhati, J~odur, Simla and Saharan pur and
sub-regional stations at jadavpnr, ~agpnr, Trichur
and Knhl. The functions of these stations will be:
(11 to undertake \'aridal trials on fmits and vege
tables; (2) to atknd to the day to day problems of
the loca I fruit and preservation industril's and to
undertake research on problems connected with till'
industry of the region; and (3) if possible, to under
take training amI demonstration programmes in

fruit and vegeta ble preservation, to carry out pilot
plant trials and to work out the economics for th.,
processinl! of difter('nt t~IP(;S of products.

The setting up of a snb-station of till' !\atiornl
nutanical Gardens. Lucknow, at \'erinag in Kashmir
for nmkrtaking il1\'('stigations on tile cultivation uf
plants of klllpl'r;ltt' and alpine c1imat.e \\'assanctiOlwd.

Symposia

Thl' holding of til(' followin,~' synlJ'o>:ia during th ..
year 1959-60 was approved:

I. I1Idlls/I'ial catal)'sis i1l coal "1Id pdrntruJII tceh
lIolo!!.)' , Central FIli'I Research Institute..I<'algora
(Ff'bfllary 1960)

2. Shell sfmc/llrl'S, Ccntral Building Research Insti
tnte, Roorkec (~Iarch 1960)

~. Utitizalioll nl hyprodllcts ol the teather i1ldllslry.
Central Leather Research Instituk. l\fadr;1S (Janu
a.\'-F..hfllar~· 1960)

4. Minor c,J.",titllrllts ill gll/ss. Central Class l\:

Ceramic l~ps,'arcll .lnstilull-, Cllcuth (Ilec('mber
1959)

5..-11I1fi""i",,is ill I jlft/a alld its tll,Tap)' , Central
Urng Research Institnl", Lnckno\\' (March 1960)

In addition. t.\\'o more symposia. to be held under
till' auspices of til<' Public Health Enl!inpering
I~(',':arch Institnte, ~agpl1f. wefe appnl\wl.

Colonel Amir Chand Trust Prizes, 1959

THE INDJ.\K (aCNeIJ. OF MEllIC\J. HESEAHCII

invites applications for the ;lnnual Colonel Amir
Chand Trw;t Prizl's for the y"ar 1959. TIl<'S(' prizes.
known a, Shakuntah Amir Chand Prizes, will
be awarded for the I)('st publish,'d research work

during 1958 in am' suhject in the field of medi
cal ,ciences inclnding clinical resl'arch. The term
, clinical research' CO\'ers [('search into the'mecha

nism and cansation of disease and its prl'\'ention and
cure, and includes work on patients in h9spit.als.'
field stndies in epidemiology and social medicitll'

and observations in general practice.
It has been decidcll to award folll', prizes in

1959, l'aell of I~s 300, to graduates of not n10n' tllan
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«'n years' standing. ~Iedical as "",11 as non-medical
graduates are eligible for till' all'ard.

Applicant, are re'lnin'd t.o submit 10 n'prinb of
tll('ir papers publisll('d dlll'ing 195H so as to reach the
Director, Indian Conncil of Medicall{escarch, Ml'dical
Enc!;\\'e, Post Box 494, N,,\\· Delhi. The last date
for the receipt of applications i, 1 August 1959. TIl<'
papl'rs should be accompanied hy a short. biographical
sketch and two copies of passport size photographs
of the candic\atejcandidates conc"flll'd.

TIll' award of til<' prizes \\'ill be annolulc"d at the
allnnal mcetings of till' COllncil's Scientific Afh'isor\'
1';o;rrc1 and Ad\'isnr\' ('onnnitter's ill ~o\'cmb('J'j

lJeCel1lbef 195').



Development of Petroleum Resources of Asia &
the Far East - ECAFE Symposium

~r. B. R\~L\CH,\:-.I DIn R.\O

T HE .-\sian and the F,~r EasttTll conntries ha"I'
a thm) of the world s populatIOn and US(', up

about 5 per cent of the workl's total consump
tion of oil. They, however, produCt, only 2,~ ptT CI'nt
Ilf their requirements of oil. Amon~ the mall\' eOIl!l

tries in this region, only British Borneo and Indonesia
produce oil in considerabll' qnantities for export.
Iran, which recently joined the EC.-\FE (but whieh
has been IIsually consirit'red with the ~'1iddle-East

countries), is, of course, a large produc,'r and well
knO\\'ll exportlT. lIurma produces just a!Dout t'nllll~11

for her own needs, while l ndia and Pakistan produt't,

;1 very small portion of their l't'<juirellle:lts. :\oni'
of the other conntri,'s of this n'gion has ,Iny appn'
ciable pmduction. It is, howe\'l'r, ~enerally belieVt'd
that tl1l're arc vast potentialities ior exploration ,uld
development of pi'troleulll resources in most coun
tries of the ECAFE region. Then'ion', the sympo
sium Iidd at :--Ie'w Delhi for about two w\,eks in
December last (3-16 December 195H) by the United
~ations Economic Commission for .-\sia and the Far
East was timely and opportune. It hrought together
a wide variety of interests th,lt Ila,'C adopted different
means for or~anil.in~ and contmlling the activities
,)f the pctroll'nm industry. On I' Ilnndred and fortv

delegate,; and ohsl'n'ers from 20 countrie's-Afghanis
tan . .-\ustralia, IJritish I\orneo, Burma, China (Tai
wan), France, (;erruany, India, lndoncsia, Japan, Laos,
:--Ietherlands, Pakistan, till' Philippines, Rnmania,

Thailand, the U.K., U.S.s.R. and U.S.A.-- took p,lrt
in the discussiom'. The re'pn's\mtatives of Inter
national LabclIIr Or~anil.ation, International fede
ration of Free Tracit' Unions, International Co-opera
tive' Alli,mcl's, International Organi7:ation of Em

ployees and the \Yorld FI'dl'ration of Trade Uni'''ls
had also st'nt ohsl'rn'rs.

The symposium considered 117 pap,:!,'; bcaring 011

:l varict~: of topics, which for till: sake of conVl'nielice
III' di,cussio'l, were divided illto ten topic,:

I. Petroleum illdustry "f the EC.-\FE regirul
2. Ceology of petroleum deposits of ECAFE rl'gioll

3. Petroleum potentialities and dendopment possi
hili til'S in the EC:\ FE re~ioll

+. I'I'trole-lim exploration sun'ey l1lethods \\·itll

,p,'cial refl'n'nce to EC:\ FE region

~. Stat liS oi petroleul1l exploratio:l in the ECAFE

region
6. Petroleul1l devdopm,'nt programme,; in the

ECAFE n'gion
7. Safety in prtrokum exploration and develop

ulPnt
X. Regulations governing pl'lr"ll'lun resourc(',;

development
'I. Technical manpower and e'l"ipnll'nt for petro

leum r('sources de\'(,lopment

10. T('chnical tr'tinin~ facilities for pl'trole-Ulli re
s"urel'S d("'e!opment

Dr D, N. Wadia, thl' principal delegate from
India, \\'as unanimously elected Cliairm:tI1 of the
,;\·mposilllll.

The disCllssion ior each topic was conducted
tlirough a Di,cnssion Lea,le-r appointed hy the Chair
nl,lil specially for the occasion. Tndi"idual papers
were not read, but tlw DiscuS.,ion Leaders focussed
attention on the salient feature,; of the papers, and
tile members present took part in till' discussions.
Tliis method proved more effective and livelier than
ctHlld have beeu the case if the pap,'rs were presentl'd
indi"idllallv by tIl(' authors or a,ny others on their
hchalf.

The largest number of papers contrihlltl'd and dis
cusscd related to thl' ~eological features of the petro
leum deposits with special reference to the ECAFE
region. It was noted that practically all the petro
leum at present being produced in the ECAFE region
comes from the chaiu of geosynclinal basins extending
from Iran eastward through th(' Himalayan region,
'.outhward through Burma and Sumatra to the islands
"I' the Indonesian archipelago, and then uorthward
tlirough Borneo, the Philippines «nel Taiwan to the

islands of Japan. Elsewhere in the world some of
the largest oil fields arc located in the ,helf areas or
,dong the hinge lines of the geosynclina I basins.

Whill' most of the exploration in tlil' ErA FE rl'gion
liad becn directed towards the folded structures nf
the mobile belt, it was fclt that more ~l'ological in
vestigation should be lIIHiertaken in tile shelf areas
:Ull] the coastal tr,lcls of this l't'gion. In :t few
countries, offshore (~xploration lias be~un recelltly

and vcry lik"ly it could be taken up b,' the otlier
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countries where\'er possible. The practical limit of
offshore exploration sur\"eys has now extended up
to 600 ft depth, i.e. the limit of the continental shelf,
whereas drilling has been so far successfully carried
to depths of 100 to 150 ft. In regan! to the petro
leum sun'ey methods, the symposium eOll:;idered the
latest de\'elopments in photogeology, gra\'inll'tric,
magnetic and seismic methods. The question of
rlirect detection of oil by electrical and radioacti\'e
methods was also discussed, but it W;LS felt that nu
sound physical basis has yet been discO\'ered for
using these some\\'hat contro\"ersial methods, How
ever, it was suggested by some that the study of
elasticity and density of oil and gas saturation of for
mations could prove more useful in evoh'ing nwthoos
for detection of oil.

The importancp of adopting a uniform s.rstem of
reporting the statistical information by using \'olu
metric units for pronuction figures was discllssed.
The consensus of opinion was that \"olumetric units
should be adopted, The question of increasing the
ultimate recovery of crune oil from the established
producing fields by hydraulic fracturing, acidization,
fire-flooding and other means of stimulating the oil
flow in rocks of low penneahility was discussed and
it was recommended that attention should be paid in
the ECAFE region to expand the training facilities
in these techniq ues.

The technical manpo\\'er and equipment needed
for developing the petroleum resources in the ECAFE
region and the training facilities in this region were
discussed at some length, The general feeling was
that some establishments may be set up at suitable
centres in this region for manufacturing machinery
and equipment for the oil industry. Th{'re was also
some discussion on th{' desirability of ha\'ing a
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Petroleum Institute or fnstitut{'s in the ECAFE
region for training and research in the \'arious aspects
of oil industry and tcchnolog\',

A regional geological map of Asia aud the Far East,
Irhich is aln-ady being compiled unde-r the auspices
of the ECA FE, will also indicate the oil and gas fields
of this region, Such a map would indeed be \'ery
welcome.

The symposium had a working group on Regula
tions Governing Petroleum Resources De\'c!opment.
As the question of legislation and regulation \"ested
solely within the competence of the Go\"ernments
concerned, the working gronp had only mntual ex
change of \'iews, A~ a matter of fact, it was a credit
able feature of this symposium that discnssions on
all the other topic,; and papers too were steered mostly
on the technical le\'{'l, withont getting into political
controversies. A spirit of mutual understanding and
friendly co-operation prevailed throughout thc pro
c('{'(lings.

The ECAFE secretariat an: likely to publish the
proccedings of this symposinm fairly soon. A large
body of persons int{'rl'ste(1 in the oil industry through.
uut the world will no donbt eagerly look forward to
this publication and would also watch for the con
vening of a second symposium \\'hich is propo,;{'d to
be held in 1962 or 1963.

Jn conclusion, it may be said that this symposium
succeeded not only in bringing togetll{'r a large body
of geologists, geoph~'sicists, engineers, chemists and
other~ devoted to tIl{' \'arious aspects of the oil in
dustry, but also in focussing attention on the need
and the urgency to soln' the problems of de\'cloping
the petroleum resources of the Asian and Far Eastern
countries in whose indllstrial ad\'ancement oil can
playa large part.



Microwave Spectroscopy & Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
A Symposium

A S'dIPOSll'M on ':\licrowa\'e Spectroscopy
and :\uclear :Vlagnetic I{e,;onanc(' ',sponsored
by the Council of Scipntific <'I: Industrial Re

search, wa,; h('ld at the :\Jluslim Uni\'(~rsity, Aligarh,
during 23-25 Febrnary 1959, I{esearch workers
from different in,;titution,; in the country pngagpd
in thi,; field of ,;tudy participat<'C1 in lhl' sympo,;inm,
Sixtepn papers were prespnted and discu,;spcl, In
addition, ther(' \\'er(' six re\'ip\I' pap"r,; on differpnl
topic,;,

The sympo,;ium lVas inaugurated hy Prof. }{, I~,

Asundi of the Department of Atomic Energy, Trom
hay, \I'ho briefly sUrl'eyed thp contribution of spec
troscopy to th(' de\'elopment of physic,;, Taking the
determination,; of the internuclear distance of CO
molecule by \'arious spectroscopic methods in the
chronological oroer a,; an example, he illustrated till'
increa,;eo accurac\' a\'ailahle owing to the high
reso!l'ing power and dispersion characteristic of micro
II'a\'e spectroscop~', An accurate study of the weaker
interactions made possible b~' this and other powerful
spectroscopic methods has greatly increased our
knoldedge of such interactions in molecules,

The experim('ntal work, now in progress, at Aligarh
Uni\'ersity on CD3NH 2 and the results obtaineo in the
region 34,OOO-3M,OOO :\Ic/,;, were pre,;ented in a paper.
The ,;e\'eral lines ohtained could be cla,;sified accord
ing to the different types of Stark pattern,; they
exhibit. I t has beeu possible to fix the lower J
,'alues and j's for some of these lines. The results
obtained in the microwave spectrum of CH3CN han'
indicated that the sJlectrum obtained for the transi
tions J = I -~... 2 and] = 2 ---+ 3 corresponding to
the vibrational states V8 = I could be explained on
the basis of Nielsen's theory of I-typ(' doubling iu
,;ymmetric top molecule,;, yielding a \'alue of 0,94 for
the Coriolis interaction constant, consistent with that
obtained from infrared spectral data, By reassigning
,;ome of the already measured transitions for CH3NC,
CH3CCH and CF3CCH, it i,; possible to obt;!in ,'alues
of Corialis interaction constants for these molecules
also, in close agreement with those obtained from
infrared spectra,

Work on the rotational magnetic moment iLJ in
dicated that thl' Zeeman effect for the rotational
,;pectra of gases affords a simple method of determin
ing :LJ in l~ molecules, Slipping of \'alence electrons
along with their normal orbital motion gi\'e,; rise to
, cosine interaction' and a semi-l'mpirical relationship

between the cosine interaction constant and {L.r has
been deri ved,

The results of a theoretical study to explain the
isotropic part of the hyperfine structure in para
magnetic resonance were presented. The difference
in the exchange interactions of unpaired electrons
with the two paired s-electrons is considered to
create a finite spin density at the nucleus, thereby
producing the isotropic hyperfine splitting through
tlte Fermi-type interaction,;, The calculations were
made by \'ariational method and satisfactory agree
ment was found for Mn++ ion,

Determinations of the relaxation times carril,d out
in different types of glasses from the Si29 nuclear mag
netic resonance signals ha\'e indicated that the relaxa
tion time is a function of the particle size of the glass,

'1'11'0 interesting papers from the Indian Institute of
Science, Bangalore, related to instrumentation iIi nu
clear magnetic re,;onance, The first paper dealt with
the improvements in an earlier proposed synchronous
magnetic recorder and the second paper described
a simple and useful method for reducing the radiation
damping in high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance,

Other specific problems which were discussed at the
symposium arc enumerated below:

Gaseous microwave spectroscopy - Hindered rota
tion in microwa\'e spectra of methyl alcohols and
methyl amines; microwave spectral data correspond
ing to the transitions] = 5 --> 6 and] = 6 -> 7 of
CCI3CN; microwa\'e spectral data for the rotational
transition] = 5 -+ 6 for the two isotopic species of
IBr (IEr79 and I HrBl ) and derivation of molecular
constituents and quadrupole coupling constants; and
methods for accurate determination of the dipole
moments of molecules in the ground and excited
\'ibrational states from the Stark dfect on tlte rota
tional lines in the' microwave' spectra, with special
reference to the parallel plate cell method,

Paramagnetic resollance spectroscopy - Design of a
simple transmission ca\'ity spectrometer and methods
for improving its sensitivity; studies on paramagnetic
resonance spectra of organic free radicals and their
hyperfine strncture, e,g, proton hyperfine structure
in spectra of benzosemiquinone ions, and of the
frpe radicals formed in the reactions of tptraphenyl
hyclrazine with different reagents,

lYuclear 1/lagltetic resona1lce - Latest experimental
techniques; spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxations in
nuclpar magnetic resonancl' experiments on bulk
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matter; chemical shift:< in high resolution nuckar
magnetic resonance in the case of: (i) aqueous solu
tions, alkali chlorides and alkaline earth chlorides.
(ii) 0 17 resonance in aliphatic alcohols, acids and
ketones and (iii) Hg resonance in some mercury com
pounds; proton resonance spectra of amines; appli
cation of nuclear magnetic resonance to quantitatin'
chemical analysis of denterinm in ordinary \l'ater and

in the study of cis-trans conversion and reaction rate,
in cohaltic complexes; measurement of fjuadrupok
coupling cnnstant:< from the quadrupolar splitting,
obsen'ed in l.i17 resonancp in pO\l'dered LiCO,,; theore
tical and ('xperimental "a1l)('s of nude'll' moment:<;
and experimental techniques in the ,ignificant but
little-kno\l'n oH'rlap region bet\l'een the infrared anc!
microwa\.,. region.

The Chemistry of Insulin*

THE elucidation of the structure of insulin opens
up the way to similar stndies on other proteins.
The exact chemical structure of proteins \l'ill

help in the nnderstanding of their specific fnnction,
in normal conditions and may reve;ll changes that
take place in disease.

On the basis of the dinitrophenyl (DNP) method,
together \l'ith phenylisothiocyanate method, it Sl'l'lllS
probable that the chains of insulin are joined together
by the clisulphide bridges of cystine residues. Per
formic acid oxidation of the clisulphide bridges resulb
in cysteic ac.icl residues thus breaking the cross
linkages. From the oxidized insulin t\l'O fractiGn"
A and B could be separated hy precipitation methods.
Fraction A contains glycine and fraction B, phl'Tlyl
alanine N-terminal residues. Fractiun A is acidic aud
has a simpler composition than insulin in that the
six amino acids - lysine, arginine, histidine, phen~'I

alanine, threonine and proline -- an' absent in it. It
thus has no basic amino gronps \l'hich arc fonnd onh'
in fraction R. From a quantitative determination of
the end groups it ha<; been concluded that fraction :\
contains abont 20 residues per chain, four of these
being cysteic acid, and fraction n has 30 residue"
two of which an' cysteic acid. Since the yield of ('aclt
fraction is greater than 50 per cent in terms uf till'
N-terminal residues present and since the\' appear to
be homogeneow' it seems likely that there is onl~' one
type of /,:lyc\'1 chain and one t\'pe of phcn~'laland

chain.
As a result of the acid hydrolysis of Dr-: I' ,It-ri

yative uf fraction B it has been concluded that all
N-terminal phenylalanine residues of insulin arl' pre
sent in the sequence l';lc.VaI.A'p.Glu. This sU/':l!l'st,
that if there arc two phl'nylalan~'1 chains, then tl1l'sl'
bra arc identical. Similar results haw been ohtailll'd

witlt fractiun .\, and it 1,,1:' I)('en ,hml'u that the
\,I-tlTminal glyciue residues an' presl'nt \I·ith the
sequence (;ly.lso!<'1I.Va\.(;lu.Clu.

Tlte aboye stndil's ha\'e sho\l'Il, for th(' first time.
tllat the insulin molecule is compu,ed of onl~' bm
t\'lles of chains, and that if the mO!l'cular \I'eight
of insulill were 12,000. then tlte molecule i, bnilt
uf t\l'O identical haln',. Till' utlll'r altl'rnati\T,
which has been sho\l'n to he the case, is that the
actual molecular weight of insulin is 6000.

For determinin,; tIll' sequencc in the t\l'O chain..;
coutaining 20 ancl 30 residues rt'spectiwly, first,
fraction H Itas been subjected to partial h\'Clrolysi,
'I'itll acid. Since th,' mixture is tou complex for
direct an;tlysis by p'lJll'r chromatography, it has bCl'n
funnd Iwc(·ssan·to carr~lout c('rtain preliminary group
separations in order to ohtain fractions cllntaininc
5-20 pl'ptides that can tllell 1)(' separatl'd Oil papl'l·.
This separation I,as h"('n accomplished 1)\' 101lO

phoresis, ion-excltange chromatography ;lIld ;«!sorp
tion on charcoal. These simpliti,'d mixtllres are
then fractionated by two-dinwnsional paplT chro
matogmph~·. The pcptillt- spots an' cnt out and
the material e1l1tl·d from the paper, subjected to
complete Itydrolysis and an;jlvsed for thl·ir consti
tuent amino acilk As a n'sult, it collld hI' con
c1udl'd that th,' fraction B ('ontains on'" peptides
of cysteic acid and since tlterl' arc only t\1'O
such residlH's in fraction H all thl'se peptidl's
must tit into two seq (ll·nC('S. In this \I'a\' about
45 p('ptides han' h""n illt-ntilil'd in the "ariuus frac
tions of the partial acid hydrolysate and it i, con
cluded that tbe fullowing fin' fractions are present in
tlte phenylabninl' chain:

(1) l'he.\'aI.Asp.Clu.His.Ll'II.CyS03H.G1\'. (N-ter
min'll sefjuence); (2) (;ly.(;ln ..\r/,:.<;l\·.; (3) Thr.Pro.-

·Condensed from the Nohel I.eel ure dclin.'l"nl hy J'rof. F. Sallgl'r )It'fnn' lht· Swccli",11 .\cadl'IlI~· in :-itockholm, lin
12 December 1958,
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1.1·s.Ala.; (4) l~T.L'·II.\"aI.CyS03H'<;ly.; and (5) <";n.
His. Leu. Val.( ;Iu ..-\Ia.

Furth('r information as to the mamwr in whil"h tl,,·
ahovc fin' sequences are joilll'd togethn in fraction
H has he('n ohtained hI' tIll' use of proteolytic en

zymes. Prob'olvtic "nzyn}('s are mnch more slwcific
than acid sinc,' only a fell' of the pcptide bonds an'
susceptihk. Tlll'v givc ris(' to largcr peptides (which
are fcw and henc<~ the mixtures arc less complex)
which in gennal arc morr ditlicult to fractionate bl'
paper chromatography. Howe\','r, it has been recent

h' found that better separations can hI' achievcd b~'

ion-exchange chromatograph I' and ionophoresis. HI'
,tuell'ing pel'tid('s obtained bv tll(' action of pepsin,
trypsin and chl"lnotrypsin it has het'n possible to find
out how the "arious sequences are arranged and
dl'duce the complete sequ('nce of till' I'h('Il\'lalanyl
chain which is shown below:

PI,e. Val..-\sp.( ;hl. His.Leu.CySO"H.(;ly.Ser. His. Leu.

VaI.Glu.Ala. Leu.T~T.Lru. VaI.CySO"H.Clv.Glu.
:\rg.GIy. Phe. Phe.Tvr.Thr. Pro. Lvs.Ala.

Similar methods ha\"(~ been used to determinc the

"e'luence of fraction A. Although the fraction A is
the shorter of the two chains, the determination of
its struetme h;IS h"('n Illore difficult. Fraction H
contaills se\"('ral residues that OCCllr (lIlh' once in thl"
molecuk and this helps cousiderahh' in interpreting
the results when';!:' fraction A has lin II- a fCII' SUeil
(('sidues and these arc all near one end. ,\Iso fraction
.-\ is much less susceptihk to em.vmil" hydrolysis.
Fraction A elliltaius the sequence CvS03H.CyS03H
and this gin's rise to a numbrr of water-soluhiC'
peptides whidl do not fractionate easily hy paper
chromatography. However, it has been found that
hI' paper ionophoresis at pH 2·75 thel' can Ill' well
separated sinC(' thel' an' the only acidic peptides
prescnt. At this pH, -COOH groups an'uncharged,
-S03H groUllS carry a negatil'e chargl' and -NH,
groups a positin~ charg-e. Peptides without cystl'ic
acid are all prl'.;itiITII· charged, tho,,' with on,' cvsteic
acid an' neutral aud conld Iw separatCl\ as 'I .c:roup
:md those witll \11'0 cysteic acids an' negatil'el~'

charged; if a slightiv higlll'r pH (3'5) is used. tl:e

~- COOH groups become slightly charged and all
til,' peptides containing onl' cysteic acid residue
move ,;1011'1.1' towards the anode and can thus hI'
fractionateel. In this way thl' sequence of fractiOlI A
I,a" been found to 1)(':

(;11. boletI. \'aI.Clu.Clu.CySO"H.Ala.Scr.VaI.CyS03H.
<";er. Lell.Tyr.Clu.Leu.G lu.Asp.Tyr.CyS03H .Asp.

Till' pusition of NH 2 groups in insulin has bel'n
c1f'termined hy studying thl' ionuphoretic rates and
amide cuntrnt,; of peptides deriverl from enzymic

hH\ rolysates.
The manner in \I'hid, the rli:;ulphide bridges in the

insulin molecule arc arrangcd has been arri"cd at from
the observation that th" molecular weight of insulin
is 6000, so that it consists cif two chains containing
three disulphide bridges, and not of four chains
as was originally considered. The fact that fraction
A contains four cvsteic acid residues. whereas fraction
n has only \11"0, indicatcs that two bridges must
connl'ct the two chains together and one must foml
an intra-chain bridge connecting one part of the A
chain with another part of thc same chain.

The actual location of the disulphide bridges in the
iusulin moleculc has heen determined from a disul
phide inten:harge reaction that occurs in acid, alka
line anrl neutral solutions. During the hydrolysis of
t.I,e uuoxidized insulin peptidcs, :l random rearrange
ment of the disulphide bonds occurs with the con
seqnent production of cy:;tine peptides which arc not
actual fragment,; of thc original insuliu. The re
arrangement which occurs in acid solution Itas been
found to be different from that occurring in neutral
and alkaline solutions and instead of being catalysed
hy -SH groups, it is actually inhibited by thcm.
Not onlv does this sholl' that a different reactiml is
illl'oll'ed but it is also possible tu prevent it,; uccur

renee during acid hydrolysis. Thus when insulin is
treated with concentraterl acirl to which a small
amount. of thioglycollic acill is added, cysteine pep
tid('s can be isolated which are in fact truc breakdown
products and from which the distribution of tbe re
maiuing two disulphide bonds can be dcduced. The

complde structure of insulin is shOII'n in Chart 1.
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Li ving Polymers

c. C. MEt\Ot-i & S. L. KAPlil{

:\ational Chemical Lahoratory, !'oona

THE gruwth uf pulymer chemist.ry as a distinct.
branch of physical science in recent. years wa"
act.uated by the recognition of organic poly

mers as constructional materials based on their
own merits. The cally investigations in the field
of polymers were characterized by a prononnced
empiricism of approach and it was only in 1<)20,
with the publication of the epoch-making paper
by Staudinger1 tlmt a rational hypothesis regard
ing t.he structure of polymeric materials was made
availahle.

The general acceptance of Staudinger's views pro
vided the necessary impetus for the systematic scienti
fic investigation of the modes of polymer formation.
It was suon realized that polymeric materials could
be prodnced by two distinct types of reactions, name
ly condensation and addition polymerization. Of
these, the latter type of reaction stimulated greater
interest due to several reasons. The process is one
of simplest types of organic chain reaction and the
sole product of the reaction is a macromolecule, the
structure of which is determined by till' rates and
mechanisms of the individual steps constituting the
overall change. Further, the kinetic study of till'
reaction providerl the possibility of determining the
active life time of a free radical centre which is of
paramount significance to the fundamental problems
of chemical kinetics of chain reactions,

The overall pro<:ess of addition polymerization in
volves three discrete steps: initiation. propagation
and termination. In the initiation proces" the mono
mer molecule is excited by readj,>J'I with catalyst
and in the propagation process the excited monomer
molecule grows by successive addition of monomer
units until the growth is finally stopped by t.he termi
nation reaction, Most of the initiators initi<llly in
vestigated were of the free rarlical type, although
several instances of cationic types of pulymerization
were known. The systematic study of the latter
cbss of initiators was rendered difficult due to the
uncertainty regarding the nature of ionogenic pro
cesses involving the initiation reaction. Yet another
class of initiators which brings ahuut addition poly
merization through carbanionic intermediates was
recognized only very recently2, although several such
compounds have heen patented without an under
standin~ of the actual mode of reaction. It was one
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of such catalytic systems which was employed by.
Prof. Sz\\arc in his synthesis of 'living polymers '3,.

which is considered to be one of the basic contri
hutions in polymer science.

The essential feature of the synthesis of 'living
polymers' consists in the lact that if by an appro
priate choiet: of reaction conditions the termination
reaction in the overall proces" ()f con version of mono
mer to polymer is precluded, the growing enrls will
not be destroyce[ ::Ind would be capable of subse
quent ~rowth if additional amounts of 11l()uomer
werc madu al'ailabk. The ingenuity of the ex
periment thus ClHlsists in the choice of a unique
catalytic system in which :dl the required conditions
an' fulfiller!.

The catalytic system chosen by Prof. Szwarc was
thu sodium-naphthalene complex in tetrahydrofuran
solution. Tt had been shown hy Scott and co-workers"
that metallic sodium reacts with aromatic hydro
carbons in soh'ents like the dinwthyl ether of ethylene
glycol in an incrt atmosphere tu form intensel~'

colourl'd metal-hydrocarbon complexes. ScottG later
showed that the sy;;tel1l was capable of initiating the
polvmerization of CIlnjugated olefins. Pau\. Lipkin
and \Yeissman' , hy a study of the stoichiometry of
the reaction and the analysis of the magnetic proper
ties, ell'ctri.cal condnctivity and the absorption sp~'ctra

of the compll'x, demonstrater! that the primary re
action produds were the hyrlro<:arbon free radical
negative ions and sodium cations. They further
showed that hvdrocarh()n free radical ions were
capable 'of functioning as ('lectron transfer agents,
e,g, on the addition of phenanthrene to ;;odium
naphthalene complex, thl' following dectron transf('r
reaction was shown to occnr.

The case of the ('I"ctron transfer reaction ckpended
upon the rdative electron affinities of the hydro
c:ubons am! the <:onclusions based on the reaction
were in agreement with t.he known clt-dron affinities
of the hydrocarbons. It was suggested by Prof.
~zwarc that thl' same tvpe of electron transfer was
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responsible ["r Ihe' ll11tI,lllOn of polymerization.
For e~ampl,', ",h"11 styrene was added to the:
sodium-napht h,t1"\I\' .."nlplex in the absence of air
at -80°e. 11\1' pri1l1"n' reaction was shown to b,~

as follows:

The structure of styrene ion can be represrnted by
either (V) or (VI).

Both (V) and (VI) are capable of initiating poly
merization, one end growing as a free raclical and the
other as a carbanion, But at the low temperature I)f
the experiment the free radical ends dimcrize to gi\'(~

species of the type (VIl).

not inevitable bnt under the complete cont.rol of t.he
experimenter.

Termination by electron transfer from living ends
to naphthalene molecule would lead to change of
the red colour to green colour, characteristic of the
sodiul11-naphth<tlene complex, Further the living
ends deprived of electrons would become free radical
ends consequent on which further polymerization
might ensue leading to an increase in the viscosity
of the system, The tol<ll absence of these pheno
mena confirmed the view that the liYing ends were
not destroyed by such a process.

On the other hanel, if additional amount of styrene
is added to the system. further polymerization could
take place, If the molar ratio of styrene to solvent
is maintained as that in the first batch the concentra
tion of polystyrene should be constant. Despite this,
the viscosity of the system was found to increase which
ill(licated t.hat the seconcI batch of the monomer
polymerized on the living ends of the first batch. It
w"s also found that if a second monomer like iso
prene or butadiene was added to Jiving polystyrene,
block copolymers were formed by the polymerization
of the second monomer on the living ends of the first
monomer8,

It follows from the mechanism of the reaction that
the degree of polymerization of ' Jiving polymers' is
given by the ratio [MJIHC] where [M] is the mono
mer concentration and [C] that of the cat.alyst. The
validity of this expression has been verified experi
mentally. Further, in all such polymerizations, e,g.
that of styrene, butadiene and isoprene, the number
average molecular weight of the polymers obtained
was found to be equal to the weight average mole
cular weight indicating that the polymers were of
monoelisperse nature9• The synthesis of monodis
perse polymers has been an unsolved problem'o and
'living polymers' perhaps constitute the closest
approach to this objective.

The synthesis of ' Jiving polymers' has opened up
the possibility of strict correlation of physical and
mechanical properties of polymeric materials and their
chemical constitution by the prep~.ration of block
copolymers of desired composition and the study of
their physical propertiesll. Further polymeric mate
rials with the desired end groups can be prepared by
the appropriate choice of the tenninating agent.
The production of polymers of requireti physical pro
perties to suit specific application has been one of the
major objectives of polymer chemistry and this has
been rendered easier by the synthesis of 'living

polymers '.
The chemistry of ' living polynlers' is still in the

throes of development and the subject is receiving
growing attention of many research laboratories.

IVillII

It is obvious that both ends of (\111) are capabk
of propagating polymerization by an anionic mecha
nism. The termination in such a case can be brought
about by the transfer of a proton from the solvent or
that of all electron to the catalyst moJecnle. Use of
a non-proton-donating solvent like tetrahydrofuran
prevents the possibility of termination by proton
transfer from solvent. l'urther in tetrahydrofuran,
which solvates the iOlls well, termination by electron
transfer is energetically unfavourable.

These e~pectations were fully confirmed by l'rof.
Szwarc in the case of polymerization of styrene.
Thus on the addition of styrene monomer to the
tetrahydrofuran solution of the catalyst under high
vacuum conditions the green colour of the sodium
naph thalene com plex was obsen'ed to change to red
due to electron transfer to styrene, The reel colour
was fOUll(1 to persist for days after the formation of
polymer indicating the presence of living mds, The
living ends, how'~vcr, arc not capable of eternal
,'xistence since there are great many reagents which
convert living ends intn dead ends anel the formation
of' living polymer' i;; entirely elependent on the rigid
exclusion of ail sl1ch snhstances frolll the reaction
system, It was shown that even minute traces of
impurities like oxygen or wat.er vapour were sufficient
to bring about tlte destruction of Jiving ends. The
cOl1\'ersion of living ends to dead entis i>, therdore,
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Lubricating Oil Additives: A Review

MOHAN LAL KHANNA <\: JOGINOER SINGH AHLU\\'ALIA*

National Physical Lahoratory. New Delhi

TABLE 1-- ESTIMATED WORLD ANNUAL
CONSUMPTION OF LUBRICATING OIL

ADDITIVES'

'The heavy duty engine oils (Series-3 oils) introduced in
1956 may contain 15·25 per cent additi"e, substantially in
the form of detergent.

that today almost all superior engine. industrial.
railroad and marine lubricating oils contain one or
more of these additives. A well-established chemical
industry dealing with research, manufacture and
evaluation aspects of additives has come into being,
An idea of the estimated world annual consumption
of lubricating oil additives can be had from the data
given in Tahle I.

The subject of petroleum additives has been dealt
with in detail by many workers2- 7, The patent lite
rature on the subject is voluminous and is conti
nuously increasing. Large sums of money are being
spent on the development of new additives, which
either replace or improve the previous ones. As addi
tional information ah01lt their mechanism of action

TOTAL AMOUNT USED
r-----'-----.

Million Million
kg. Rs

400
93

107
107
14

67

196
45
40
40

4
-I-r
--J

TYPICAL
DOSAGE
%wt

2-10'
0'2-2

5-10
0'5·10
0,1-1,0

0-0001-0'001
0·1·1·0
0,1-1,0

Detergents/anti.\\'en r
Antioxidants
Extreme pressure agenb
V.I. improvers
Pour point depressants
Anti-foaming agents
Oiliness improvers
Anti-rust agents

AUDITIVES

L UBRICATING oil stocks obtained from a suit
able crude oil and refined properly according
to the modern methods of solvent extraction

often fail to meet the lubrication requirements of
modern machinery. as a result of design changes and
severe operating conditions. Certain chemical com
pounds. called' additives " have, therefore. to be in
corporated in the refined oil to improve some of its
existing properties and to impart to it certain desired
characteristics, which were previously absent. The
use of additives not only results in an improved lubri
cant, but also decreases the cost of refining and widens
the scope of crude oil selection. Additives. in general.
are no substitute for the quality of lubricating oil base
stocks and cannot also eliminate the use of oil as a
heat transfer medium and a sealing agent. Formula
tions are empirical and rigorous testing is done in
order to ascertain that an additive would be effective
under actual service conditions and, at the same
time, would not have any adverse effect on the
functional properties of the oil.

In the present paper. the general types of lubricating
oil additives in use currently are reviewed and their
mechanism of action has been discussed in relation
to their chemical compositions. Some typical addi
tives, which have been successfully used by the petro
leum industry, are described alon~ with the different
laboratory methods and the full-scale engine bench
tests used for evaluating the characteristics of the
additive-treated oils,

Since 1935 there has been a progressive developmell t
in the use of chemical additives in lubricating oils so

'Present address: Department of Mincs and Fuel. Ministry of Steel, Mines and Fuel, l\e\\' Delhi.
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becomes ;l\'a ila bit'. tv,;,; costly and more l'ffectiyc
additives art' plan'd on I hc market.

Classification of additives

The commonly w;t:d lubricating oil additive, may
be classified as follows:

1. Oxidation-corrosion inhibitor,
2. Dispersant-detergents
3. Pour point depressants
+. Viscosity index (V.I.) imprO\ws
5. J<ust preventives
6. Oiliness, film strength, cxtrl'nll' pressure and

anti-wear agents
7. Anti-foam agents
8. Dyes
The above classification is not rigorous on account

of the fact that many additivcs are multi-functional
in nature, e.g. acryloids act. both as visco,ity index
(V.I.) improvers and pour point depressants. ;\n
oxidation inhibitor nny improve V,l. and a fluores
cent dye may also proVl' to be a good pour Jloint
depressant.

There is a class of lubricauts called' \'oltolized .
or' Elektrion ' oils8, which are without auy additil'es,
Various grades of such oils possess the properties of
oiliness, solubilization and peptization to a greater
,~xtcnt than the conventional oils. How the passage
of silent electrical discharge brings about thes.'
changes in lubricating oils is still not understood.

A Iltioxidallts - Ideally, all type, of lubricating oils
should maintain their original properties without any
change for an iudefinite period of timc. However,
all lubricatiug oils deteriorate in service, principally
tlue to oxidation an<l the complex oxygenated com,
pounds formed are responsible for causing bearinf.i
corrosion, ring ,ticking, lacquer and sludge formation
:t'nd increased viscosity. !n order to prolong their
usc in sl)rvice. small concentrations of additives.
called antioxidants or oxidation inhibitors, are in
corporated.

With a I'iew to understanding the nature and
ulechanism of oxidation occurring in lubricating oils,
the oxidation o[ pure hydrocarbons belonging to the
paraffinic, mphthenic and aromatic series has been
studied hy many workers'. From the results it is
difficult to predict the behaviour of the complicated
mixtures such as those occurring in lubricating oils.
Oxidation of the paraffinic and naphthenic hydro
carbon components' of lubricating oils t('nds to yield
oil-solubl~ compounds of an acidic nature. while oxi
dation o[ :\romatic constitueuts tends to yield oil
insoluble sludges and varnishes. Due to the com
plexity and diversity of the hydrocarbons and other
molecules iuvolved, few specific oxidation products
hal'c hecn identified except snch degradation mate-

rials as water, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and
some of the lower boiling carboxylic acids. However,
it is generally believed that organic peroxides are the
first oxidation products formed through a free radical
chain reaction" as indicated below:
(I) Initiation: RH -------+ R' + H'
(2) PropagatiQII: R' + O2 -> ROO' (peroxide)

ROO' +RH-> ROOH +R'
(hydroperoxide)

From branching reactions of the type ROOH-;.
RO' -I- OH', a variety of compounds containing
oxygen can hr formed, sllch as water, aldehydes,
:t lcohols, ketones and acids. They are further oxi
dized and react to form high molecular weight poly
mers. Some o[ t hem are oil soluble and the others are
oil insvluble such as resins, varnish, lacquer and hard
carbon which f.iet deposited on metal parts.

Both the initiation and propagation reactions may
he activated or accelerated by the presence o[ metallic
ions, heat or light.
(3) Tcnnillation: H.' -I- R' .-+ RR

? ROO, ---+!WOR + O2

The [ormation of st.able end-products, cutting down
o[ the oxygen supply and the exhaustion of reactive
components result in the termination of the chain
r('action.

Factors (Ilpctillg oxidatio!l -- Oil oxidation is greatly
dependent upon factors8 such as temperature, time,
catalysts (metals like copper, iron, lead. and dust, fuel
combustion blow bypror!ucts), contact with air or
oxygen aiJd the chemical composition of the lubricant.
They largely help to determine the type of additive
that is most suitable for a specific purpose,

[nhibitor action - Oxidation inhibitors or anti
llxidants may react in two different ways, One type
o[ oxidation inhibitor functions by reacting with thc
free radicals formed and terminate the chain reaction.
The end-products formcr! arc stable and do not. take
part in any further reaction. The other type, which
is not a t.rue antioxidant, functions indirectly by
passivating thl' metal or metal ions, which catalysp
oxidation and acts as a catalyst ' poison' by form
ing a protective chemical film or coating on the
metal surface. by physical ar!sorption :)1' chcmical
bondage.

The mechanism o[ oil oxidation and the inhibiting
action of antioxidants are complex and still not
,:omplctely understooel on account of the many factors
involved. Howe\'er, it is known that th(' , induction
period' of an oil is considerably in(:reased by the use
of an antioxidant.

The addition of an antioxidant to an oil is by no
means a uniye1'sal cure-all hut is only a preventive.
It is the detergent additive, which is a cure against
the formation of the oxidation products of the oil.
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Since oils widely differ in their susceptibility to anti
oxidants, it is necessary to select a combination of
base stock and additive, which will result in a ~tahle

product.
The antioxidants nOlI" widely ased arc mainly

organic substances wntaining sulphur am! phasphoru~
or phosphorus and nitrogen, amines, complex phenols
or metal derivati\'es of such compounds. They arc
represeuted by tributyl phosphite. triphenyl phos
phite, tri-p-tertiary-amyl phosphite, zinc dialkyl di
thiophosphatrs, alkyl phenol sulphides, sulphurized
fatty oils, sulphurized terpenes, reaction products of
phosphorus sulphide with alelines and fatty oils, and
other fatty products containing phosphorus and
sulphur. ~-N'aphthol, phenyl-oc- and phenyl-[1-naph
thylamines and phenol derivati\'{~s arc recommended
for turbine oils2•

Examples of some commercial inhibitors2 a\'ailabil"
in the market arc: Santolubes 393, 394-C, 395, 520
and 220; Paranox 14, 19, GB, 441, 492; Monto 202,
204; lonol; GX-3; Caleo MB; Aerolub 76 and 77;
and Lubrizol.

Different laboratory oxidation test methods arc
followecl by workers in different countries. The tem
perature of oxidation, the duration, the rate of air
or oxygen blown, sample size and the catalyst em
ployed vary from test to test. The information ob"
tained by these tests is comparative and primarily
of theoretical interest, and is mostly used for the
initial stage screening of the oils.

Engine tests for evaluating the oxidation charac
teristics of crankcase oils are carried out according to
the CRC-LA technique9, It is proposed to replace
it very soon by the CLR.-38 technique10,ll, The
screening tests are conducted on smaller engines, like
Petter W-1l 2.

DetergeJlt dispersallts - The f011l1ation of deposits
and sludges in internal comhustion engines at high
as well as lOll' temperatures is a serious handicap to
their efficient performance. As the major cause of
such formations is the oxidation of lubricating oil
lIsed in the crankcase, antioxidants arc incorporated
in the lubricant to inhibit oxidation. They arc quite
efficient at relatively low temperatures but become
less effective at high temperatures encountered in the
piston zone and in the combustion chamber. Thus
the oil deteriorates forming carbonaceous deposits
within the combustion zone, sludge gets accumulated
in the channels :lI1d finally settles down affecting the
performance of dtal engine parts, This is overC0111e
by the use of detergent-dispersant additives, which
act as a cure and not a preventive for oil oxidation,

It is believed that these additives keep the engine
parts6 such as piston rings, oil screens, crankcase pan.
etc., clean and do not allow the colloidal carbonaceous
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particles composed of oil oxidation products, fuel soot,
resins and other oil-insoluble materials to agglomerate
and to settle by keeping them in a line and stable
suspension in the oil. They might act by coating
metal surhcr with au adsorbed layer, thereby prevent
ing adherence of soot and resin. Others belie\'e
that such additives direct the chemical reactions
occurring so as not to form oil-insoluble deposits. It
is claimed that some of the more effecti\'e detergents
are bosic in nature so that they ha\'e a ncutralizing
effect ou acidic oxidation products to prevent the
formation of deposits. It is probable that the deter
~ent-dispersant additives6 act according to anyone
or a cumbination of the several ways indicated abo\'e
depending upon the particular operating conditions
involved,

These additil'cs are widely usee! in hea\'y-duty oils.
The classificatiou of such oils, as ~llL-L-2104A,

~upplcmrnt-l, Series-2 and Serics·3, mostly depends
upon the amount of detergent-dispersant additive
used in a given oil. The concentration of the deter
gent added increases in the order of oil mentioned.
In Series-3 oils, 15 to 25 per cent of additive13 is
present in the oil, substantially as detergent additives.

An important rolc3 played by a detergent is that
it basically reacts and neutralizes acidic bodies such
as petroleum oxy acids, hydro-halogenic and sulphur
acids formed as a result of oil oxidation and blow-by
fuel contamination during actual engine operation.
The' over-basic' alkaline earth metal phenates of
alkyl phenols or alkyl phenol sulphides. ' basic' salts
of high molecular weight suIphonic acids, principally
those deri\'cd from petroleum oils and long chain
alkyl-substituted benzenes arc some of the eX<lmples.

It is believed that' basically' reacting detergents
prel'ent the reactions to proceed further by their own
combination with the oxy acids to form inert oil
soluble or oil-dispersible salts and arc also capable
of ' \I"ashing , away freshly deposited oxy acids from
hot engine parts13, But they arc not so effecti\'e once
the oxyacid molecules ha ve condensed or polymerized
to tightly adherent insoluble deposits,

With possibly a fell' exceptions, detergent dispel'
sants2 are repr;;sented by metallo-organic compounds.
The metallic component is generally calcium, barium.
magnesium or aluminium', although ulany other
metals have been tried. The functional group can
be sulphonate, hydroxyl. carboxyl or mercaptan.
An oil solubilizing group, like high molecular weight
straight or branched pamHin chain, aromatic or
naphthenic rings, de.. is also necessary.

Patent literature constitutes the principal and
often the only published source of information on
the subject of additi\'es. Aluminium naphthenate,
,alcium dichlorostearatr and calcium chlorophenyl
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stearatel3 were used commercially in early detergent
oils but have since been superseded by less costly and
more effecti\'e additives. The most effective present
day detergent additivesl3 are represented by the
following general chemical classes:

1. :'\Tormal and basic salts of 'mahogany' acids,
i.e. preferentially oil-soluble sulphonic acids derived
from. petroleum

2. :\'ormal and basic metal salts of high alb'l
:iubstituted bcnzene sui phonic acids

3. Normal and basic metal phenates of alkyl
pbenols, alkyl-phenol sulphides and alkyl-phenol
aldehyde condensation products

4. Metal salts of acidic materials obtained by
partially hydrolysing the reaction products of poly
olefins, such as polybntene and phosphorus sulphides

The concentration of metal detergents in the
lubricating oil can be ascertained from the percentage
of sulphated ash.

Hecently. the so-called' ashless', i.e. metal-free
detergents have also been introduced, for example,
the detergent made by copolymerizing lauryl metha
crylate with diethyl-aminoethyl methacrylate13.

Under mild operating conditions, such as those
encountered in a city delivery van, there is more con
tamination of the crankcase oil by the fuel, which
results in the oil carrying more resin-forming material
to the piston zone. Certain detergents, which are
effective at high temperatures, may not prove to be
effective under these operating conditions. Thus,
the action of the additive for such service6 should be
to disperse and to dissolve the resinous material
formed under low temperature engine operating condi
tions. Experience has shown that with increased
concentration of usual detergents, low temperature
engine deposits are fairly reduced resulting in a
cleaner engine. As for example, the use of oils of
Series-2 detergency level results in a cleaner engine
than with the usc of an oil of MIL-L-2104A deter
gency level. those of Supplement-l level being inter
mediate.

In addition to their maiu intended function of
engine cleanliness, certain additives often affect other
properties of a lubricant. Some of these effects are
beneficial, such as improved rust protection and
reduced corrosion wear, whereas others are undesir
able such as increased tendency t.o foam and emulsify.

Various laboratory test.s have been suggested to
e\"aluate thc detergents but the results do not alwavs
agree with the full-scale engine bench tests2,1;l,i•.

One of the recently reported bench t.ests for dctergency
involves the microscopic examination of a used oil
at. various elevated tcmperatures cxtending from 60°C.
to above 200°C. The resistance of thc contaminative
particles in the oil to flocculation wit.h increasing

temperature is taken as a measure of the detergent
power of the Oipo,16.

Full-scale engine bench t.esting for detergency is
carried out according to CRC-L-19 or IP 124j55
or IS: 496-1955 Appendix G. Petter AV-I engine
is now generally used for screening purposes. A
detailed discussion about the engine testing of heavy
duty lubricat.ing oils with respect to their oxidation
stability and detergency characteristics has been
recently published by the authors1o.

Pour point depressants - A pour point depressant,
when added to a lubricating oil, lowers the tem
perat.ure at which it ceases to flow. The high pour
point. of a waxy oil is due to the crystallization
of wax to form a semi-solid mass. In order to
prepare an oil of low pour point, it is necessary
t.o dewax such an oil. The presence of dissolved
wax in the oil is beneficial, because a dewaxed oil has
im'ariably a lower viscosity index and higher carbon
residue. However, low pour point in an oil could be
achieved by the addition of a pour point depressant to
~I partially dewaxed oil.

The e:-:istence of pour point depressants had been
observed as early as 1887 but they were not developed
for commercial use till early 1930s. They may be
divided into t.wo categories: natural and synthetic.

Natural pOllr point depressants - Asphaltic mate
rials are natural pour point depressant.s. They can
be isolated from spent percolation clays and asphalt
bearing stocks, cracked residue, hydrogenated tars,
tar pitch, oxidized waxy hydrocarbons, solvent ex
tract, etc., by proper treatment. But their efficiency
is low and they impart certain undesirable properties
to the lubricating oils.

Synthetic pour point depressants - Synthetic pour
point depressant.s, on the other hand, have been found
to be much more efficient and free from any objec
tionable properties. Kalichevsky and Kobe2 have
listed nearly 200 U.S. patcnts relating to these de
pressants. Their chemical composition" is varied,
but. they are all of high molecular weight. Some of
t.hem act also as V.l. improvers, antioxidants, deter
gents and eveu as fluorescent agent.s. The depres
sants widely used in commerce are 'Paraflow',
'Montopour 208', 'Santopour' and 'Acryloids '.
Paraflow is a condensation product of chlorinated
wax and naphthalene5. Santopo\ll'2,5 is obtained by
condensing phenol with chlorinated wax followed by
further condensation with phthalyl chloride; while
acryloid2,5 is a high molecular weight polymerization
product of esters of met.hacrylic acid and higher fatty
alcohols such as lauryl or cetyl. The latter type of
compounds also improve viscosity index.

Pour point depressants2,5 are supposed to function
by forming a protective or insulating film around the
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wax crystals when formed so as to prevent the separate
wax crystals from agglomerating and trapping the
oil. It is believed that pour point depressants arc
specific and the crude source and the mode of refining
may determine their susceptibility.

The phenomenon of ' pour point reversion'2 occurs
generally in poorly dewaxed oils containing these
depressants, when the oil has been subjected to such
a temperature cycle that wax crystals are allowed to
exist for an extended period of time, e.g. in winter
storage, and the oil tends to solidify at a temperature
much above its depressed pour point. These concli
tions nullify the effect of the pour point depressant.
The plausible explanation is that the protective coat
ing of the additive becomes ineffective and the inter
locking of wax crystals is gradually increased till thl"
pour point of the base oil is reached.

In waxy oils2 pour point depressant can be incor
porated by treating the oil itself with adipyl chloride
or stearyl chloride, by voltolization or by exposure
to ultraviolet light.

The pour point of the original and doped oil
is determined by the ASTM method D97-47 or

IP .15/55.
Viseos£ty index improvers - Successful operation

of lubricating oils in internal combustion engines
demands that the rate of change of viscosity with
temperature should be minimum, i.e. they should
have a high viscosity index (V.I.). Solvent refining
raises the V.I. of lubricating oil stocks to a certain
extent depending upon the crude oil composition and
the method and the depth of refining. However, tlw
desired additional improvement can be brought about
by chemical compounds, called V. I. improvers.
These additives are generally long chain high mole
cular weight polymers, which disperse colloidally in
the oil. The best known examples2 are: Paratones,
polymers of isobutyiene; Santodex, an alkyl-styrenl"
polymer; and aeryloids, polymers of the esters of
methacrylic acid and higher fatty alcohols. Due to
their high molecular weights many of them often also
act as pour point depressants.

The behaviour of polyisobutylenes. polymethacry
lates, polyvinyl esters of fatty acids, various diesters
and voUolized oils2as V. I. improvers has been studied
in some detail. It may be stated, in general, that
the V.I. improving action of these substances is pro
bably due to the fact that their moleculesl7 are spira
lized at low temperatures and occupy little space,
thereby contributing very little towards the viscosity
of the doped oils. Whereas at higher temperatures
they , IIncurl " dissolve in the oil and considerably
increase the viscosity of the oil, the extrapolated
viscosity of the V.I. impro\7ers themselvcs rangl'S
from 5000 to 13,000 cs. at 100°F.
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Since the effectiveness of a V. J. improver depends
upon its solubility in the base oil, it becomes a primary
criterion for its selection and also determines thr
optimum concentration of the additive to be used in
the oil. Secondly its effectiveness also depends upon
shear stability, which differs from additive to addi
tive. These facts show that the specific sen·ice, for
which a product is intended, must be considered care
fully in order to make the best selection of V. L im
prover and base oil combination. The brst impro\"Cr
for light oils may not be the best for heavy oils.

Viscosity index before and after the addition of
the improver is determined from the viscosity at
100° and 210°F. of the oil by the ASTlIf method
D 367-53 or IP 73/53.

Rust preventives - The use of anti-rnst additive~

is of recent origin. Two distinct types of rust pre
ventive oils have been develope:!. One of thcm is
used to put a comparative thin film ovrr the metal
surface to protect it against rusting; the other is a
rust inhibited lubricating oil. In the former casr,
higher concentrations of active ingredients are needed,
while in the latter case, much smaller amount is
necessary because of the constant flow of fresh oil
over the given surface. This type of rusting is to be
distinguished from the high temperature type oxida
tion encountered in engines during operation. w:licll
is taken care of by the nse of antioxidants.

Preservative type of oils3, which arc generally used
as thin films over metal surfaces, have to be effectin'
in rust inhibition during periods of storage, shipment,
shut-down and use. On the other hand, rusting in
lubricating systcms is usually a result of water con
tamination and its prevention might well be con
sidered a problem of design and maintenance. In
turbine oil installations rusting is a serions problem
and has bcen overcome i;v the ns(' of stable oxidation
inhibited oils.

Within the past few years, a large nnmlJl"r of
patents co\·ering various types of compounds as rust
inhibitors have been taken ont. Prodncts of liquid,
semi-solid or solid consistency, based on lubricating
oil, petrolatum and paraffin wax, arc manufactured
for various applications. They are organic com
pounds3 containing an oil solubilizing group togl'ther
with one or more polar gronps. They are snrface
active agents that probably function by being pre
ferentially absorbed on the metal surface through
the polar group and thns preventing direct contact
between metal and water.

The action of moisture on films of oil, both with
and without anti-rnst additives on steel strips,
has been studied by Pill. and FarleyJ8 They have
cstablished a n>lationship between contact angle and
rnst preventi\·e ability by correlating water drop
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spreading on the surface as an indirect measure of
the strength and extent of orientation at the oil
metal surface. In general, the lower the contact
angle the greater the protection against rusting.

The <:hemical compounds3 that have been found
to be effecti,'e for rust pre"ention are the alkaline
earth metal salts of high molecular weight, petroleum
sulphonic acids, and certain complex aminI'S and
amine salts aud phosphates. Their effecti,'cness is
dependent on snch factors as the strength of polar
bond between the additi,'e and metal, the nature of
the monolayer formed, the temperature conditions
and base oil characteristics so that for most satis
factory results the oil blend should be tailored to the
specific conditions that exist. For example, some
rust inhibitors require the presence of a certain
amount of water before they can play it out and form
a protective coating on the metal.

There are various methods by means of which the
different rust preventives used for different purposes
arc evaluated, One of them is i\STM method D 665
50T.

Oiliness, film strength, extreme j>rl'ssnre IIlld anti
Il'ear agents - The se"ere operating conditions en
countered in modern machinery with increased load
and pressure on various parts, like gears and bearings,
have led to the development of lubricants having
oiliness, film strength, extreme pressure (EP) and
anti-wear properties, because in such cases straight
mineral oils would fail to lubricate the machine parts
properly.

During the process of lubricatiou, the thickuess of
the film of the lubricant between the surfaces deter
mines the type of lubrication. The mechanism of
lubrication and the agent required for the purpose
"ary considerably with the prevailing circumstances.
Three sets of conditions arc encountered, namely
flnid, boundan' and extreme pressure.

In fluid lubrication, the relative speed of the two
components is high, the specific pressure is not ex
cessive and thickness of oil film is relati,'ely great in
comparison with the other types. Under ideal condi
tions of lubrication, one of the surfaces' swims' on
the lubricant and there is no abrasive wear. The
frictional drag is related to the vi~cosity of the oil.

If the relative speed between two lubricated sur
faces makes the thickness of oil film extremely small,
the friction increases considerably ami hecomes in
dependent of ,'iscosity. This is the case of boundan'
lubrication, Boundary friction is attributed to inter
molecular forcc's '7 at the points of contact and is
influenced both by the chemical nature of lubricant
and the undcrlying surfaces. Fatty acids, fatty
alcohols and esters l7 arc said to possess greater oiliness
as compared to hydrocarbons and hence arc more

effecti"e as boundary lubricauts. X-ray and electron
diffraction17 studies have revealed that these long
chain polar molecules are absorbed as a thin mole
cular layer on metal surfaces, the polar groups being
. anchored' in the metal and hydrocarbon chain
sticking up. Further, the acids react with metal
surfaces forming a coheren t film of the metallic soap,
On account of strong lateral adhesion between hydro
carbon chains, these absorbed films protect the
surfaces and minimize metal-to-metal contact and
facilitate sliding,

It has also been found that at the points of ' aspe
rities " metal-to-metal contactl7 welding by plastic
deformation still occurs but the extent of surface
damage is much smaller than in the absence of lubri
cant. The friction is due to the shearing of the metal
junctions and the lubricant film. In extreme cases,
the temperature at the points of contact may rise
sufficiently high to melt when appreciable quantities
of molten metal may be transported to cooler spots
leading ultimately to local welding or seizure of
components. In mild cases, this results only in a
gradual smoothing of the metal surfaces known as
, running in '.

The addition of polar compoundsl7 to improve the
oiliness of a lubricant can help to increase the allow
able specific pressures by a factor of three to five.
However, in certain heavily loaded machine parts,
particularly in gears, the occurrence of extremely
high local pressures cannot be avoided. Lubricants
of a better quality than those discussed above and
termed ' extreme pressure' (EP) lubricants are then
used, Their development was largely necessitated
by the use of hypoid gears, which have certain
mechanical ad"antages but are very exacting in their
lubrication requirements because of high loads anel
sliding velocities involved. They are in wide use
both in hypoid gears and in other types of gears and
heavily loaded bearings.

EP lubricants contain certain additives capable of
reacting with metal at high local temperatures and
form a thin coating of the reaction productl7, which
together with the oil constitutes the surface support
ing the load.

The additives generally IIlcorporated into a mineral
oil base are organic compoundsl7 containing one or
more of the acti"e elements in combination, such
as oxygen, sulphur, chlorine, phosphorus and lead.
These compounds may be used singly or in combina
tion of two or more to achieve the desired results.
[n order to take care of all the conditions of high and
low speeds and torques under which some gears arc re
quired to operate, it may be necessary to use oiliness
additives along with extreme pressure compounds.
Compounds" such as tricresyl phosphate anel zinc
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thiophosphate have been found to be effecti"e as
anti-wear agents.

Various laboratory' film strength' testing machines
employed for initial stage screening to test the load
bearing capacity of this type of lubricants are the
Timken, Four Ball, SAE. IAE, Floyd and Falex4.

The U.S. Ordnance Department Specification
MIL-L-2105 for a gear lubricant prescribes two full
scale hypoid gear tests. One of them, called a • high
speed axle test " is to be run at high speeds and low
torque and the other. known as 'high torque axle
test', is to be run at low speeds and high torque.
Bench test machines, either alone or in combination,
are not adequate to predict the performance of a
lubricant in both of these tests.

With the introduction of the gear lubricant speci
fication, the development of an improved lubricant
with such characteristics as thermal stability, penna
nent oil solubility, non-corrosiveness, sulphur acti
vity, etc., was necessitated. However, experience13

with full-scale tests have shown that the lead soap
active sulphur and sulphur-chlorine lubricants were
found to be satisfactory for the high speed type of
operation but were almost completely ineffective
under high torque conditions of operation. Addi
tives13 of proyed effectiveness in the high torque test.
when added to a chlorine-sulphur lubricant, only
provides a lubricant which can pass the high speed
but not the high torque test or vice versa, thereby
negating or reducing the cffectivene~s of the com
panion additive in the other test.

The U.S. Ordnance Department Specification )UL
L-2105 has been superseded by MIL-L-2105A, which
is a good deal more rigorous8• With further develop
mental work by the oil companies, new additives
have been made available in the market. They pass
both high speed and high torque tests and are truly
universal gear additives.

Differentiation between the oiliness carriers and
extreme pressure agents is artificial and may depend
upon the quantity and not on the nature of the addi
tive. There arc numerous patents pertaining to
oiliness carriers and extreme pressure agents. Many
of them arc multi-functional and some arc recom
mended for specific uses. A few of the EP additives2

that have found commercial use are: Santolube 31
(phosphite ester of alkylated phenol). Santopoid S
and Santopoid SRI (chloronaphtha-xanthates). Para
poid 10C, Viscose B. Lubrizol 702 and Lubrizol 745,
Anglomol 77-X and 82, Monto-gear B. etc.

Allt-i1oa11ling agents - Vigorous agitation anti aera
tion of lubricating oils in moving machine parts,
particularly in running engines. gi"e rise to foam,
which may entail loss of oil and interfere with the
smooth running of the engines. Excessive foaming
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of crankcase engine oils may cause failure by feeding
mixtures of oil and air to the pressure pumps or dis
placement and loss of oil from the lubricating oil
system or by gi"ing erroneous readings of oil leyels
in the supply system. Viscous oils and those contain
ing antioxidants and detergent additi"es6 haye a
greater tendency to build up persistent foam. Conse
quently such oils arc treated with anti-foaming agents,
which facilitate disengaging of the air and gas bubbles
from the oil. They6 act by reducing the interfacial
tension around the small air bubbles, which coalesce
to form larger bubbles, quietly rise to the top ami
break almost as rapidly as they arc formed.

A number of chemical compounds are effecti"e as
anti-foam agents when added to mineral oils, the
best of all being the silicone polymers5 (polymethyl
siloxaues). They arc extensively used in minute
concentrations in motor and gear oils and haye no
effect on other oil properties. A typical and well
known commercial anti-foam agent is Dow Coming
Fluid 200. Most of these anti-foaming agents arc
included in commercial detergents like Santolubes
303A and 507-X-4 and others.

The foaming characteristics of lubricating oils be
fore and after doping are determined by the AST~f

method D892-46T or IP 165/55T. Unlike other tests.
data3 obtained by this test have been correlated well
with field service data WIth the result that this test has
heen included in the specifications for hea\-y-duty oils.

Dyes - Dyes arc added to the refined lubricating
oils to impart a particular fluorescence required from
the sales point of view. Customers associating the
, green' bloom of the paraffinic base oils with superior
performance of lubricating oils might still look for
this colour. although the appearance of the oil ha~

nothing to do with its performance. Sonwtimes a
dye may be necessary for distingui,;hing different
lubricating oils6• e.g. for leak detection in an equip
ment. where more than one type of lnbricant is u,;ed.

Oil-soluble organic compounds with high colouring
power arc used to impart the required fluorescence.
Parasheen2• a green liquid, is :1.n example of a dye
used to impart a ,.;reen cast to pale or re,l oil kl\'ing
a bluish or some other undesirable tint. Parashade
is an oil-soluble dye used to change a pale or light
coloured oil to a red oil.

Classification r1 crankcase viis - Prior to 29 April
1952, the nomenclature for crankcase oils was Regular.
Premium and Hea\'y Duty. The classification has
~ince been revised to MS, MM, ~IL, DS and DG.
The first three pertain to gasoline or other spark
ignition engines and the latter two to diesel engines.
The nl'w classification indicates the type of service
conditions under which the different crankcase oils
arc to be usl'd. The choice an,l thl' 'luantity of
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additives depend on the type of service, for which
the oil is intended and the chemical composition of
the oil.

Automotive, diesel and all purpose heavy-duty
oils2 may contain a pour point depressant, a V.I.
improver, an oxidation inhibitor, a corrosion inhibi
tor, an oiliness carrier, a detergent and an anti-foam
agent. .\n E1' lubricant may contain these additives
with the exception of V.I. improvers and detergents.
Howev.:r. a rust inhibitor may be added in its formu
lation. Turbine oils may contain an oxidation inhi
bitor and a rust preventive. Other lubricating oils
may ha"e an equally complex composition.

Evaluation of additive oils

The subjects of engine testing of lubricants an,l
of the additi"es are interconnected. The ultimate
development of any satisfactory additive type of
lubricant is dependent upon a rigorous and complete
testing programme. The various engine tests used
for evaluating the performance of additive-treated
motor oils have recently been reviewed by the
authors ll

. Each type of lubricant is subjected to
specific tests, which have been indicated at appro
priate places in the text including the engine tests.
.-\ccording to the latest British Military Specification
DEF-2101B (30 September 1957) (E. l{. Palmer,
private communication), all qualifications more
than jour years old automatically become obsolete.
.\dditi,·es and oils used in qualification tests must
have been manufactured within the previous twelve
months.

In the initial stages a number of laboratory bench
tesb6 are used to screen the additives under considera
tion. .\fter tests, the formulations, which appear
promising, are subjected to simulated service tests,
which have been designed to reproduce a certain
condition or set of conditions to which the lubricant
will be exposed to in actual service and which are
generally carefully controlled. However, at present
there is no known substitute for actual field trials in
interpreting these test results.

For use in automotive equipment6, the additive
type lubricants are further subjected to road trials.
One group of vehicles are run at high temperature
and high speed conditions, and another group at low
temperature, low speed stop-and-go type of condi-

tions. Covering the two extremes of test conditions,
normally encountered in service, generally provides
adequate assurance that the products will also perform
satisfactorily at intermediate conditions.

For lubricants intended for other types of equip
ment and uses6, the test lubricant under development
may be used in a few units in actual service. In these
field tests close checks are maintained on the test
units for information on improvement in performance
effected by incorporating new additives as well as for
detection of abnormal or adverse conditions that
might arise.

Before marketing, -the lubricating oil is further
checked under actual service conditions6 by distri
buting it in a limited are. for a short period. The
performance is checked very closely amI carefully
to find out that no adverse conditions will develop
due to occurrence of a peculiar combination of
ullcontrolled conditions, which could not be predict
ed by the various laboratory tests and field trials
conducted previously.
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The corrector plate

(x-2f)2+y2 = (2f)2

Solving this for x in the form of a power series in y,
we get

In order to eliminate spherical aberration a spheri
cal mirror is figured to a paraboloid. The thickness
of glass to be removed in order to convert a spherical
surface of paraxial focal length f into a paraboloid of
focal length j' is easily calculated by writing dO\m
the cartesian equations of the curves of the two sur
faces' . Taking P, the pole of the mirror, as origin,
the X-axis along the axis of the mirror and Y-axis
along the tangent at the pole, the profile of the spheri
cal mirror is given by

(I)
1 y' y.

x = 4f f+ 64f3 - 512j5

prominent. To eliminate spherical aberration a thin
aspheric lens is introduced in the incident beam very
near the centre of curvature. One surface of the lens
is flat, or slightly spherical, while the cross-section of
the other face is a curve of the fourth degree. The
overall effect of the correcting lens on a beam, travers
ing parallel to the axis, is to produce slight conver
gence at central zones and slight divergence at outer
zones so that after reflection from the mirror the rays
come to a point focus in between the paraxial and
marginal foci of the mirror. Rays traversing at
moderately oblique angles are deviated slightly more
but this is unimportant as the absolute deviations are
small. To receive these oblique rays the mirror is
made larger in comparison with the corrector lens as
otherwise there will be appreciable loss of light at the
edge of the field.

There is a certain amount of chromatic aberra
tion due to the introduction of the corrector.
But this is negligible as ordinarily the corrector
plate is very nearly plane parallel. However, in
the case of a Schmidt of aperture greater than the
focal length, the curve is Cluite steep and the cluo
matic effects become appreciable. This may he
remedied by using two plates of different refractive
indices.

The Schmidt camera

To avoid coma over a large field of view and to have
a high speed at the same time, Schmidt used a spheri
cal surface in place of a paraboloid. The uniqueness
of a spherical surface lies in the fact that it has no
fixed axis. Any straight line passing through the
centre of curvature can be taken to be its axis, so that
the incident light can always be considered to be
coming along the axis. Thus the defects due to the
off-axis location of the object will be absent in a
spherical mirror. If a screen with a narrow hole be
placed at the centre of curvature of the sliherical
mirror, the size of the incident beam will be limited
and, therefore, the spherical aberration will be practi
cally absent, with the result that a parallel beam of
light will come to a point focus. If a number of
parallel beams inclined to one another are incident,
they will come to point foci lying OIl a spherical sur
face concentric with the mirror and of a radius of
curvature equal to the focal length of the mirror.
On increasing the siz~ of the diaphragm, the image is
no longer sharp as the spherical aberration becomes

WHILE designing an optical system for photo
graphic work the main characteristics of the
system to be considered are (i) achromatism,

(ii) sharp focus over a large field of view and (iii) speed.
These requirements are approximately met in a small
objective by cementing together a number of lenses
made of different kinds of glass and of different cur
vatures. In astronomical work where large apertures
are required the cost of casting highly homogeneous
and strain-free glass discs becomes prohibitive. So
mirrors, which have the additional advantage of being
perfectly achromatic, are substituted for lenses. If
the reflecting surface is figured to a paraboloid of
revolution it will produce a sharp image of a distant
object lying on its axis. But for off-axis objects,
defects like coma, astigmatism, distortion and curva
ture of the field ruin the image. Coma, the most
prominent defect in the vicinity of the axis, increases
in proportion to the distance of the object from axis
and also to the square of the f-ratio. Since the fast
ness of a system for extended objects varies as the
f-ratio, coma ami speed go together.
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The term in y", being slTlall in comparison with the
first two terms taken together, may be neglected.

The profile of the parabola is given by

2

y2=4j'x, or N = :j' ..... (2)

The horizontal distance.) between these two surfaces
is given, as a function of y, by the difference between
the expressions (I) and (2) ;IS follows:

y' 2( I 1 )3--- , --- 3- 64f" +) 4f 4j' .... ()

Removal of a thickness 0 of the glass amounts to
introducing a retardation 20 cos i in the path of the
light ray incident at the point y. The angle of inci
del1Ce, i, is very small for the whole of the wa\'e sur
iace; cos i may, therefore. be taken as unity. This
retardation may, h!)wever, be effected by keeping the
spherical shape of the mirmr intact and interposing,
instead, a glass plate of variable thickness in the
path of the rays. Since a thickness II of the inter
posed material retards the wavefront, at almost
normal incidence, by a path length (n-I)II, the
retardation 20 would be obtained with a plate of
thickness

23
D.=-

(II-I)

The variation in the thickness of the corrector plate
should, therefore, be

I •
~--()" ay-),2) (4)32f"(1I-1) " .

\\'here y", the radius of the corrector, is the maximum
"a!ue of y and the dimensionless parameter, a, is
given by

. [I 1]
ay~ = 32[" 2j' - 2f

The parameter a can be varied by giving different
"alues to t. Thus it family of curves is available
ior the purpose of eliminating the spherical aber
ration. We choose that particular value of a for
which the correct!)r plate introduces least chromatic
aberra tion.

Now the dispersion of colours, beint; t;reater for
greater deviation of the beam, would depellll upon the
angle of incidence which, in turn, is determined by
the slope of the profile. Consequently the chromatic
aberration will be most pronounced at that point

where the profile has its maximum slope. Equation
(4) gives the slope (m) of the profile as

d 1 0

in =- D.= [4y"-2ay-y]
dy 32f"(n-1) 0

This would be maximum at y = Ymax. given by

d" 2 O' Jfidy [4y -2ayoY] = ,I.e. Ymax. = (;. Yo

Here the numerical valuc of m would bc

1 ( a )3/2
4f"(n-1) 'y; (;

an increasing function of a.
Besides this stationary point, the slope will be

greatest at y ~ Yo' which is the upper limit of y.
The numerical value of 111 here would be

1 ( a) 3
8f"(1I-1) 1- 2 .y~

a decreasing function of a. To produce the best
effect, the two values should be of equal magnitude.
This occurs when a = l

Construction of the camera

The camera to be described has the following cons
tants. The mirror is of 12 in. aperture and has a
focal length of 16 in. The corrector plate is of 9 in.
aperture stopped down to 8 in. and is ! in. thick. A
3 in. diameter film holder covers a field of 100 with
slight loss of light at the edges.

Mirror - A Pyrex-moulded blank whose diameter
was slightly larger than 12 in. and thickness over 2 in.
was used. The two surfaces were ground roughly plane
and parallel to within 0·1 mm. The edge was ground
truly circular and square with the face. When
shaped, the disc was 12 in. in diameter and2 in. thick.
The back surface was fine ground and polished. Thc
front surface was hollowed 0·57 in. deep IIsing a half
sized convex cast iron tool with 80 carborundum.
Fine grinding was carried out with a full-sized glass
tool of equal and opposite curvature. The polishing
and figuring were done in the usual manner.

To study the nature of the surface, knife-edge test
was applied with some modifications. To test the
mirror at its centre of curvature, the source of
light must emit a beam of wide enough angle to
illuminate uniformly the whole aperture of the
mirror. The angle of the beam requircd is H X 57.3 0

,

i.e. 21.5 0
•

Such a wide angle beam was obtained by using a
microscope objective of numerical aperture 0·25 and
focal length 1 in. A 0·5 mm. pinhole illuminated
by a 12 V., 35 W. lamp and ground glass interposed
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"'The flexibility of rubber was fOllnd out by a prcliminar~~

experiment. The type of rubber u::icd for ring tool.; is de
pressed through 0·020 mm. under a pressu~e of T~! ll:./:sq. in.
A softer variety was cmployrd for full-Sized gnndlng and
polishing tools. This is depressed through 0·16 mm. under
the same prc.-;sure.

The other face was then ground so as to make the
edge thickness the same all round to within a fell'
microns. This face was to be figured to the complex
curve given by equation (3) and represented bl' cun'e
A (Fig. 1). The depths of \'arious zones, calculated
by taking a = J, I = 16 in., y = 4 in. and II = 1·51
are as follows:

The lens was first con vexed to the curve B shOlI'11
in Fig. 1. This not only reduced the amount of glass
to be removed during figuring but also pro\'ided \\'ith
a surface of revolution to start with.

Tools - To conform the spherical clln'c to the
aspheric one, flexible tools which may adapt them
selves to the changing curvature of the surfaet' are
to be employed. This flexibility is attained b~'

cementing a .} in. thick sponge rubber* disc on to an
aluminium plate, with the grinding facets affi;;ed un
the rubber. Pitch or Dunlop adhesive ma~' be lIsed
as a cement. The grinding facets have been arranged
in different patterns by various workers. Hcndri;;
and Christie haI'e used rectangular glass or lInglazed
ceramic tile facets arranged in the form of a ring. th(·
radius of the ring corresponding to the radills of the
zone to be cut. A number of such ring toob of differ
ent dimensions are employed for complete figuring
of the lens. CO;;2,3 used a full-size tool I"ith lead
facets arranged in the shape of petals in such a wal'
as to ensure that the amount of lead passing Ol'('r
any given zone in each stroke was proportional to
the amount of glass to be removed. Such a tool
is expected to figure the lens in a single figuring
operation.

The former type of tool leal'es hard zones I\'hich
must be eliminated by local figuring in order to gil'e
a regular blended figure to the lens. The second type
of tool did not pro\'e to be successful when te,ted in
this laboratory, most probably because of the large
area of the grinding facets and the absence of ring
character which is essential for the tool to conform
itself to the changing curvature of the lens. [t wa~

finally decided to figure the lens in steps, using ring
tools and to arrange the grinding facets so as to gil'e
a smooth surface. The different types of tools used
for figuring are shown in Fig. 2 (A, B, and C). A half
size tool, intended to work o\,er the central region of
the lens, was made by arranging small glass facets
in the form of petals as shOlI'l1 in Fig. 2A. The thick-

43}2}
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Depth, i-'
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0r-_=-__

FIG. 1 - PROFILES OF TilE FACE OF THE CORRECTOR L~:\'S

[Curve A, profile given by equation (3); and cun'e n, startll1g
surface for producing the corrector plate]

in between, was placed at 8 in. from the microscope
objective which formed a diminished image 0·07 mm.
in diameter at a distance of ~ in.

0, the angle of the beam produced, is gi I'en by

II = 2 sin-l(~xO·25)::25°

The other alteration effected in the usual proce
dure of the test is to have both the source and the
knife-edge on the optical axis as, otherwise, due to
the large I-value of the mirror even a slight off-setting
of the hole causes astigmatic effect>. This was
achieved by keeping the light source in a line at right
angles to the optical axis and reflecting the light on
to the mirror by means of a thin microscope cover
glass making an angle of 45 0 with the axis. The
microscope cover glass should be fairh' flat and it
should be mounted in a way that does not cause
flexure. The beam of light after reflection from the
mirror passes through the cover glass where it is
intercepted by the knife-edge. A true spherical
surface, as evidenced by uniform darkening all over,
was obtained.

Corrector lens - A 9 in. aperture, i in. thick plate
glass, free from strain and striae, was selected. The
diameter of the plate was purposely kept 1·0 in.
greater than required so that the edge, which
is troublesome to figure, could be masked out.
One face of the plate was made flat, correct
to half a wavelength, by grinding it against two
glass discs of equal size in the conventional sequence.
During the process of fine grinding with equal
sized glass tools, difficulties were experienced due to
unequal distribution of heat. Evaporation takes
place from the outer region of the surface when
it is exposed during a part of the stroke. The cen
tral region, therefore, being at a comparatively
higher temperature, is ground away faster, resulting
invariably in a concave surface irrespectil'e of the
relative position of the surface and the tool. The
difficulty was overcome by carrying out fine grinding
on a cast iron tool, which is flat to one lI'avelength
and of ~ times the size of the surface to be worked.
Polishing was also done on ~ sized tool.
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A B c

FIG. 2 - TOOLS USED FOR FIGURI:\,G DIF'FEI~E~T PARTS OF THE CQRRECTon PLATI~ fA, for the central region; 13, for the 3 in.
zune; and C, for the 3-4 in. z0ne] .
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on to i in. thick rubber of softer \"ariety, small glass
facets 8 X 4 mm. and smaller, in the form of rings of
different radii. The shorter sides of thc rectangular
facets were kept radial and the longer ones tangential.
Two consecutive facets in a ring werc separated bY:1
distance slightly greater than the lcngth of the facets.
and the corresponding facets of two consecuti\"e rings

F!G. 3 - VARIOUS STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

CORRECTOR PLATE SURFACE [The continuous curves represent
the calculated values; the circles indicate the actual depths
at different distances from the centre obtained after figuring;
A. alter 3 hr with tool shown in Fig. 2A; 13, after 6 hr with tool
shown in Fig. 213; and C, alter 3 hr with tool shown in fig. 2C]

"'Commercial emery available in the market is not generally
well graded; it must, therefore, be !:iortcd out before 11S('. The
different sized grains aTC allowed to fall through a vertical
column of water 20 em. high and various groups taking
different times arc separated. The finest grade employed
takes 60 min. ill falling through this height.

Grindin~ and fi~urin~

The tool was ground against a flat glass plate in
order to smooth out auy irregularity in the surface of
glass facets. It was then worked O\'cr the cOlwexed
Icns using a I in. strokc, thc mean position of thc
stroke coinciding with thc centre 'of the lens; the turn
table carrying thc lens made 2 r.p.m. while the tool
made 20 strokes/min. During initial stages of grind
ing 20 min. emery· was employed, the pressurc on
the lens being ,\ Ib./sq. in. Spherometer test was
applied to study the contour of til<' surface after e\'ery
half hour of grinding. The depths of \'arious zones
resulting after three hours of grinding are shown
plotted in Fig. 3:\. :\ second tool (Fi!{. 2B) was uscd
to producc maximum effect round thc 3 in. zonc.
This tool was worked for 6 hI'" with strokcs varying
betwecn 1 and q in. Thc rcsultant figure of thc lens
is shown in Fig. 3B. But for the 3-4 in. zone, the
coincidcncc was satisfactory. To cut off this latter
zonc, another tool (Fig. 2C) was used and worked for
3 hr using 1 in. strokcs. Thc spherometer readings
for thc resultant profile, as plotted in Fig. 3C, lie
very close to the calculatcd contour.

To smooth out any zonc which might ha\'c de\'clop
ed during zonal grinding, and to fine-grind the sur
face, a full-size flexible tool was madc bl' cementing

ncss of thc glass facets is ,;'. in. and thev are spaced
f.; in. apart. Six such pctals, onc in each 60 0 sector,
were cemented on to the rubbcr disc, with three alter
nate ones slightly displaced radially rclati\'c to the
other thrce, in order to a\'oid zoncs.
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were shifted relative to each other by about the same
amount. The various facets composing any parti
cular ring were not exactly confll1ed to a circle, they
were fixed slightly displaced around the circular peri
phery with the result that the rings were broken; the
radial distance between two rings varied up to about
2 mm. This eliminated any possibility of the tool
producing zones. The areas of the facets in different
rings were calculated to produce uniform grinding
over the whole surface. By increasing or decreasing
the area of the facets in a particular ring the corres
pOTlcling zone may slightly be deepened or ele\'ated.

Polishing

The figuring was guided during the grinding stage
by means of a spherometer which was made bv
mounting a precision screw on a rigid tripod, the legs
terminating in knife-edges, the lines of which are
parts of the circumstances of an 11 in. diameter circle.
The flat face of the lens is placed on a 12 in. flat glass
plate correct to half a wavelength, the legs of the
spherometer also resting on the plate. With care,
an accur,lcy of measurement up to 1 [l can easily be
achie\"ed. A corrector lens figured to this accuracy
serves creditably well. The supporting of the correc
tor plate during grinding and polishing is very im
portant and it should be held free from any une\'en
pressure and should be readily available for frequent

tests. A circular aluminium plate with raised edges
and inside diameter 9t in. was used for the purpose,
A ~. in. thick sponge rubber pad, slightly smaller in
diameter than the lens, was placed at the base anel
the inside of the edge was also lined with sponge
rubber of the same thickness, The lens just fits into
this case and projects out of the casing by -} in. so
that it can easily be taken out when required. There
is no relati\"e motion of the lens and the casing,
with the result that if some grain of abrasi\'e gets at
the back of the lens it does not scratch the surface.
For supporting even thick mirrors this arrange
ment has been used in preference to the usual prac
tice of pitching a metal plate to the back of the
mirror.

Full-size flexible tool with circular groo\'cs was
employed for polishing. A 1in. thick 50ft rubber disc
was covered with iu in. thick layer of pitch. For
efficient working of the polishing lap, proper hardness
of pitch is essential. A too soft pitch lap produces
turned down edge, docs not produce a true surface
~f revolution and is deformed \'ery soon. A too hard
lap does not easily make good co'ntact with the sur
face to be polished, produces sleeks and polishes \'ery
slowly, To test the quality of pitch an iron rod,
weighing 1·0 kg., one side of which is tapered to an
angle of ten degrees ending in a small circle of 0·5 mm.
diameter is emplo~'ed. Tl'lis rod i" "upported on a

·-----l
I
I

I

FIG. 4 - GRIKDINC AND POLISI-lIXG ::\IACJlINE
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sample of pitch to be tested and the time taken for
a descent of I mm. is noted. If it is more than 2 min.
the pitch is on the harder side. if it is less than I min.
the pitch is on the softer side.

The polishing lap was heated in a water bath to
a temperature at which the pitch becomes quite soft.
It was then pressed against the surface to be polished.
through a netting cloth moistened with soap and
glycerine. This produces tiny facets about "0 in.
square on the surface of pitch, which produce good
contact between the tool and the glass. Circular
grooves were cut on a lathe and the tool was made of
the same pattern as the one used for final grinding
described earlier. This tool worked satisfactorily,
its action being uniform over the whole surface. It
took about 10 hr for polishing the lens to a finish.

Grinding and polishing were carried ant on a
machine. as mechanical working has been found to be
more successful than working with hane!. The follow
ing scheme of operations should be rigidly adhered to.
Firstly. the throw of the crank which controls the
amplitude of the stroke should be altered frequently.
In the machine which was constructed (Fif(. 4), this
was achieved by incorporating a screw-and-slide
arrangement which changed the length of the stroke
while the machine is running, thus avoiding the neces
sity of stopping the machine every time the stroke is
to be changed. Secondly, the distribution of pres
sure over the surface of the work should be uniform.
The vertical shaft connecting the horizontal driving
arm to the tool ends in a pivot which slips into a
V-shaped hole at the back of the too!. Clearance of
,\ in. was kept between the pivot and the hole with
the result that the weight of the shaft does not exert
any pressure at the centre of the tool and thus avoids
non-uniform pressure. To increase the pressure over
the work, small weights, distributed uniformly, are
placed directly on the back of the tool, preferably with
rubber pads in between. In this arrangement the
rotation of the tool is automatic. The work too is
often rotated relative to its support. Thirdly, fre-

quent lateral displacements of the tool relative to the
work should be possible. This is achieved by mount
ing the bearing, through which the end of the dri ving
arm slides, on a nut hokling on to a long screw per
pendicular to the driving arm. By means of this
screw the tool can be shifted to any zone from the
centre to the edge of the work, during the running of
the machine. With the provision of these adjust
ments. a true surface of revolution is produced and
astigmatism is completely avoided.

Testing

The final testing of the corrector lens was carried
out in conjunction with the primary spherical mirror.
The lens was placed at the centre of curvature of the
mirror. A small size wire gauze of about 200 mesh
illuminated by a 6 V., 3 candle power lamp was
placed facing the mirror at the infinity focus of the
camera. The image of the gauze was obsen'ed by
keeping the eye in line with the centre of the lens and
mirror, and at a distance where the image filled up
the whole lens. '''hen the eye is moved right or
left, the image travels across the lens in the same
direction, the wires showing up as straight lines,
whereas in the absence of the corrector lens the
images of the wires begin to curve and become convex
towards the centre. More rigorous tests are available
for determining the surface of the lens but this simple
test is good enough for figuring the lens to an accuracy
required for most purposes.
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Prepackaging Studies on Fresh Produce:
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Prepacka~in~ studies of Capsicum grossum Sendt. (sweet pepper) and Caps;.
cum acuminatum Fin~h. (~reen chillies) in ba~s made of different packa~in~

films such as (1) polyethylene, (2) plain transparent cellulose, and (3) moisture
proof heat-sealable transparent celluiose (M.S.T.), with and without aeration
vents, have been carried out at different temperatures and relative humidities.
These studies have indicated that the shelf life of sweet pepper can be nearly
doubied by prepacka~in~ it in 150 ~au~e polyethylene film with adequate respi
ration vents and also in M.S.T. ba~s at (i) lOO°F. and 90 per cent R.H., (Ii) 76-80°F.
and 65-75 per cent R.H., and (iii) 47-50°F. and 80-90 per cent R.H. The bene
ficial effect of prepacka~in~~reen chillies is seen only when they are packed in
polyethylene ba~s at (i) 76-80°F. and 65-75 per cent R.H., and (Ii) at low tem
perature in all the three types of ba~s. The ascorbic acid content of both
sweet pepper and ~reen chillies is not affected by prepacka~in~.

AMONG the more recent developments in the
marketing of fresh produce, prepackaging of
fruits and vegetables has revolutionized the

trade practices in U.S.A. and in some parts of Wes
tern Europe. More than 20 per cent of the total
produce ,"alued at about 11 billion dollars are pre
packaged and sold through the grocers' stores in the
U.S.A. This method of merchandising of fresh
produce has materially benefited the producer,
grocer and the consumer l

.

Prepackaging is generally understood to mean
packaging the produce in convenient consumer size
containers for retail sale. The produce is first pre
pared by trimming off waste materials like leaves,
stalk, stem, culls, ctc., washed, cleaned and weighed
quantities put into suitable size containers, so that
the housewife could use the coutents without any
further treatment. From the point of view or'mar
keting, prepackaging has been found to have advan
tages like reduced transport ccsts, better eye appeal,
easy handling, quick turn-over, saving in labour costs
and increa~e:l shelf life. This seems to be the maiu
reason for the popularity of 'Self Service Stores',
in western countries. Concomitant with this deve
lopment, the manufacture of a variety of packaging
materials suitable for specific uses has also increased
to a great extent. Thus, depending upon the nature
and physico-chemical characteristics of the produce,
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it could be given a longer shelf life, by the use of
suitable packaging materials.

In India, fruits and vegetables are at present mar
keted without any packaging. Consequently, it is
often seen that in the green grocer's shop, a fair
quantity of the produce goes to waste. With im
provement in the standard of living of our people and
efforts that are being made to conserve and utilize
the fresh produce, packaging is bound to assume
considerable importance.

Studies have, therefore, been initiated in this Insti
tute to determine suitable conditions which will
prolong the shelf life of perishable commodities
stored in retail stores or kept in homes. The investi
gation includes all varieties of fruits and vegetables,
cut flowers, etc. These studies would lead to the
development of suitable package for bulk transport
also. In our earlier communication, prepackaging of
betel leaves (Piper betel Linn.) has been describecF.
The present paper relates to the prepackaging of two
varieties of capsicum, viz. Capsicum grossum Sendt.
(sweet pepper) and Capsicum acumillatum Fingh.
(green chillies).

Materials and methods

Freshly harvested sweet pepper and green chillies
were obtained from a local orchard and washed in
running water to remove any external clirt, insecti-
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Cilia! residue, l'tl·. In (he case uf sweet pepper, the
stem was trinlllled uff to a length of l cm. and both
the varieties Wl'!'l' eunrlit ioned at 65°F. for about
18 hL One IH)\lI111 luts were used for studies on
pepper and blb. lob in the case of green chillies. The
experiments were carried out in triplicate and data
obtained were confirmeu by repeating theentire series.

Packagil/g materials --. Three types of packaging
films, inexpensive and readily available in India, and
which are easy to handle, were used. The films used
were: (I) polyethylene (150 gauge), (2) plain trans
parent cellulose (P.T.) and (3) moisture-proof hC:lt
sealable transparent cellulose (M.S.T.).

The films were made into bags of suitable size.
The bags used for sweet pepper were lOx 14 in. while
those used for green chillies were 7 X 9~ in. Poly
ethylene and :'lIST. bags were prepared by hea.t
sealing and 1'.'1'. film bags were made by sealing the
edges with all adhesive tape. The bags were care
fully cleaned and dried before usc and the tillerl
bags were closed by tying with thread. lt is known
that if adelJuate ventilat ion is not provide:l, fruits
and vegetables in an airtight package will sllon
develop off-fla\'uurs dUl' to anaerobic changes in th"
produce". In order to study the effect of ventilation
OIl the shelf life of the produce, polyethyh'ne hags
having 2, J6 anu 24 vents of :} ill. diameter corres
ponding approximately to 0·05, 0·4 and 0·6 per cent
respectively of the total area of the film were used.
In the case of green chillies the bags had 2, 14 and
22 vents corresponding to 0,1, 0·7 and 1·1 per ccnt
respectively of the total area of the film.

The filled bags were stored nnder thl~ following
conditions: (I) 100°F. and 90 per cent RH., (2) 76
80°f. and 65-75 per cent RH., and (3) 47-50°F.
and 80-90 per cent R.H. ~o. I represents the atmo
spheric conditions during summer in most parts of
the country; No.2 those during the cooler months;
and No.3 the optimum cold storage conditions for
capsicum.

Packages stored under the above conditions were
withdrawn at dclinite intervals, and the physiological
loss in weight and their marketability were deter
mined. The following factors were taken into con
sideration for determining the shelf life of the pro
duct: (a) general appearance, (b) fungal or microbial
spoilage, (e) development of off-flavour, (d) ripening
and (e) physiological loss in weight. The overall shelf
life was assessed by a panel of judges. In addition,
the physiological loss in weight above 15 per cent was
considered uneconomical from the point of view of
marketability.

:\part from the samples packaged in various films.
samples were kept as such without any packaging
under the above conditions to serve as control.

In order to study the effect on the moisture loss by
the uumber, size and distribution of vents, keeping
the total area of ventilation in the package constant,
an additional set of samples packaged in polyethylene
bags having 25 vents of } in. diameter and 64 vents
I)f k in. diameter were included in the trials. Each
of the above bags had a total ventilation area of 0·4
per cent corresponding to the polyethylene bag of
the same size having 16 holes of t in. diameter.
Samples from this set were withdrawn at the same
time as ahove and the moisture losses determined.

Under packaged conditions, using relatively less
permeable films, the accumulation of respiration
gases, particularly carbon dioxide, produces anaerobie
changes in the commodity. In order to determine
the progressive build-up of C'll bon dioxide in the bags
during storage, three more sets of samples packaged
in P.T., :M.s.T. and polyethylene lilms without venti
lation were included in the study. This was done
only in the case of green chillies. A 12 in. rubber
tube was introduced into each of these bags and the
hags tiec! tightly and the loose end of thr rubber tube
closed with a pinch cock. The carbon dioxide content
in the bags was determined at periodic intervals by
nwans of a Hartmann Braun portable gas analyser.

Pepper and green chillies are known to be good
sources of \'itamin C. In order to determine the
extent of retention of vitamin C in the materials
packaged in \'arious types of films, stored at different
conditions, vitamin C was estimated at the end of the
storage period by the dye titration mcthod4. The
changes in total acidity at the end of the storage
period were aIso followed up.

Results and discussion

The results of various trials are recorded in
Tables 1-6.

Sweet pepper _.. The results presented in Table I
show that minimum loss in weight is observed when
pepper is packed in polyethylene bags without any
vents. Although the l\f.S.T. film is a good moisture
barrier, it is ineffective under high humid conditions
and, therefore, does not prevent desiccation of fresh
produce packaged in it. In ventilated polyethylene
bags, the loss i~ weight increases with increased venti
lation, under all the three conditions of storage.
Sweet pepper packaged in polyethylene bags with
no ventilation anc! with 2 holes showed signs of
fungal damage, and off-flavour at the end of 5-7 days
at 100°F. and 10-14 days' storage at 78-80°F., while
it was in a good condition in bags with 16 and 24
vents under the same conditions. However, in the
latter case the loss in weight was greater. Thus,
while th~ conrrol samples became unmarketable after
3-5 days' storage at 100°F. and for 5-6 days at 80°F.,
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TABLE I - SHELF LIFE OF AND MOISTURE ,LOSS
IN SWEET PEPPER

TABLE 3 - INFLUENCE OF NUMBER AND SIZE
OF VENTS ON MOISTURE LOSS

TABLE 2 - SHELF LIFE OF AND MOISTURE LOSS
IN GREEN CHILLIES

(Shelf life expressed i" days alld weight lass .j" perce1ltage at
the end of .,helf life; the jig"res give" in parentheses "cfer In

weighi loss)

(Shelf life exprl'ssed in days and weight !c)SS in percentage at
Ihe end of shelf life: Ihe jignres give" i" parrlltheses refer to

weight loss)

·Desiccatcd appearance and sub-oxidath'c smel1.
tShine, firmness "nd colour normal; incidence of large-scale

stem-end rot.
:t:Shine, firmness and colour normal; definite sub-oxidative

smell which pen:iists even after aeration.

CARBO:-J DIOXIDE

(% by vol.)
r- . ......A._______.

1'01)'- M.S.T. 1'.1'.
ethylen('
(without

vents)

STORAGE
PERIOD

days

MOISTOHE LOSS (%») AFTER STORAGE FOR
, __._ . -A-__. -----,

3 days 5 days 7 cla,"s 10 days 12 da)'s

H
6·20 4·0 5·20

47-50 SO-90 4'50 2·5 4·00
4·50 2·2 4·70

76-80 65-75 {~
6·50 4·5 8'00
6·75 4·0 8'25

98-100 90 8·75 13·5 9'00

NU:'.II3ER AND

SfZE OF Vr;;:-iTS

TABLE 4 - CARBON DIOXIDE CONTENT IN
PACKAGED CHILLIES

in weight was reduced considerably, thereby the
product had an increased shelf life over that of the
control. Polyethylene bags with no holes gave the
product a shelf life of 18-20 days while that in M.5.T.
film the shelf life of the produce was only 12-14 days.
Pepper stored in polyethylene bag with 2 holes had a
shelf life of 19 days as against !:l-10 days of the control.
In polyethylene hags with 16 ami 24 vents, the
product lncl n~ar1y donblc the shelf life of the con
trol. Adequately vcntilate<.l bags, in addition to
checking moisture losses, provide also for the ex
change of gases formed as a result (If respiration of
the material.

The results in respect of the influence of number,
size and distribution of vents in the package on
moisture loss of the product shown Cfable 3) indicate
that moisture loss is relativcl~' more in a bag having
larger number of vents than in the one having smaller
number of holes even whcn the total area of the vents
is the same. This ohsen'ation is of considerable
significance when dealing with prepackaging of pro
ducts having very high respiratioll rates. Furt.her
work on this aspect is in progress.

As regards the changes in vitamin C content of
the produce nnder varions conditions of packaging

16 veuts; t in. 2·3 3-9 5·.1 7·3 8·6
ctiam.

25 vents; , in. 2·9 4·7 6·1 8·4 9·2,.
diam.

64 vents; _l ill. 3·5 4·9 7·0 9·0 11-5
cham.

.
The total area of the "cnts in all hags was O·4~,~ of the

~lIrfacc arca of the bag_

(Sweet pepper slo"d in polyethylene hags at 76-80°F. and
65-75% 1I.H.)

STORAGE

CONDITlONS

r---~.-.J.,..---~

Temp. R.H.
"F. rx.

-- - ..~
98-100

90

5-6
(9,8-11,0)

8-10
(10,1-12,0)

10-12
(8'5-1 J·I)

5-7
(0'4)
5-6

(l'Ojt
10-12

(3'0-4-1)
12-14

(5.1-6'2)

5-6
(12'5-15,1)

5-6
(9'3-11'6)

10-12
(8,2-10'5)'

12-14
(2·7-2·9jt

10-12
(1·7)t
12-14

(8'3-9'1)
10-12

(8'2-13-2)

8-10
(11'7-15'1)

10-12
(6,6-6'7)

12-14
(2'7-2'8)

18-20
(0'7)
19

(0'9)
14-16

(3'7-4·8)
14-16

(6-4-7-4)

"'Signs of ripening.
tSigns of fuugus attack.

STORAGE COKDITIO.r,s
( __._. ...A- _

°F.: 47·50 76-80
lUI. %: 80·90 65-75

TYPE OF STORAGE CONDITIONS

f'ACKAGIKG ,-- ____A._____
------.,

OF.: 47-50 76-80 98-100
H..H. %: 80-90 65-75 90

Control 9-12 2-4 4-6
(unwrapped) (14'5-18'0) (9'0-16,0) (9'0-17'5)

P.T. 12-14 4-6 4-5'
(13'1-15'0) (12'6-17'0) (6,0-9,1)

M.S.T. 12-14 3-5t 1-2t
(2'5-3'1) (2'1-3'5) (nil)

Polyethylene 12-14 3-5t 1-2:j:
without vents (nil) (nil) (nil)

l'olythylene 12-14 3-5t 2-4:j:
with 2 vents (nil) (0'5-0-7) (nil)

Polyethylene 13-15 5-6 4-6t
with 14 vents (8,0·11-1) (2·9-3'8) (1'5-3'0)

Polyethylene 13-15 5-6 4-6
with 22 ,-ents (8'5-12'0) (4'8-5'9) (4'0-9·3)

they had a shelf life of lG-12 days and 12-14 days
respectively in polyethylene bags with 16 vents.
Increasing the ventilation to 24 vents in polyethylelll'
bags the prodnct showed a slight decrease in shelf
life at 76-80°F.

At low temperatures (45-50°1'.), 1'.'1'. film <.lid not
check the loss of moisture, with the result that
the shelf life of the produce was not appreciably
more than that of the control. By reducing the
ventilation in polyethylene bag the physiological loss

Polyethylene
without vents

Polyethylene
with 2 vents

Polyethylene
with 16 veuts

Polyethylene
with 24 ven is

TYPE OF

PACKAGI!'\G

Control
(unwrapped)

P.T.

M.S:I.
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TABLE 5 ASCORBIC ACID AND TOTAL TITRATABLE ACIDITY IN SWEET PEPPER STORED UNDER
, DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

(The values for a,..;rurhi( tfl:id and total litratable acidity arc expressed on the same moisture basis; iitra.table acidity -is exp·ressed 'in
mi. of N/l0 NaUH required to "entralioe alt exlrael from 100 g. of sample. Ascorbic acid content is expressed as mg. per ce"t.

Initial ascorbic lIdd COlltent of sIl1llple, 91·4 /IIg. Initial titratable acidity of sa.mple. 24·5 1111. of N/l0 NaOH)

TYPE OF
PACKAGING ,-- -_.

°F.: 47-50
R.B. %: 80-90
,- --.A-.-__~

Shelf Ascorbic Acidity
life acid /III. N/1O

days /IIg. % NaOH

STORAGE CONDIT10XS
---A.__

75-80
65-75

,.-------- - -----"--------- - ---~
Shelf Ascorbic ..\cidity
life acid 1111. N/l0

days mg. fj~ .VaOH

._._~

98-100
90

f--- - __.A.__ '------'

Shelf _\scorbic Acidity
life acid '111/. N/l0

days mg. ~~ NaOH

Control (unwrapped)
P.T.
)i.S.T.
Polyethylene without

vents
Polyethylene with

2 vents
Polyethylene with

16 vents
Polyethylene with

24 vents

8-10 95-4 23·3 5-6 95·7 21-1 5-6 R4·3
10-12 105·0 22-4 5-6 88·8 25·1 8-10 94-4
12-14 98·3 20·5 10-12 102·0 23·7 10-12 91·8
18-20 96·8 24·0 12-14 94·2 28·9 5-7 100·1

19 102·9 28·0 10-12 98·3 21·6 5-6

14-16 95·8 24-3 12-14 90·4 21·2 10-12 ~8·0

14-16 92-8 20·6 10-12 91-1 22·2 12-14 95-4

TABLE 6 - ASCORBIC ACID AND TOTAL TITRATABLE ACIDITY IN GREEN CHILLIES STORED UNDER
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

(Tlte values for ascorbic acid tllld !olat ii/ratable acidity art: expressed on the same moisture basis. Titratable a.cidity is expressed
in mt. NltO NaOH required to neutraliJ:e an extract /1'0/11. 1001.:. of sample. Ascorbic acid co-ntent is expresscll as mg. per ceu!.

[nitial ascorbic acid content ofslIlII{>le, 84·4 IIIg. ll/itial fitrlltable acidity of sllmple, 37'21111. N/l0 NaOH)

.~._~

Acidity
11I1. NflO

NaOH

TYPE OF

PACKAGING ,-----~ --~--

°F.: 47-50
R.H. %: 80-90
r--.------A------------,

Shelf ..\scorbic Acidity
life .acid mi. N/l0

da.ys mg. %1 lvaOH

STORAGE CO::-.iDlTIO!\S
- -- ----_---"----......~--~~

75-80
65-75

,-__ _ ___..A....-

Shelf Ascorbic
life acid

days mg. ~/o

---,
98-100

90
. -.A--__~

Suelf Ascorbic Acidity
life acid mi. N/lO

days mg. % NaOH

Control (unwrapped) 9-12 75-4 2-4 81·2 39·0 4-6 65·5 36·3
I'.T. 12-14 89·4 44·8 4-6 76·0 38·9 4-5
~1.S.T. 12-14 78·5 45·7 3-5 77·7 35·0 1-2
Polyethylene withnllt 12-14 88·4 43-8 3-5 67·2 33-6 1-2
vents

Polyethyleoe with 12-14 80·0 48·3 3-5 81·1 35·0 2-4 71·2 41·7
2 vents

Polyethylene with 13-15 96·7 39·1 5-6 85·0 39-4 4-6 93·9 38·7
14 vents

Polyethylene with 13-15 82-6 41·2 5-6 83-9 42-4 4-6 68·4 32·5
22 vents

and storage, no appreciable luss uf vitamin C was
observed Cfable 5). Similarly, the total titratable
acidity remains unchanged.

Green l'hitlics -_. The results given in Table 2 show
that prepackagiug of green chillies in any film for
storage at 100°F. ancl 90 per cent R.H. does not
increase the shelf life of the pruduct. As in the case
of sweet pepper, green chillies packaged in M.S.T.
and polyethylene film bags with no vents and with
2 vents showed anaerobic changes. Even P.T. and
polyethylene film with 14 and 22 vents did not provc
better than till; contrul which had a shelf life of 4-5
days.

Stored under 76-80°1'. and 65-75 per cent R.H. in
unventilated bags of P.T., M.S.T. and polyethylene
and polyethylene with 2 vents, green chillies deve
loped stem-end rot and off-flavour in 3-4 days.
However, with polyethylene bags having 14 and 22
vents, the product had a shelf life of 5-6 flays as
against 2-4 days in the case of control.

At low temperatures (45-50°F. and 80-90 per cent
R.H.l, the shelf life of the product is enhanced
in all types of packaging by 4-5 days over the
control.

When the prodnce is stored in unventilated bags
at 1000 and 76-80°1'., there is a fairly rapid build-
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up of carbon dioxide, resulting in the development
of off-flavour and stem-end rot in the samples. This
emphasizes the nerd for the usc of adequately \'enti
la ted packages.

As ohserved rarlier, in the case of sweet pepper.
\'itamin C content and total titratable acidity are
not appreciably affected by either the conditions of
~torage or the type of packaging film used Crable 5).

The above studies have revealed that prepackag
ing of sweet pepper in M.S.T. and polyethylene
film (150 gauge) with adequate \'ents nearly double
its shelf life under all the three conditions of slor
ag~ studied. Plain transparent cellulose film (P.T.)
appears to be not of much use for the prepackaging
of capsicum, since the film does not prevent mois
lure loss. Further, by prepackaging capsicum for
storage under any climatic condition, nutrients like
vitamin C are in no way affected.

Prepackaging of fresh produce thus offers many
advantages both to the retail green grocer 'md the
householder, particularly when low temperature
storage facilities are not available. Even where
refrigerated storage is employed prepackaging produce
in materials like polyethylene which pre\'ents loss of
moisture enhances the shelf life of the produce to a
considerable extent.

Summary

1. The effect of storing sweet pepper (Capsiw1l/.
grosslI1n) and green cmllies (CapsiC1llll aC/lmil1atl/1l1)
prepackaged in plain transparent cellulose fihn
(P.T.), moisture-proof heat sealable transparent cellu
lose fi.lm (IILS.T.), and polyethylene film with and
without provision for ventilation has been studied
under (I) 100°F. and 90 per ceut R.H., (2) 76-80°F.
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and 65-75 per cent R.H., and (3) 47-50°F. at 80-90
per cent KH.

2. Polyethylene film bags (area uf film: 7·0 >: 9·5
in.) with 16 or 24 vents have been found to enhance
the shrlf life of sweet pepper by 4 days at 100°F. and
g days at 80'1-'. At low temperatures (47-50°F.),
polyethylene bags wit h 2 holes h'l\'c been found to
be most suitable.

3. Prepackaging of green chillies in thr abo\'e
films has no effect on its shelf life at looor. and 90
prr cent R.H.; only polyethylene film with vents
enhances the shrlf life by one or two days at 76-80°F.
and 65-75 per cent R.H. The beneficial effect of
prepackaging of green chillies in the abo\'e films on
the shelf life was observed only in the case of pro
duce stored at low temperatlll'r, the shelf life being
enhanced by 3-4 days.

4. Prepackag-ing' of sweet pepper and green chillies
<1oes not: materially affect thrir ascorbic acid content.
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THEORETICAl. PJ(l~CIPLES OF OHG.\~IC CHDIISTlIY:

Vol. If, b\' \I'altcr Hiickd (Elsc\'ier Publishing Co.,
Amstcrdam, London, r\C\\' York, Princeton; Sale
Distributors: D. Van :\ostrand Co. Ltd, London),
1958. Pp. xi -I 1046. .Pricc 95s.

Vol. J, containing Books I and 1I of the translation by
Prof. Rathmann of Prof. Hiickel's \\"ell-kno\\"n German
book, was rC\'ic\\"cd earlier in this]ournal [14A (1955),
393J; Vol. II contains Books III and IV. Thongh
the volume has its indcpcndent pagination and
has its o\\"n author and snbject index, the chapters
arc numbered in continuation of Vol. 1.

Book Ill, cntitled Constitution and Physical I'ro
tertiI'S, consists of seven chaptcrs dealing with the
followinf( topics: Chapter XI: Theoretical considera
tion of physical properties, thermal magnitudes;
Chapter XII: Elcctrical propcrties of molecules;
Chaptcr XIII: Beha\'iour of substances in an alter
nating electrical field; Chapter XIV: Relation be
tween cohesion and constitution; Chapter XV:
Ordered states of organic substances; Chapter XVI:
Colloid chemical problems in organic chemistry;
and Chapter:\.VI I: The chemical bond. Book IY,
entitled Constitlltiol£ alld Reaction Velocity, contain,;
the remaining three chapters: Chapter XVIII: Theory
of reaction velocity; Chapter XIX: Reaction velocity
constant and constitution; and Chapter :\.X: Reaction
velocity and equilibria.

The characteristic features of the treatment men
tioned in regard to Vol. I arc found fully in Vol. II
also. Except for the il1\'oh'ed sentences, which arc
also reminiscent of German construction, the book
contains a wealth of information that will be highly
useful for tcachers and students of organic chemistry.
There arc good accounts of dipole moments (70
page,;), of infrared and H.aman spectra (26 pages),
X-rays (70 pages), magnetic properties (26 pages),
mesomerism and colour (40 pages) and steric hin
drance (25 pages), with particular reference to their
application to organic compounds. The discussion
on • the chemical bond' is similarly very useful. The
development of ideas from earlier days is given in
proper perspecti\·e. Specialists in particular fields
may find the treatment of certain aspects not
so full but thc subject in thc hands of a singlc'
author has thc advantage of properly balanced
prescntation.

There is no doubt about thc \'alue of the book to
studcnts of organic chemistry for gaining proper
understanding of theoretical principles. At the samc

timc it will be useful also to thosc who specialize in
physico-organic chemistry. Originally, physical che
mists used generally to deal \\"ith simplcr inorganic
systems. But now the ,;tudy of the more complex
organic molecules is becoming more popular. For
this purpose the two volumes of Hiickel's book will
be "ery helpful.

The cost of the book is quite high and not within
thc reach of ordinary teachers and students, parti
cularly in India. It will be a very useful volume in
the Iibrarics of all dcpartments of chemistry and will
probably be widely nsed as a reference book. Appro
priately the index is a (letailed one, covering 110
pages. The present volume also contains addenda
and corrigenda to Vol. J.

'I.R.S.

~I.\THDIATICAL THEOHY OF COMPRESSIBLE FLUID

FLOW - ApPLIED MATHD'IATICS AND MECHANICS:

Vol. III, by Richard Von ;\1ises. Completed by
Hilda Geiringer & G. S. S. Ludford (Academic
Press Inc., ~e\\' York; Distributors in India:
Asia Publishing House, Bombay), 1958. Pp. xiii +
514. Price S 15.00

The first chapter is devoted to the formulation of basic
equations ou ",hich the mathematical theory of com
pressible flow is based. The 'role of boundary con
ditions is clearly stated; the steady state motion
(%t = 0) and the plane motion (%z = 0, q = 0) are
considered as boundary conditions only. This is quite
common in turhulence where homogeneous and iso
tropic turbulence are considered as boundary condi
tions imposed on the field. The author makes a
departure from thc conventional method of intro
ducing thc energy equation and introduces a novel
concept of, ",hat he calls, the specifying equation,
which clarifies the role of thermodynamics in the
mechanics of compressible fluids. The discussion on
this equation is illuminating and it is worth while
comparing this approach with that of S. R. De Groot
in his essay" Hydrodynamics and Thermodynamics"
[Proc. SYII/. appl. Math., Vol. IV, edited by M. H.
Martin (McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., New York)J. As
a result of this study a general principle emerges
which has been stated as: A t each moment and for each
particle tlte material derivatives of lite five ltnknoWl1s
.....
q, p, P are determined as fltlletions of the instantaneolls

.....
values of p, P, q at the point x, y, z and in a neighbour-
hood of the point.
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A critical discussion of the definitions of tempera
ture and entropy when the gas is in motion could
have been profitably included in this chapter.

In the second chapter the general theory of charac
teristics is treated in a masterly fashion with detailed
applications. The third chapter is devoted to one
dimensional flow. The author is not satisfied with
considering shocks as discontinuities occurring in the
flow of inviscid compressible fluids and he has sought
a deeper understanding of the problem. It has been
shown that the differential equations for the theory
of an inviscid and non-conducting fluid admit no.
solutions corresponding to certain boundary condi
tions which can be enforced by simple physical ar
rangements. Invoking ideas of asymptotic analysis
(like boundary layer theory in incompressible fluids)
the author thinks that a rational theory of one
dimensional flow with shocks should be based on the
following principles: the equation of continuity,
Newton's equations for inviscid flow and the speci
fying equation assumed to be valid at all points of
the x-t plane with the exception of certain 'shock
lines'; across these lines the state variables arc dis
continuous, the sudden changes being governed by rulcs
derived from the theory of viscous and/or heat-conducting
fluids.

Chapters IV and V give a thorough discussion on
hodograph transformation, limit lines and branch
lines. The conjectures about the relation between
these lines and shocks are avoided. The discussion
on transonic flow problems is interesting and many
problems, which arc still open and undecided, arc
visualized.

The book is strongly recommendpd to workers in
the fielrl of fluid dynamics.

S. D. NIGA)!

GAS TURBINES 1"01< AIRCHAFT by A. \\'. Judge (Chap
man & Hall Ltd, London; Distributors in India:
Asia Publishing House, Bombay), 1958. Pp. vii -I
439. Price 60s. net

Several books have been written on the subject of
'Gas Turbines for Aircraft' but in most cases the
scope is so vast that sufficient information is lacking
on any of the several aspects of the subject. In con
trast to this practice, the present author has limited
the scope of this book to "an attempt to brirlge
the gap between the mostly descriptive and e!l'
mentary type of text-book and the more academic
kind ". By and large, the author has succeeded in
his attempt.

The first two chapters of the book give a historical
account of the origin and development of gas tur
bines in general and aircraft gas turbines in particular
up to the end of the last world war. The next two
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chapters deal with thl' working principles of an air
craft gas turbine.

The fifth chapter presents in detail the performance
features expected of an aircraft gas turbine, how
these are realized in practice and the de"c!opmel1t
work that is in progress to improve the performance
further. This chapter is of considerable interest to
the research and devc!opment engineer.

The next three chapters deal with the design and
upcrational aspects, the relati\'e merits and dl'merits,
and the field of application of the turbojet and turbo
prop engines currently in use both for military and
ci"il purposes. This information is \'ery useful to
those engaged in air transport work.

The subsequent four chapters pertain to fuels, fuel
systems, combustion systems, lubrication, power
augmentation and starting aids. Lubrication, which
is generally a nPKlected subject, is given the necessary
importance and space in this book. 1\1ore informa
tion on fuel systems of American gas turbinc and
rocket-assistcct take-off is desirable.

The last four chapters deal \\'ith maintenance,
materials, special types of aero-engines, and simple
thcrmodynamics of gas turbines. Detailed and up
to-date information gi"en on silencing of jet noise is
welcome, particularly in \'iew of the fact that gas
turbine powered civilian aircraft are becoming popu
lar and they must adhere to certain minimum stan
darels of engine silencing in keeping with the comfort
of passengers and the people li\'ing in thc \'icinity of
airports. The chapter on thermodynamics coulct han
been omittp(\ since this book is not meant for those
ha"ing no elementary knowlpdge of thermodynamics.

Therl' is a certain amount of repetition of matter
in almost all chaptl'rs, the elimination of which
would have made the book Icss bulky and still ,j,;

infonnati"e as it is now. Notwith~tanding some of
thc.se criticisms, the book is well written and will
he useful to thl' advanced stuctcnt of aircraft gas
turbines. TIll' author shonld be complimented on
tin' l'xhausti"e list of rdrrences and bibliography.

'\1. R. K. RAO

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHDIlCAL TECH~OLOGY: First
Supplement Volume, edited by Raymond E.
Kirk & Donald F. Othmer (I nterscicnce Pub
lishers Inc., ;..!l'w York), 1957. Pp. wiii + 974.
Pricc S 25.00

Thl' /:;llcycloj>edia of Chemical Tech I/ology , a monu
mcntal work in IS \'olumes, took a span of nine year~

for completion; the first "olume appeared in 1947.
This is indecd a short period by anv standard for a
work of this calibrc and dimensions: ,·ct it is not short
enough for thl' rapidly expandinK horizons of chemical
tl'chnoJogy. l~ecognizing thi~, til(' ('ditors, Drs Kirk
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and Othmer, and the publishers rightly decided to
bring out the First Supplement to the Encyclopedia.
This h,ls been oone \·ery expeditiously as it was
published just a war after the fifteenth \·olume
appeard in print.

The present \·ohlm,' is not a mere supplement to
the 15 \·olumes as it has new and major additious.
:\rticlcs have been included in the Supplement \·olume
which were not represented in the original volumes.
Some individual substances that have come on the
market in the last few years arc thus described, as
also are some reactions (as Cyanoethylation) aud unit
operations (as Fluidization) that were considered of
lesser importance several years ago. The origiual
,·olul11cs contained a series of articles on dyt's and
dyeing, aud synthetic fibres; the dyeing of synthetic
fibres is treated for the first time in this volume. In
selecting the subjects for the fifty-one articles included
iu the Supplement, it is stated that" the boundaries
of chemical technology h'l\·e been drawn somewhat
widely" (italics ours). Howe\"Cr wide the scope may
be, the subjects like automation, computers, etc.,
need not have been dealt with in such detail iu an
t'ncyclopedia of chemical technology.

Few errors of a minor character haH' been noticed:
maximum attained efficiency of con,·ersion of solar
energy to electricity in the photo-voltaic proct'ss has
been mentiond on page 805 as 10 per ce:lt while
0:1 page 669 it is II per cent: the units on the
y-axis in the figure on page 371 ha\·e been omitted;
the abbreviation CPS denoted in the figure on
page 697 is not explained in the preliminary pages
while more elementary abbre,·iations are elaborated;
according to the recently agreed international
nomenclature, Rau.volfia is the official spelling but
in the article on Psychopharmacological Agents it
is spelt differently; Rauvolfia serj>m/illa is referred
to as native to Dihar, which should be Bihar. In
the list of periodicals cited, the .f. sci. indus/r. Res.
is not included though the bibliography to certain
articles refers to this Journal.

Excellently producerl and reasonably priced, the
supplement contains a wealth of information. The
,·olume should be a valuable asset to all institutions
of higher learning and research.

In conclusion, the reviewers would like to ado that
the death of Dr Raymond Eller Kirk, on 6 February
1957, has been a grievous loss to the world of science
and his outstanding sen·ices to his fellow chemists in
their search for comprehensive, accurate and up-to
date information on chemical technology, in the
form of the Encyclopedia 0/ Chemical Technology,
,,·ill always be renH'mbefl'd with gratitude.

S. RANGA RAJA RAO
A. KRISH:;A~IUKfHl

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIO:-'S DEALING WITH
POLAROGRAPHIC METHODS IN 1955 by J. Heyrovsky

COLLECTION OF CZECHOSLOVAK CHEMICAL COMMUNI
CATlO:-'S, Vol. XXI (Czechoslovak Academy of
Science, Praha). 1956. Pp. 76

"!"ABULKY PULn:-'OYCH. POTENCIALU ANORGANIC
KYCH DEPOLARISATORU (Tables of Half-wave
Potentials of Inorganic Depolarizers) by Dr A. A.
Vlcek (Nakladatelstve Ceskoslovenske Akademie
Ved, Praha). 1956. Pp. 96

SELECTED VALUES OF POLAROGRAPHIC DATA by
Gi,ovanni Semerano & Luciana Griggio - Sup
plement a la Ricerca Scientifica (Research Centre
of Polarography of the Italian Research Council,
Padua, Italy), 1957. Pp. 327

Since the epoch-making work of Prof. Heyrovsky in
1921, polarography, along with the associated tech
niques like amperometry, has come to occupy an
important position in the repertoire of analytical
chemist today. Now is the time for a stock-taking
of the past achievements and critical evaluation of
the data collected so far. The above-mentioned
publications meet the requirements very admirably.
Prof. Heyro\·sky's Bibliography is a continuation
of the earlier manuals pnblished as Part II
of the Proceedings of International Polarographic
Congress held in Prague in 1951. This was supple
mented by later publications which appeared as
special issues of Collection of Czechoslovak Chemi
cal Communications. These bibliographies contain
references to original papers in which some aspects
of e.mJ. de\·eloped on a dropping or streaming elec
trode have been discussed.

As these publications have been compiled by Prof.
Heyrovsky, who is the founrler of and mainly instru
mental for the development to the present stage of
this ,·ery important subject, and through whose
efforts the Polarographic Institute of the Czecho
slovak Academy of Sciences has been established,
it may safely be surmised that nothing of impor
tance has escaped the careful eyes of the compilers.
It would, however, have been helpful to the users
of these bibliographies, if in addition to the present
arrangement of listing the entries in an alphabetical
orrler anthorwise, the entries were also listed and
classified subjectwise.

Proi. Vlcek's book outlines pobrographic tlata of
elements, e.g. half-\,·a\·e potentials, valency changes
il1\·olved in electrode reactions, effect of \·arious com
plexing agents and other supporting electrolytes, etc.,
along with full references. In the beginning of the
text, an t'xpanded form of periodic table is appended
in which are indicated several of the electron reduc
tion steps undergone by elements as interpreted by
polarographic measurements.
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Due to a fortunate amity among the chemists as
regards their common language of chemical formula
tions, etc., this pnblication can be llseful ('ven to
those not conversant with the Czech language.

Realizing the need for a critical evaluation of
electrochemical data of analytical intrrest, the Inter
national Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
appointed, in 1953, Commissions to collect materials
covering the following three categories: (I) Polaro
graphic data; (2) Oxidation-reduction potentials; and
(3) Potentiometric data. The Commission respon
sible for compiling the polarographic data was com
posed of Profs. Semerano, Laitinen and Heyrovsky.

The Italian Research Centre had earlier presenterl
a more detailed publication on the subject, but
following the pattern set by the National Bureau of
Standards, the publication under reference has been
brought out in its present form. The substances
whose data are listed in the tables are all organic
compounds and have been arranged in well-defined
groups. These tables present a quick comparison
among the compounds of the same series and, there
fore, it becomes easy to locate the gaps, if any. Prof.
Kolthoff has expressed great satisfaction on the
completion of the present volume and these tables
have been approved by the Section Committee of
I.U.P.A.C. for Uniou sponsorship. These tables will
be able to meet the needs of a wide range of scientists
including those who have to employ polarographic
techniques in analytical chemistry.

~l. R. VER)IA

TECHNICAL DRAWING by Fredericke Giesecke, Ah'a
Mitchell & Henry Cecil Spencer (The Macmillan
Company, New York), 1958. Pp. \'ii + RH.
Price S 10.00

This is one of the most comprehensi\'e books
published on Technical Drawing. It covers practi
cally the entire field drawing and drafting for
engineering institutions, viz. Geometrical drawing,
Machine drawing, Shop processes, Topographic draw
ing and mapping, Perspective, Engineering graphics,
Structural and aeronautical drafting, etc. The draw
ings and illustrations included are excellent and the
subjects are well explained. The examples of draw
ing exercises are carefully selected frolll current
engineering practice. Many of the older books on
drawing have stereotyped copies of obsolete items,
like steam engine, details which are no longer of use
or of interest to engineering students. This book
thus serve.s as a very good text-book for engineering
students.

The book, howe\'er, suffers from its bulk and
encyclopaedic coverage. It would be preferable if
its 844 pages are divided into, say, three volumes or
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parts: Part I, dealing with Geometrical Drawing;
Part II dealing with ~Iachinc Drawing and Shop
Processes, and Part III dealing with Enginerrip.g
Graphics, Structural and Aeronautical Drafting, Pers
pective, Topographic Drawing and ~rapping. These
parts will be more beneficial to students of different
classes and subjects, and will be within the reach of
their pockets. The re]eva'lt sections can be dealt
\\-ith in a more exhausti\'e and {'x]Jlanatory manner.
The geometrical drawing part dealing with solids,
sections and projections reqnires more adequate
treatment and examples.

No book, particnlarly in engineering, can "atisfy
all requirements. This pnblication is one of the best
books published so far on the subject and is strongly
recommended as a text-book for nse in all engineering
institntions.

LAKSHMINARAYANAN

.\VIATIO:'i MEDICINE: Selected Re\'iews -·AGARDo
graph 25, edited by Clayton S. \\'hite, \\'. !{an
dolph Lon'lace II &. Frederic r.. Hirsch (Perga
mon Press Ltd, London), 1958. 1'1'. \'ii -;- 305.
Price 70s. net

The selected revie\\'s on ' A\'iation ~Iedicine' edited
by White, Lovelace J[ and Hirsch, umier the anspices
of the NATO, is an expensive volume consi,ting of
twelve essays on different topics which have a bearing
on biology in relation to medicine, and on physiology
of measurement of hnman respiration, etc., as related
to aviation. Papers I, 3, 7, 8, 11 and 12 arc im
portant essay" and deal with: the methods of finding
the composition of the respiratory gases a1l(1 of resi
dual air, the changes nndl'r stress, ekctrolyt(,
imbalances, etc., possibk poisoning by ozone in pn's
surized cabins or nnder partial pressnre, as a
function of the aItitmk. Each (',-"ay is lI'ell \\'orth
careful stndy. Attention is drawn to the new tech
niques of measurements of instantaneous changes of
respiratory gases by Dr \\'hite in paper :-';0. R.

Paper NO.9 on Aerosols by Dr Rei. is on th(' stabi
lization and other properties of aerosols, which are
now coming to be nsed i.n the ne\\' indnstrial concerns
(dust production and settlement arc problems in
factories, mines, etc.) where production and/or settling
of aerosols, under different conditions, is the problem
of stndy. The essay (No.6) by Dr Chiffrlle describes
technical developments in anatomy and pathology
of obtaining casts of specimens of \'iscera. etc., by the
nse of plastics. This paper is well worth concentrated
study by workers in that field. Papers No. 10 and
11 bear on problems on biophysics and can be recom
mended to anyone interested in such problems.

Paper No.2 on High-speed Photography is (Iuite
technical and can be recommended for stully by
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scientists who IJa\'c tu deal with high-speed photo
graphy in relation to biological problems such as
movements (instantaneous or otherwise). growth,
changes in densi ty, etc.

Dosimetry of Ionizing Radiatiulb, the fifth papcr
by Dr Howarth, is topical wherein nuclcar energy is
trpated from the angle of detpction aud mcasurement.

This hook produced by the Pergamon Press is
beautiful in design and the format is expensivc (cost,
nearly Rs 50.00 in Indian money); it is worth pur
chasing by libraries as a reference buok. One II'ishcs
that such detailed information can be madc availablc
much cheaper to Indian studcnts working in relevant
fields. :\ summary of each paper has been intro
duced in the beginning by the cditors to providp
a preliminary acquaintance of each essay published
in the book. One has a pleasing satisfaction while
studying this book as the information ou each
concernpd topic is recI'nt and completp.

C. V. NALII!.-\jA~

~L\THEMATICS FOR E~GINEEHS: (Part II) by W. N.
Rose (Chapman & Hall Ltd, London; Distributors
ill India: Asia Publishing House, Bomay), Fifth
Revised Edition, 1958. Pp. xii +- 403. Pricl' 25s.
net

The book covers the usual course for techuical ;mel
engineering students in calculus along with a few
formulae in sphcrical trigonometry and mathematical
probability. It contains a large numbcr of illustrative
examples and each concept is introduccd by giving
a number of examples from elcmcntary mechanics
and geometry.

The first ten chaptcrs dcal with calculus. There is
a chapter on harmonic analysis, one on sphcrical
trigonometry with reference to thc solution of triangles
and the method of lcast squares.

Rigour is of course a luxury in an introductory
eoursc for engineers. But it is important to take care
that nothing is required to be acceptcd without ex
planation. Such shortcomings are found here amI
there in the book. For example, the choice of the sign
of thc square root in the diffcrentiation of inverse
trigonometric functions and the expression for the
total differential of a function of two variables appear
without any explanation. Even though it is noted
that the process of integration is just the converse of
differentiation, no proof is givpn to show holY the rules
of integration follow from those of differentiation.
When speaking of even and odd functions in dealing
with Fourier series, a graphical elucidation of how a
function such as x is defined as an even function and

x 2 as an odd one, is necessary. If such points are not
clearly and precisely explained, the student starts
looking at mathematics as a mystery rather than as
a science. The introduction of differential equations
as a natural ex.pression of the laws of mechanics and
of the properties in geometry would he more in keep
ing with the spirit of the book.

The printing of the book does nOI facilitate easy
and smooth reading.

B. R. SETH

.-\CCELEIC·\TORS OF IONS A~D ELECTRONS by Cestmir
Siinane: English translation from the Czech
edition by C. Mayor & A. G. E\'ans (Constable &:
Co. Ltd, London), 1958. Pp. 191. Price 16s. net

Particle accelerators are important tools in nuclear
research. The study of the internal structure of
nuclei requires their penetration by external particles,
whereby their stable state is disturbed. The intro
duction of thc additional particle having kinetic
l'nergy produces interference inside the nuclens.
The "arious manifestations that camp up with this
interference may be utilized for infprring the stable
state structure. The impinging particle may be a
proton, it deuteron, an alpha-particle or any heavier
nuclear particle. It may also be a neutron, an
electron, or even a photon. These particles with
kinetic energy may be found in emissions from
naturally occurring radioactive substances and in
cosmic radiation. But the artificial acceleration of
ions can only supply these particles with sufficient
kinetic energy in sufficient quantities.

The book gives the principle of action ;tIld cons
tructional details of almost all the different types
of accelerators that are in use. It also describes the
principles and operations of the various auxiliary
equipment that are used with the accelerators_

The book opens with a brief sun'ey of the scope of
the ion and electron accelerators in research and
medicine, and a short description of the construction
materials for the vacuum systems employed in the
accelerators. It is then divided into two major parts
dealing separately with linear and circular accelera
tors. The principles and the constructional details
of these accelerators are described at sufficient length.
.\ very useful appendix is provided giving the basic
calculations met with in the design of the accelerators.

The book is intended for designers of ion and
electron accelerators as well as research workers in
the field. It will also be helpful as a text-book for
postgraduate students in nuclear physics.

.-\RUN K. SAHA
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NOTES & NEWS

Future standard of time

DR L. ESSEX, SE:\'IOli PRINCIPAL

Scientific Officer, National Physical
Laboratory, Teddington, has been
named for the Wolfe Award for
his outstanding \\"ork on the estab
lishment of an atomic frequency
standard as a basis for the future
standard of time.

The caesium frequency standard
developed at the National Physical
Laboratory, Teddington, has given
valuable information on the per
formance of quartz clocks, the
propa~ation of radio signals, the
periodic and irregular variations of
the rate of rotation of the earth,
and the value of the present inter
national standard of time in terms
of a particular frequency of the
caesium atom. The unit of time
provided by the present atomic
frequency standard can be deter
mined in a fe\\" minutes to an accu
racy of 2 parts in 10,000 millions,
which is ten times better than that
recently announced from measure
ments, extending over three years,
of the astronomical unit based on
the period of the earth's revolution
round the sun. The standard has,
in effect, been the time standard of
the world for the past three years.

The comparison of different cae
sium standards carried out in 1958,
both directly and by radio trans
missions, has C'stablished that the
standard is adequate to meet the
demands of improved aerial 11a\·i
gational systems and also that
times and frequencies can be com
pared over \'ery long distances with
the accuracies required by these
systems [Prcss Release, dated 18
March 1959, ur the Department of
Scientific & Industrial Research,
London].

Ion rocket engine

THE FEASIBII.ITY OF AN ION
rocket, powered by a nuclear
reactor for interplanetary travel,
has been put forward by the
scientists of the Radiation Labora
tory, University of California, at
the American Nuclear Society meet
ing in Detroit. The ions could,
however, only give a thrust of

about thousandth of a 'g' which is
far less to enable the rocket to
climh through the earth's atmos
phere and so the rocket would have
to start its interplanetary trip from
an orbit far above the planet's
surface. Still such milli-'g' sys
tems could be successftilly used. If
a frictionless railroad could be
constructed on a great circle of a
planet with no atmosphere, a milli
'g' rocket mounted on a car on
that path could, in due course,
build up the velocity to surface
satellite velocity. From that time
onwards an ever-increasing adiaba
tic expansion of the orbit would
occur. Thus the rocket could go
any distance provided energy is
supplied. Major technical prob
lems to be solved before such an
engine can be translated into actual
practice are the development of
materials that can withsta'nd high
thermal stresses (temperature of
over 3600°F.) and the attainment
of high heat fluxes. An answer to
these problems may be found by
the work being done on the Los
Alamos Kiwi-A reactor.

The method of working of the
engine to create the ions and har
ness them for propulsion work can
be understood from the following:
It will employ a chemical propel
lant whose molecules offer the
highest possible weight. Among
• ideal' propellants are uranium
tetrachloride, thorium, mercury
and the alkali metals, cesium and
rubidium. Vaporized, the propel
lant will be fed into an electrically
charged chamber, where an elec
tric arc or a metallic plate gene
rating 100 times the heat of a large
electric stove will knock loose an
electron from each molecule of
vapori7,ed propellant thus ionizing
it. The newly created ions will be
pulled out of the ionizing chamber
by the attraction of an electro
static field and then jolted by
12,000 V. to effecti\'e velocities of
300-400 thousand miles an hour.
The current of speeding ions will
be harnessed for propulsion by
being directed through a cylindri
cal thrust chamber c. 2 ft long and
9 in. diameter. Propulsive force

comes from the vehicle's reaction
to the escape of ions from the
chamber.

Electrons left over from the
ionization process will also be
directed through a thrust cham
ber to add a tiny increment of
additional thrust [J. Franklinlnst.,
267 (1959), 166; and Sci. Nclc'slelt.
Wash., 75 (1959), 38].

Solar turbine

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CON
cept of a magnetic engine, origi
nally visualized by A. Presnyakov,
a Russian scientist, has led to the
practical achievement of a device
known as the • solar turbine',
which avoids the chief inter
mediate process - steam raising 
in the conventional method of
converting thermal energy into
mechanical energy. The solar tur
bine is a highly economic proposi
tion since it requires no other kinds
of energy except the heat of the
sun to run the turbine. Presnya
kov's ' magnetic engine' produces
mechanical energy by the repulsion
of the like poles of two permanent
magnets. The efficiency of such an
engine not being high, attempts
have been made to develop a mag
netic-thermal engine which pro
duces mechanical energy as a result
of the action of the fields of the
permanent magnets and the solar
heat.

The solar turbine is simple in
design. The rotor is made of
special alloy capable of easily
losing its magnetic property when
heated. Each blade, drawing to
the magnet, is heated by solar rays,
loses its magnetism and shoots
past without any delay, thus pro
ducing continuous rotation of the
rotor. The limitation is the amount
of power that can be harnessed but
recent advances in physical sciences
have made it possible to design and
fabricate permanent magnets whose
force of attraction exceeds by tens
of times their weight. Such mag
nets do not also demagnetize for
many years. The use of such
magnets in this type of engines
promises a bright prospect for the
increasing use and progressive en
hancement of power potential ob
tainable from them. Usual mirror
reflectors can be used for concen
trating solar energy [News &
Views from tile Soviet Union, 18
(No. 85) (1959), 8].
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Synthetic quartz crystals

THE WESTERN ELECTIliC CO. A~D

the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York, have jointly succeeded
in growing large (up to 5-6 in. long
and 2-3 in. cross-section) crystals of
artificial quartz by a new method.
In this method, a vertical autoclave
is filled with an alkaline solution,
usually of sodium hydroxide. Small
pieces of natural quartz placed at
the bottom serve as the material (it
is expected that in future, high
quality sand may be used in place
of natural quartz). Seed plates cut
from natural or artificial quartz
crystals are hung from a rack in the
upper part of the vessel. After seal
ing, the autoclave is heated to the
required temperature and main
tained, during the processing time
extending from one to several
weeks, with a constant temperature
differential from bottom to top.
Flat plates are used and growth
occurs primarily in one dimension,
the thickness. The nutrient mate
rial dissolves in the hotter lower
region and is carried by convection
currents to the cooler upper region,
where the solution becomes super
saturated and the dissolved silica is
deposited in the form of a single
crystal. The crystals produced are
free from foreign inclusions, can be
obtained without optical or electri
cal twinning and can be sawn in
the most efficient manner [Nature,
Lond., 183 (1959), 294].

Foamed metals

A PROCESS FOR PIWDUCIM; FOAMS

of nickel, copper and cast iron has
been developed by the General
Electric Co., U.S..'\.. The method
used is similar to that used for
making thermosetting foamed
plastics. An organic resin is mixed
with a standard foaming agent that
releases nitrogen or carbon dioxide.
Metallic powder is added and the
mixture is baked in an oven. Heat
releases the gas, which foams the
metal to a point that depends on
predetermined amounts of mate
rials. Densitv can also be control
led by the amounts of materials
used.' The foams can be moulded
during the baking stage into almost
any shape desired and conventional
tools can be used to machine them.

Foamed metal has potential ap
plications for labyrinth seals and
high temperature filters. The high
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surface area and cell construction
of foamed metal would enable it
to be used for cooling and insu
lating. Large electrical installa
tions can use foamed copper since
this material has been found to
have the same capacity for elec
trical conductivity per unit weight
as solid copper. The natural cool
ing action of foamed copper, plus
small amounts of cooling air appear
to increase the capacity of foamed
copper to carry electricity rChClIl.
Age, 81 (1959). 408J.

New radiation-resistant
glasses

THE CHANCE-PILKINGTON OPTICAL
Works, U.K., has developed radia
tion-absorbing glasses of larger
dimensions than have been avail
able hitherto. At extremely short
wavelengths, the attenuation offer
ed by protective walling is propor
tional to the density of the materIal
employed. The newly developed
Pilkington glasses range m density
from 2·5 to 6'1 g./ml. and allow the
design of windows, in many cases,
of thickness equal to that of the sur
rounding wall, thus reducing the
complexity of additive shieldmg
and secure maximum optical ad
vantage from the window in cases
of remote control operations. In
these glasses, the tendency for dis
colouration after exposure to large
doses of radiation is stabilized by
suitably amending the composi
tions, which have the effect of only
slightly decreasing the transmission
in the unirradiated state. Shieldinl::
glasses of density 2·5 or 4·3 g·/ml.
are manufactured in polished plate
or in block form up to 4t by 3 ft. in
area and lOin. in thickness (weigh
ing up to 2000 lb.) [Natl/Yr, l.ul/d.,
183 (1959), 2921·

Ultrasonic brazing

A NEW EQUII'~IENT FOl< FLUX LESS

brazing of aluminium and other
materials with melting tempera
tures below f250°F. has heen
developed by the .'\.eroprojects In
corporated, West Chester, Pa.
Known as Sonobraze equipment, it
is particularly suitable for applica
tions where flux joining is difficult
or undesirable, and when corrosion
is to be avoided. Both gas-fired and
electrically heated types of the
equipment are available in se\'eral
models - hand, floor and large

industrial type. The units are easily
operated and are designed to ope
rate on 115 or 230 V., 60 cis. a.c.
and are made in different sizes re
quiring power outputs ranging from
25 to 2000 r.f. watts.

In the Sonobraze process, the
generator supplies high-frequency
current to a brazing head which
converts the current to acoustical
energy in the range of 15,000 to
60,000 cis. and then tran~mits this
energy to the brazing tip. This tip
removes the oxide coating on the
material to be brazed and also help~

the material to alloy with the base
metal. Brazing heads utilize trans
ducer couplings which are cooled
either by air or by w'ater (or by both,
in special cases).

Although the process is parti
cularly useful to join two insulated
aluminium (or copper) wires with
out removal of the insulation, it
is equally cf'feetive on aluminium
sheet, sand and dip castings, extru
sions, tubing and busbars. The
units require from 1 to 10 sec. for
the brazing process [J. Franldill
/nsl., 267 (llJ59), 183J.

Thermocompression bonding

RECENT J)E\'ELUI'~lE~TS IX THEH

mocompression bonding ha\-e made
it possible to form large area con
tacts between metallic leads and
semiconductor devices. The ncw
technique enables greater reliability
of finished semiconductor devices to
be achie\·ed. It is also now possible
to attach leads to opposite sides of a
semiconductor wafer simultaneou~

ly, thus making hoth base and emit
ter contacts at once.

rn thermocomprcssion bonding,
soldering and alloying technique~

are eliminated along with undesir
able low melting materials and
fiuxes. In this process a soft metal
lead is pressed against the gold-plat
(:d surface of a semiconductor, and
moderate heat is applied. Adhe
sion generally takes place in a few
seconds. Pressures in the range
12,000-20,000 p.s.i. are normally
useo; temperatures required are in
the range 300-325"C. These tem
peratures arc well below' the melting
points of either the lead or the semi
conductor, and the pressures are
belo(\' the deformation point of the
semiconductor.

For large area contacts, gold or
sih-er leads from 6 to 15 mils in
diameter are' headed' like nails.



Heads arc commonly 30 mils in
diameter. These headed leads are
fitted into a hollow jig in a ram, and
pressed against the surface of the
heated semiconductor. Wires with
flattened ends can also be used in
this manner, when the diameter of
the lead is too small to make head
ing practical.

Thennocompn',;,;ion honding is
being used to attach le'ads to diffns
ed silicon diodes at the Bell Tde
phone Laboratories, New York.
The 30 mils contact head coyers al
most the entire active area of the
mesa-type diode. This configura
tion allows the passage of a high
forward current.

The method allows the use of
higher bake-out temperatures, and
is an inherently cleaner procedure
than present methods of attach
ment in the commercial preparation
of diodes and transistors [J. Frank
lin 1nst., 266 (1959), 971.

6-Amino-penicillanic acid

THE ISOLAT10~ 0" THE' COHE ' OF

penicillin - 6 - amino - penicilbnic
acid - reported, opens the way to
, tailor-make' any number of nell'
penicillins hI' chemical means.
c\lso, with suitable substituents on
the basic radical of 6-amino-peni
cillanic acid, there is el"Cfy possi
bility that effective penicillins can
be produced which will not lead to
untoward reactions in penicillin
sensitive persons. Of even greater
importance is the hope now offer
ed of oI"Crcoming the problem of
micro-organisms that become re
sistant to the action of penicillin.

The presence of 6-amino-peni
cillanic acid was first indicated
when a fermentation liCJuor (the
culture used was an isolate from
P. ehrysor;mum W. 5120), after re
moval of natural penicillins by sol
I"ent extraction at low pH, was
treated with an excess of phenyl
acetyl chloride iu the presence of
a weak base such as sodium bi
carbonate. This resulted in the
formation of a benzyl penicillin
like substauce on paper chromato
gram. Reaction with phenoxyace
tyl chloride resulted in the for
mation of an antibiotic resembling
penicillin V in its stability in acid
,;olution as well as its behaviour
on paper chromatograms. The un
known substance was identified
as 6-aminopcnicillanic aciel, m.p.
208-9Y.

XOTES & ~EWS

6-Amino-penicillanic acid itself
has been found to possess definite
antibacterial properties. It is des
troyed, as is benzyl penicillin, by
penicillinase but at a much slower
rate. It is rapidly decomposed by
strong alkali but is relatil'ely stable
to acids. The compound has been
found to be surprisingly strong
acid, the isoclcctric point !win/-i
abollt 4·3.

/"'''--.
II..~CJ-f-CII (.('Ie),

- I I I
co -~ "CHCO,H

In support of structure (I) for 6
amino-penicillanic acid is the evi
dence obtained by treating the
substance with ethyl chloroformate
to gil'e a crude N-carbethoxy deri
vative which has been degraded to
N-carbethoxy -aminoacetaldehyde
2: 4-dinitrophenylhydrawne [Chem.
Age, 81 (1959), 453].

Mode of action of biotin

:\N EXMIINATIO~ OF THE MOLE

cular structure of biotin, as deter
mined by X-ray crystallographic
analysis, has indicated that biotin
may be capable of forming an intra
molecular hydrogen bondin solution
between oxygen of the carbonyl
and one of the carboxyl oxygen
atoms. Supporting evidence for this
type of hydrogen bonding in the
biological function of the vitamin
is provided by studies of the bio
tin-like properties of sel'eral che
mical analogues of the vitamin.
These studies have indicated a high
degree of biological specificity for
the structure of biotin, not onlv
with regard to the steric configt;
ration and the length of the ali
phatic chain, but also with regard
to the ureido ring system and the
presence of an oxygen atom at the
position of the carboxyl group.
Further, none of the three stereo
isomers of biotin, or molecules with
different chain lengths, appear to
be capable of forming an intra
molecular hydrogen bond, the pos
sibility of which depends critically
on both the steric configuration
and the chain length.

It is not quite clear holl' the for
mation of an intramolecular hy
drogen bond would affect the
chemical reactivity of the molecule.
In a'lueous solution, such a hwlro-

gen bond will be presumably un
stable, allowing the biotin mole
cule to alternate between two dif
ferent states [Selmee, 129 (1959),
210].

New sedative and
soporific drug

A XEW SEDATIVE IJ!iUG, TRllliETH

oxybenzoyl-g Iyci ned iet hy lam ide
(trimeglamide), which induces nor
mal sleep in dogs and cats without
preceding ataxia has been develop
ed at the ](iker Laboratories, Cali
fornia. The sleep induced is neither
preceded nor followed by skeletal
muscle movements. In man, oral
doses of 500-1500 mg. causes seda
tion or drowsiness or both. The
lack of hypnosis or anaesthesia and
of undesirable side effects or arti
facts is a distinct advantage of this
clrug.

In dogs and cats, the oral soporific
dose of trimeglamide was 50 mg.{
kg.; this dose had a latency of 30
90 min. and a duration of 2-6 hr.
When asleep, the animals could be
aroused easily by sound or touch,
and they would respond in a normal
manner to external stimuli. II left
alone, the animals would fall asleep
again within a few minutes. There
were no indications of skeletal
muscle involvement, and no gross
abnormalities were detectecl in
neurological examin<J,tions. Adverse
effects on blood pressure ancl heart
rate were also absent. Rate and
depth of respiration remained un
changed.

Larger doses (100 mg.{kg.) only
prolonged the soporific action in
cats. In dogs, the soporific effects
were also longer lasting and, in
addition, some side effects appear
ed: emesis in about 10 per cent of
the animals and some muscle
twitching and occasional slight
ataxia [Science, 128 (1958), 1570].

Electromagnetophoresis :
a new method of
separating cells

BIOPHYSICISTS AT THE U~IVERSITY

of California have evolved an im
proved method for breaking down
a mixture of different kinds of cells
in suspension by electromagnetic
means. With this technique, called
clectromagnetophoresis, red blood
cells, plant spores and sea urchin
eggs have been separated within c.
2 min. into three distinct layers.
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Current centrifugation methods
of separating cells and cell debris
suspended in fluids are limited by
the fact that the densities of these
biological materials differ but little
from each other and from the den
sity of the suspension fluid. The
effective electrical conductivities of
cells vary widely, sometimes by two
or three orders of magnitude. In
the new method, an electromagnetic
field is substituted for a gravita
tional or centrifugal field and the
separation of particles is effected
due to differences in electrical con
ductivity instead of density.

The cells are suspended in an elec
trically conducting fluid through
which a current is passed. Simul
taneouslya magnetic field is main
tained throughout the fluid at right
angles to the current. The dif
ferent types of cells then migrate
at different speeds in the same
or opposite directions and are thus
separated [Sci. Newslett. Wash., 75
(1959), 119J.

Sterile culture of roots

A TECHNIQUE FOR PREPARING THE
sterile culture of roots, which pro
vides an easy method for control of .
cell nutrition, has been developed
at the Johns Hopkins University,
Maryland, U.S.A. An additional
advantage offered by the technique
is that it makes it possible to use
clonal lines of tissue for cytological
studies, since many lateral roots can
be obtained from a single bean of
Vicia faba, and these roots can be
maintained in the culture.

The medium used is a modifica
tion of that developed by Bonner
and Addicott. Each component of
the medium is made up a<; a concen
trated stock solution which can be
kept refrigerated or frozen, and is
diluted into the final volume of
medium; each time fresh medium is
prepared.

The vitamin solution is prepared
by dissolving 10 mg. each of biotin,
choline chloride, folic acid, nicotin
amide, calcium pantothenate, pyri
doxal hydrochloride, thiamin, BI2
and riboflavin (I mg.) in 100 m!.
water. This solution is made alka
line with IN sodium hydroxide
until the vitamins are completely
dissolved. The vitamin solution is
kept frozen in small aliquots which
are added to the medium after the
latter has been autoclaved. The
medium is placed in milk dilution
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bottles which can be fitted with a
Cornwall syringe apparatus, and the
bottles are sterilized at 20 lb. pres
sure at121 °F. for 20 min. Following
sterilization, the medium can be
stored under refrigeration until
needed, at which time the sterile
vitamin solution is added. Seeds of
Vicia faba are chosen for their high
percentage of germination and low
frequency of spontaneous chromo
somal aberrations. The seeds are
sterilized by immersion for 30 min.
in a saturated solution of calcium
hypochlorite in which 3 g. of wet
ting agent (for example, 'Dreft ')
per litre have been dissolved. Stor
age dishes containing pure silica
sand (coarse grade, American graded
sand) and distilled water are auto
claved, and the beans partially em
bedded in the sand. Vermiculite
should be used in place of the sand
if the beans are not to be grown
deficient in metallic ions. The beans
are allowed to grow at 20-5°C. for
7-10 days. The sand is kept moist,
but with little or no excess water.
When lateral roots appear to be at
least 2 cm. in length they are ready
for excision and transfer to culture
plates.

A thin layer of ' Pyrex' glass wool
is placed in a 5 cm. petri dish and
the plates are autoclaved. Filter
paper or fine graded, pure silica
sand can be used in place of the
glass wool if deficiencies are not
required. Sterile medium is dis
pensed into the petri dishes by a
Cornwall syringe in amounts of
2·2·5 mI.{plate. The medium used at
the beginning of culturing contains
gibberellic acid. The amount of me
dium used is enough to wet the glass
wool, sand, or filter paper thorough
ly. Tips of the lateral roots of Vicia
faba are cut to a length of O' 5-1·0
cm., and 4-5 tips are placed in each
petri dish. The roots are incubated
at 20-5°C., and are kept moist, but
not covered with the medium, as
required during growth. Two days
following root excision they are
transferred to fresh medium in fresh
dishes, the medium now lacking
gibberellic acid. The latter is done
since gibberellic acid tends to slow
down growth following the initial
elongation of the roots. The roots
are kept moist as described, and
transferred every 4-5 days to fresh
medium. The standard Feulgen
method is used for preparation of
root tip smears [Nature, Lond., 183
(1959),412].

Estimation of magnesium

.-\ NEW COLORI:>lETRIC REAGENT,
magon [1-azo-2-hydroxy-3-(2 :4-di
methylcarboxanilido) -naphthalene
1'-(2-hydroxybenzene)], has been
successfully used for determin
ing microgramme amounts of
magnesium by direct titration in
the presence of large amounts of
calcium. The indicator forms a
coloured complex with small
amounts of magnesium but not
with calcium. Magnesium in thl'
complex is removed by titrating
with EDTA, resulting in a sharp
colour change of yellow red to blue
violet to blue. The blue end
point is slower than the blue-violet
one but either colour change can be
used. Magon, essentially insoluble
in water, is soluble in ethanol and
methanol. Therefore, the compound
is dissolved in methanol and more
methanol is added to the solution
to be titrated, the concentration
of methanol being in the range 30
80 per cent. For titration a pH
range of 9·0-11·0 is necessary. Un
der the above conditions the titra
tion can be used for determining
the combined amonnts of calcium
and magnesium. since calcium is
titrated before magnesium.

Metals such as' copper and iron
interfere by affecting the sharpness
of the end-point. This difficulty is
overcome by adding a small amount
of solid potassium cyanide to the
solution before adding the magon.
A small amount of cyanide should
be added to the solution since largl'
amounts of potassium cyanide de
crease the sensitiyity of thl' colour
change. Preliminary results show
magon to be very spnsiti"e for thl'
determination of total hardness
of water [Natur,'. [.(ma.. 183 (1959).
461].

Determination of halogens
in polymers and oils

A RAPID, INExrE~SIVE TECHKIQUE
for determining the chlorine and
bromine contents of polymers, gas
oils and heavy residual oils is des
cribed. The method gi"es repro
ducible results. A single unit of
equipment can process three sam
ples an hour.

The apparatus consists of two
furnaces, one operating at about
950°F., its temperature depend
ing on the nature of the sample,
and the other kept at 1800'1'. A



'i6 per cent silica glass tube allows
the sample's combustion to be
obsen'ed and, at the same time,
enables the exact position of the
sample boat to be checked. The
boat with the sample is placed in
the fir"t section of the combustion
tuhe and a push rod places it in the
first furnace (950°F.). When burn
ing is complete (5-10 min.) the boat
is pushed to the second furnace
(1800 F.) where it remains for about
10 min. Oxygen is passed through
the chambcr at the rate of 3 litresj
min. to ensure that combustion pro
ducts are completely swept away
from the chamber. With light oils
or other \'olatile materials, 96 per
cent silica glass chips and a glass
\\'001 plug mal' be used in the
:ieconel combustion chamber to pro
"ide a greater heating surface and
minimize incomplete combustion.
Halogens are washed from the
other combustion products in a
scrubber with an aqueous solution
containing 2 per cent sodium
hydroxide and 0·5 per cent hydra
zine sulphate. Other scrubbing
solutions are sodium arsenite and
sodium disulphate. Washings are
collected in a beaker and the halo
gens estimated by titration [ClzCln.
.~ge, 81 (1959), 404J.

Low-temperature production
of ozone

.\ J.ABOR ..\TORY )IETHOIl FOR THE

efficient conversion of oxygen to
ozone has resulted from studies
of the low temperature reactions of
atomic oxygen. The process, wbich
gives nearly 100 per cent conver
sion under certain operating condi
tions, im'olves the electrical disso
ciation of oxygen in a microwave
discharge near a surface cooled with
liquid nitrogen. In this method,
oxygen is passed through a high
frequency electric discharge into a
Pyrex U tube immersed in liquid
nitrogen. The arrangement is such
that a glow discharge occurs in the
oxygen stream just above the
liquid nitrogen level. Ozone, pro
duced as the dissociation product
in this discharge, condenses on
contact with a liquid nitrogen
cooled surface. The liquid ozone,
which forms in a narrow band on
the wall of the U tube a few milli
meters below the glow discharge,
drains slowly down the tube.

The conversion efficiency with
this arrangement depends upon
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flow rates, maximum conversion
being attained at 5·7 ml.jmin. and
lower. At such low flow rates, all
oxygen in the system is converted
to ozone so that pumping becomes
unnecessary [Tech. News Bull. U.S.
Bur. Siand., 43 (1959), 29].

Apparatus for production of
monatomic hydrogen

.-\ NEW APPARATUS HAS lJEEN DE

veloped at the U.S. National Bureau
of Standards for preparing a stable
form of monatomic hydrogen. Thc
apparatus spatially resolves a
beam of hydrogen atoms by means
of an inhomogeneous magnetic
ficld, into its two electron spin
states and deposits the beam on a
surface cooled to about 10 K. When
spins of the bydrogen atoms are
aligned recombination of hydrogen
atoms may be delayed appre
ciably resulting in a more stable
form of monatomic hydrogen.

Hydrogen atoms from a micro
wave discharge source squirt
through a narrow slit (0,1 X 4 mm.)
into a large chamber, pressure in
the chamber being kept at 10-·
mm. Hg with a high speed diffusion
pump. At this pressure, the mean
free path of the hydrogen atoms is
long enough so that the atoms can
cross thc chamber without under
going collisions with the gaseous
atmosphere and thus recombining.

This beam of atoms is then passed
through more slits and chambers,
and passes finally through an in
homogeneous magnetic field (10· to
105 gauss per cm.). This field splits
the beam into its two components.
In each component, all atoms have,
theirspins aligned in the same direc
tion. One or both of the beams then
impinge on a metal surface kept at
10 K. Calorimetric methods deter
mine the presence of these atoms by
measuring the heat released when
they recombine. The method has
one disadvantage: Not too many
atoms are obtained. The method
is capable of being extended to
produce stable forms of atoms of
other elements [C/zenl. Engng News,
37 (No.2) (1959), 38].

Purification of folic acid

A NEW METHOD FOR PRODUCING

pure folic acid, developed at Cleve
land's Western Reserve University
School of Medicine, U.S.A., em
ploys cellulose chromatography and

filtration through charcoal. The
cellulose column is prepared in
the following manner. Whatman
standard-grade cellulose powder
(200 g.) is mixed with O·lM phos
phate buffer (PH 7) saturated with
isoamyl alcohol. After the mix
ture has stood for half an hour, it
is poured into a tube (7,5 X 55 cm.)
plugged with cotton. Cellulose is
packed to a height of '40 cm. by
suction, covered with a circle of
heavy filter paper (Eaton-Dikeman
No. 627-030), and compressed with
a plunger to a final height of 37 cm.
The column is then washed with
500 ml. of buffer and placed in a
dark room. The remaining opera
tions are carried out under dim
illumination.

Commercial folic acid (550 mg.)
is suspended in 30 ml. of water, and
sufficient normal sodium hydroxide
is added to dissolve folic acid. The
solution (PH 7) is introduced into
the column, and sodium foliate is
moved down from the top with
three 2 ml. portions of the isoamyl
alcohol saturated buffer. The
column is then eluted with buffer
at the rate of about 75 mUhr. The
yellow foliate band, which is clearly
visible, is collected between ap
proximately 550 and 730 ml. of
effluent. Since p-aminobenzoyl
glutamic acid is eluted just before
folic acid, collection of the folic acid
fraction should not be started until
the effluent is distinctly yellow. If
the folic acid band is so uneven
that the folic acid fraction exceeds
200 ml., it probably will be con
taminated with p-aminobenzoyl
glutamic acid.

Cellulose chromatography re
duces the content of p-aminoben
zoylglutamic acid (from 1 to 2 per
cent in commercial folic acid) to
less than 0·02 per cent. It also
removes 1110St, but not all, of the
fluorescent material present in the
folic acid. To remove the remain
ing traces of fluorescent material
the folic acid is filtered through
charcoal in specially made columns
[Science, 129 (1959), 274].

New periodicals

THE CENTRAL PUBLIC HEALTH

Engineering Research Institute
(CPHERI), Nagpur, recently set
up by the Council of Scientific &
Industrial Research, New Delhi,
has commenced the publication of
a quarterly Bulletin from January
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1959. The bulleti)1 will contain
technical articles and information
not onlv on the current activities of
the Institute, but also on the pro
gress of public health engineering
in its varied aspects. Books,
periodicals and other technical liter
ature of interest to public health
will be noticed in the bulletin.

In the first number are present
ed, besides the features referred
to, the proceedings of the sympo
sium on 'Water Purification and
Stream Pollution' held at New
Delhi on 30 October 1958, under
the joint auspices of the Institute
and the Central Public Health
Engineering Organization of the
Government of India.

NML Technical journal, is a
new quarterly from the National
Metallurgical Laboratory, Jam
shedpur. The first number of the
journal (Vol. 1, No.1, February
1959) is exclusi"ely devoted to the
proceedings of the recent sympo
sium on the 'Iron and Steel In
dustry in India" (organized by the
NML during 4-7 February 1959).
Besides giving the abstracts of all
the thirty-seven papers presented,
nine selected papers of the sympo
sium are reproduced in full.

The publication of the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency Bul
letin (Vol. 1, No.1, April 1959) by
the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), Vienna, will be
widely welcomed by workers in
the field of atomic energy. In
tended presumably to record the
work and activities of the Agency,
this issue of the bulletin contains a
good deal of useful information.
The progress made in atomic
energy projects in some of the
member countries and the assis
tance rendered by the Agency are
reviewed. New techniques in the
use of radioisotopes in medicine
discussed at the recent Vienna
conference are described in an
article. The purpose and scope of
research contracts sponsored by
the Agency are well brought out
by two articles, one on biological
effects of small radiation doses and
the other on distribution of fission
products in the biosphere. The
bulletin also provides information
on exchange and fellowship pro
grammes of the Agency, training
centres in atomic energy in Latin
America, and a list of conferences,
exhibitions and training courses
relating to atomic energy.
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journal of Mines, Metals 6
Fuels - The Indian Mining jou.r
nal, which is running its seventh
volume, is now being issued under
the new title .Iournal of Mines,
Metals & Fuel. In addition to the
usual features - research and re
"iew articles of topical interest in
the field of mining, metallurgy and
fuel technology, notes and news
a new feature on machinery and
techniques has been introduced
which focusses attention on the
recent developments in India and
elsewhere pertaining to these sub
jects.

Russian-En~lish Glossary of
Optics and Spectroscopy

A 78-PAGE MODERN Russian-Eng
lish Optics and Spectroscopy Glos
sary has been published by Inter
language Dictionaries Publishing
Corporation, New York. The
glossary contains more than 4000
terms culled from several thousand
pages of the most recent issues of
pertinent Soviet journals, espe
cially Optics and Spectroscopy,
journal of Technical Physics, .Jour
nal of E.1:j>eri·mental and Theoretical
Physics and the physics sections of
Dolilady. l\Iany terms found in
original Russian texts, and in
English texts which have been
translated into I~ussian, are also
included. Glossary text is clearly
reproduced by multilith process
from' cold' type and staple bound
in durable paper cO"ers: the glos
sary is priced $10.00.

New Division of ASTM on
Materials Sciences

A NEW DIVISION OF MATERIAI.S
Sciences will be organized by the
American Society for Testing Mate
rials (ASTM) to co-ordinate and in
tensi fy the development of know
ledge of the fundp.mentals of mate
rials. The new dIvision, the first to
be established bv ASTM on the
recommendation"of its Planning
Committee, will augment the scope
of the Society's long-time objectives
of promoting knowledge of engi
neering materials and tapping new
sources of knowledge for the
Society's extensive standardization
activities. The division will concern
itself with the collection, establish
ment and publication of basic in
formation essential in creating a
better understanding of materials

and their properties. The di"ision
will also assist in co-ordination of
the Society's 80 operating technical
committees and promote team
work.

The AST:,>! is in a unique po,ition
to provide a forum for materials
scientist,; and engineers a,; its in
terests and long-time acti,-ities are
primarily in the entire materials
field. It is expected that members
of this new ASTM division will in
clude many now acti"e in ASTM
committee "'ork, as well a, other
members of the Societ\·; other
leaders in science who are concerned
with the basic problems in\'oh'ed
will also be invited to participate.

Marine Biolo~ical Association
of India

THE M.\RJNE BIOLOl;ICAL SOCIETY
of India, de"oted to the furtherance
of marine biology and related
sciences, was formed in January
1959. The entrance fee for those
becoming members of the Asso
ciation during the first year of the
inception of the Association is
$ 0.50 or 3s. 6d., and S1.0 or 7s. 6d.
during subsequent years. The first
number of the .Jonrnal of the Asso
ciation is expected to be issued by
June 195'.1. Annual subscription for
the journal for members outside
India is S2.50 or 17s. 6d.

Further enquiries may be ad
dressed to the Secretary, l\larine
Biological Association of India,
Marine Fisheries P.O., Ramnad
District, South India.

IIEe - International Edition

BEGINNING FROM JULY 1959, THE
American Chemical Society 1I·i11
,tart publishing an international
edition of Industrial and Englncer
inti Chemistry. The domestic and
international editions of Indus
tria'! and Engineering Chell/istrv will
continue to serve the same fields
of design, development, re,;earch,
plant operations and marketing and
will be identical in contents. How
ever, certain features of particular
interest to foreign subscribers ",ill
be added to the international edi
tion.

Announcements

• The Symposium on Algology, spon
sored by the Unesco, in colla
boration with the Indian Council



of ;\gricultural Research, will be
held in New Delhi in early Decem
ber 1'159. A number of eminent
foreign specialists from England,
(;ermany, Japan, Afghanistan,
Burma, Ceylon, India and Pakistau
arc expected to participate in the
symposium.

• Tile First All-India Congress of
Zoolo/!.v (which was proposed to be
held during 1'158 but was postpon
ed), sponsored by the Zoological
Society of India, will be held at
.Jabalpur, }\'ladhya Pradesh, from
24 to 2'1 October 1959. Further
information regarding the Congress
mav be had from the General
Sec'retary, Dr n. S. Chauhan, Zoo
logical Survey of India, 34 Chitta
ranjan .\venue, Calcutta 12 (India).

• A1(',lrd of J)octoratG J)e/?rees
The following have been awarded
the Ph.D. degree of the Poona
University for the respective theses
noted in parentheses against their
names: Shrimati ~landakini Vish
vanath )latekar (Alcoholysis of oils
IIlld /lItS) ; and Shri :\lohan Chandra
Tewari (I'roblems col!1/Gcted witlltlle
preseY1'cltion 0/ timber).

The following ha\'e been awarded
the Ph.D. degree of the Delhi Uni
versity for the theses noted in
parentheses against their names:
Shri (~ovind Rai Chaudhry (Che
miwl examination of some Indian
medicinlll plants aiul studies in
the chemical constitution 0/ their
physiologically actiu constituents);
Shri S. Ramanujam (Synthesis of
sOl1le naturally occurring flavone and
isojlavone derivatives); Shri Raj indra
Aneja (Synthesis of benzo/uran
derivathoes following II possible path
of biogenesis); and Shri B. Venkata
ramani (Chemical components of
certain lIege/able dyes and tans:
Synthesis of related compounds).

INSTRUMENTS AND
APPLIANCES

New infrared spectrometer

A VERSATILE INFRARED SPECTRO

meter with extremely high resolu
tion in the region 3-6 [l has been
designed by the U.S. National
Bureau of Standards. The instru
ment enables detailed studies of
molecular spectra to be made, and
yields data for calculating previous
ly undetermined parameters such

!\OTES & !\E\VS

as bond distances and angles for
large molecules, e.g. those found in
fuels.

High resolution of the instrument
is obtained by employing detectors
and gratings in conjunction with
two special optical systems for
double passing the radiation to the
grating. Total resolution obtained
is 0·05 em. -I amI partial resolution
is 0·025 cm.- I -- three times that of
the best available instruments. By
means of a special arrangement of
gears the spectrometer can be used
either to scan a smali rotational
\'ibrational band slowly, or larger
regions quickly. Scanning is effect
ed by rotating the grating at a
variable rate ranging from 800 to
2·5 min. per degree of rotation.
)Iarrow band scanning allows detec
tion of the fine structure splitting
of individual lines as well as rota
tional lines. Components of over
lapping bands, e.g. those of atmos
pheric water vapour and ammonia,
can be separated and thus more
accurate classification of spectra is
possible. Highest resolution, e. 320
cm.- I at 3·3 iJ., is obtained at slow
rotation speeds.

The instrument can be used as an
emission as well as an absorption
device. Using the instrument, the
Bureau's scientists resolved the
spectrum of carbon dioxide and
detected I-type doubling using emis
sion spectrometry (this doubling
cannot be detected using absorp
tion spectra) [ehelll. Engng News,
37 (I) (195'1), 68].

New manometer

A VERSATILE, LOW-PRICED ~IANO

meter, which can be simply and
quickly set up for laboratory bench
work, has been developed. The
instrument is intended for measure
ment of pressure, differential pres
sures, and levels at system pres
sures up to 100 p.s.i.g. The instru
ment is tested to 200 p.s.i.g.

Special features of the equipment
include the provision of two line
isolating valves and one equalizing
valve, fully shock-proof construc
tion and a simple, foolproof system
for filling and venting the measur
ing fluid used.

Three standard instruments are
available with scales of 6, 12 and
24 in. respectively; alternative
scales IS, 30 and 60 cm. and 0-100
square root can be provided. A
free travel of 1 in. on each scale

permits easy hero adjustment. The
cast aluminium case of the mano
meter is provided with two built
in safety features, a transparent,
plastic front and an adequate
drainage and vent hole [Industr.
Ch,;m., 34 (1958), 627].

Nuclear emulsion scanner

:VIICHlGAN UKIVERSITY PHYSICISTS

have combined a powerful micro
scope, a television camera and a
special electronic computer to form
a machine that can recognihe cer
tain situations as well as humans
can, and IS times faster. The de
vice, known as ' a nuclear emulsion
scanner' or 'Terry', detects and
counts the thousands of faint tracks
left by atomic particles traversing
thick sheets of special photographic
film in atom smasher experiments.
It represents the first successful
attempt in the U.S.A. and Europe
to solve this recognition problem
instrumentally.

Terry holds promise of relieving
humans of the slow, tedious task
of examining hundreds of strips of
film with microscopes. The de
vice can automatically scan as
much film in 90 min. as a human
being can in four days, and it does
so with 100 per cent efficiency in
all areas of the film, while a human
observer's efficiency drops rapidly
in areas of many tracks.

Terry's 'eye' is the television
camera. It looks through a 200
power microscope at a different
tiny square of the film every
sixtieth of a second. A specia
lized electronic computer, which is
the' brain " remembers dots within
the squares that are dark enough
and wide enough to be parts of a
traek; if it detects 15 consecutive
dots within a square, it records
them as one track. An electronic
printer keeps a running count of
the tracks, and a plotter draws a
graph Showing the frequency of the
tracks.

As many as 30 film strips, re
presenting more than six months
of counting by a human being, are
used in just one experiment with a
modern huge cyclotron. The new
scanner can process them in 4-5
days.

Terry looks for a millionth of a
second at each of 130 squares which
extend across the width of the film.
After one band of squares is
examined, the carriage holding the
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film shifts to the next band, and
the process is repeated.

Attempts are being made to
adapt Terry to the 'much more
complicated' recognition problems
in the study of ' strange particles'
and of cosmic radiation from outer
space [j. Frankhnlnsl., 266 (1958),
543].

Rubidium vapour
magnetometer

A SIMPLE COMPACT '1AGNETmIETER,

which can measure extremely small
magnetic fields, developed by
scientists at the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey and the National
Bureau of Standards, has signi
ficant advantages over previous
instruments of the kind.

The instrument makes use of the
fact that the absorption of polarized
light in rubidium depends on the
orientation of the rubidium atoms.
When circularly polarized light of a
particular wavelength is passed
through rubidium vapour, atoms
are "optically pumped out from
high-absorption to low-absorption
orientation as atoms returning from
the excited state tend to accu
mulate in the lower absorption
orientations ".

In a radio frequency field, rubi
dium vapour displays absorption
lines at its Zeeman transition fre
quencies. As the Zeeman transi
tions correspond to changes in
atomic orientation, their frequen
cies can be determined by observing
changes in the absorption, in the
vapour, of polarized beam of light
parallel to the magnetic field.
Since the magnetic field is related
to the transition frequencies by
accurately known constants, an
accurate measurement of field can
be conveniently made in this way.

The rubidium vapour magneto
meter consists of an absorption cell
containing rubidium vapour and an
inert buffer gas, and a rubidium
lamp whose output is circularly
polarized by a polaroid sheet and
a quarter-wave plate. Light from
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the lamp is filtered so that only the
strong optical line at 7947 A. enters
the vapour. The amount of light
transmitted is monitored by a
photocell.

At the transition frequencies
light is absorbed in greater amounts
than when the atoms were aligned.
Thus, the transition frequencies arc
observed as dips in the photocell
output.

The high sensiti\'ity, stability
and potentially small size of the
magnetometer make it particularly
suitable for use in rockets and
satellites. It is much more accu
rate in measuring \'ery weak fields
than the proton precession mag
netometer and other instruments
whose action depends on moving
magnets. Its absolute accuracy in
the measurement of magnetic fields
is c. 2 Y (1 Y = 10-5). The values of
the earth's magnetic field obtained
with this instrument differs by
about 6 Yfrom the \'alue in terms of
the international magnetic standard
[Tech. News Bull. Nal. Bnr. SllInd.,
42 (1958), 234].

ERRATA

This .loumat, article entitled
" The Corrosion of Metals in Syn
thetic Atmospheres Contain"ing
Sulphur Dioxide ". 18A (1959).
69-74: Page 69, RH. col.. line 22,
the word" brass" should be d,'/et
ed; page 70, RH. col., lines 17 to
19 should read as " The compara
tive rates of corrosion of mild steel.
aluminium, copper and zinc show
that mild steel is the most corro
dible metal, followed bv "; page 71,
R.H. col., line 1. "Fig. 3" should be
read as " Fig. 4"; page 72, L. H. col..
line 10, the word "aluminium"
should be deleted; page 72, Fig. 4,
on the Y-axis, fay "Corrosion
(Gain/Loss)" read " Corrosion
(Gain) ", and in the legend fay
"weight 'loss" relld "sulphate
metal ratio"; page 72, R. H. col.,
line 9, the following sentence should
be illserted at the end of the para-

graph: " On the other hand when
panels of zinc and mild steel or zinc
and nickel arc exposed together,
mild steel and nickel showed less
corrosion with corresponding in
crease in the corrosion of zinc '".

This {allYl/III. article entitled
"Studies'in the Enzyme Make-up of
Vibrio c!Io/erllc: Part Xllf -Trvp
tophanase Activity of \'ibrios ",
18C (1959). page 68, L.HI col., the
title for Table 5 shouldrclld as
" Effect of Inhibitors on Tn'pto
phanase Acti\·it.v" and 11(,1 as
printed. In col. 2, under 1\. the
unit for the concentration of in
hihitor should read as 3 ,< 10-3 :\1.'1:
and lIot as 3 '( 10-3 N[,. The ex
planaton' note for inhibitor con
centration B ,It the hottom of the
tahle should r<,ad as " 13. lin~Ll con
centration of inhibitor during en
znlle-suhstrate reaction" and 1/01

as printed.
The title for Table 6 should relld

as "Effect of inorganic salts ou
tn'ptophanase activit\''' and 1101

as printed. In col. 2, under .-\ the
unit for the concentration of inhi
bitor should read as 3 :( ]()-3 .1IY
and nlll as 3 X 10-3 }1'[,. The
explanaton' notes for inhihitor
concentrations Baud C at the
bottom of the table should read
as: "B, final concentration of
inhibitor during enzyme-suhstratc
reaction and C, final concentration
of Cu, Hg. As, Mn, Fe, .'10 and
Mg during enzyme-substrate re
action", and Ilot as printcd. Page
68, H..H. col., in Fig. 3, under
the X-axis, the caption' should
relld as "Time of' contact, min."
and '/lot as printed.

This }Olll'llil/, article entitled
"H.espiraton· Metabolism of P.
chryslIgmmn during Commercial
Penicillin Fermentation". 18C
(1959), page 74, in Figs. 1-4 the
correct co-ordinates for Lactosc.
Q02 and Q02 (mI.) on the Y-axis
should relld as Lactose % (e-e);
Q02 X 10-' (.-.); Q02 (ml.):< 10-2
(0-0) and 1/ot as printed.



Progress

COAL RESEARCH IN BRITAIN, 1957

THE \\-OHK OF THE BRITISH CO..\I. UTll.IZATlOX

Hesearch Association during 1957 was concerned with
devising methods for meeting the demand for suitable
coal supplies for steam raising and other purposes and
for solving the technical problems connected with
the implementation of the Clean Air Act. In order
to remo,-e the shortag" of large-size coal by lhing
smaller size and inferior coals to a greater extent,
work on imprO\-ing the perfo-rmance of mechanical
firing equipmen t for industrial steam raising and for
domestic heating was taken up_ _-\mong the pro
grammes 'I-hich ha\'c been compil'ted, mcntion ma,
be made of the dc,-e1opment of small-pipe central
heating, the measurement of dust and grit emis
siou in industrial boilers, operation of stationan
locomotil-e boiler using a ' difficult' coal. A nott
\I-orthy feature of the year's activity was a confer
enCl' which discussed many aspects of Cas Prodncer
Practice_

_-\ brief re,-ie\l- of the Association's research acti,-ities
is gi,-en below:

iJolllestic healillg - The pcrformance of small-pipe
systems for central heating has been studied_ r\
controller, de;;igned for rq:;ulating the temperature of
the heating circuits in snnpathy with the preva il
ing outside teniperature, has proH'd sati;;factory_ A
laboratory apparatus has bel'\l del-eloped for ill\-esti
gating the smoke tendencies of solid fuels by optical
and gral-imetric means_ lll\"estigations into the
(-fiecti,-cness of alkali addition to dome;;tic fuel in
reducing the amount of ;;ulphur released from the open
fire has ;;hown that one of the more successful methods
is the impregnation of hot (I 50-250°C.) coke with a
;;(,Jution of sodium carbonate_ Full-scale tests of
the alkali-treated coke ha,-e not shown any ,;ignificant
deterioration in the performance of the fuel, while
the ,;ulphur relea;;e is reduced by more thau half,
pro\'ided the fuel bed temperature docs not exceed
c_ 1000°C.; the usc of sodium carbonate ma,-, howel-er,
lc-ad to difficultics in handling and stol:age of the
t[(-ated coh_

}joiler firillg - From the studies ou build-up of
deposits ou the rear tube plate and in the smoke tubes
of coal-fired boilers, it has beeu concluded that the
presence of a deposit usually, but not always, coin
cides with the usc of a coal \I-ith a chlorine content
in excess of 0-4 per cent; the trouble is not associated
with any particular desii(n of boiler or grate_ A
stud~- of the effect of gas ,-elocity ou the quantity and
strength of alkali-bonded deposits using pulverized
coal has sho\\-n that with iucrease in gas ,-elocity the
quantity of bonded materials increases apparently
to a maximum; thereafter both the strength of the
bonding and the amount of the deposit arc reduced_
By measuring the rate of acid build-up on a dew point
meter, determining S03 chemically and carrying out
corrosion probe tests, it has been found that potential
maximum corrosion in water-tube boilers occurs at

Reports

45 per cent excess air. Reduction of dust burden of
the flue gases increases their corrosion tendency_

Gasijicatioll - With a viell- to evolving efficient
and reliable means of producing fuel or s,-nthesis gas
from low rank coal, im-estigations are being carried
out in gasifiers operating at high pressures and at
temperatures at which the a;;h is in the form of liquid
slag_ In,-estigations into arrangements for ensuring
a continuous flow of slag from the gasifier and for
obtaining good quenching and break-up of slag stream
ha,-e resulted in a design for the slag outlet of a larger
gasifier. A ,;Iag ,-iscometer having a furnace with
low thermal inertia, thus permitting speed~-operation,
has been constructed to study the beha,-iour of slag
in the molten state_

Basic research - The reaction bctween chlorine
trifluoride and a low rank coal at 350°C. ha., been
ilwestigated, and it has been found that operating
conditions affect the nature of the oils formed_ Tllese
oils, which are extremelv hydrophobic, have been
found effecti,-e as promoters of dropwise condensation
on condenser tubes_ The fluorinated coal ash residue
is in a ,-ery fine state and might find application
as a polishing pOll-der.

A large part of the ox'-gen in bituminous coals has
nO\I- been accounted for as hydroxyl and quinone
groupings_ From a ;;tudy of the reduction of the
aromatic part of coal by lithium in ethdamine at
17°C. and in soh-ent extract by electroh-sis at a
controlled potential of -2-2 \"_, it appears that 1011

rank coals undergo little reduction, sugge;;ting that
aromatic systems in the coals to be rigidlv linked
to each other by a number of aliphatic chains or by
alicyclic rings, and these linkages resist deformation
from planarity due to hnlrogenation_ Studicc- on the
products of chemical reactions of coals and coal
extracts containing modified edge groupings have
shown that concentrations of free radicals in them
arc not significantly different from the untreated
materials_ The presence of low concentration of free
radicals in coals has estahlished that the number
present is probably a function of the size of the
aromatic ring clusters in the coal molecule rather
than of the reactiYe and non-aromatic gmups_
Measurements of electron paramagnetic resonance
carried out on bright coals hal-e shown that unpaired
electrons associated with free radical structures are
present, and the free radical concentration has been
correlated with other physical and chemical measure
ments on the coals_

General- A total heat meter has been de,-ised for
the im-estigation of furnace performance_ Conti
nuous records of the total heat of preheat and waste
gases in open-hearth furnaces ha,-e been obtained at
temperatures up to 1700°C. The results have been
found to agree with values estimated from tempera
ture readings with suction pyrometer. It has been
successfully used at higher temperatures on the waste
gases of open hearth, where almost all other instru
ments fail.
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Improvements in coal handling methods have been
effected by a study of the matrix method of repre
senting coal breakage processes; these are of help in
o\'ercoming operational difficulties in a gas producer
plant due to coal breakage.

Investigation on the usefulness of reflectance
measurements in coal prospecting has shown that no
significant change in reflectance or in petrological
composition results from the exposure of finely
ground coals to heated air at 150°C. and oxygen at
110eC. for periods up to 90 hI' and 418 days res
pectively. From this it appears that the natural
weathering of coal is unlikely to change its optical
properties. During prospecting, therefore, the re
flectance of coal specimen taken from outcrops should
provide a useful guide to the nature of underlying
seams.

Fossilized remains of fungi have been observed in
lignites for the first time. Detailed study of sclero
tinites in lignite, by examining polished sections by
reflected light, has led to the recognition of various
types of fungal spores, reproductive bodies and
sclerotia. An automatic photoelectric scanning device
for counting and sizing microscopic particles has been
devised. The method involves scanning a field with
a light beam or beams and detecting the occurrence
of particles with a photoelectric device, high speed
counting circuits being used to record these occur
rences. .\n accurate, rapid method for the analysis
of the inorganic coal residues has been developed;
the procedure enables eleven constituents to be deter
mined in ten samples in about a week by one analyst.

TEA RESEARCH

THE AN~UAL REPORT OF THE TOCKLAI EXPERIME!'iTAL
Station of the Indian Tea Association in Assam for
the year 1957 records interesting results obtained in
connection with shading and manuring trials, the
study of parasites of tea and their control, identi
fication of different varieties of tea and suitability of
mechanical harvesting and pruning methods. The
following is a brief review of the more important
achievements of the station in different fields of
study.

Physico-chemical studies - The effect of growing
tea in shaded areas on the nitrogen status of the top
soil has been investigated. It has been found that
in the c:ase of unmanured and unshaded tea, and
when no infilling is clone, the nitrogen status of the
top soil may ultimately drop by as much as 41 per
cent of its original value. The use of fertilizer in
tea plantations in divided doses has been fourid to
be more economical than application in a single dose.

An attempt was made to assess the percentage
recovery of applied superphosphate in the case of
acid tea soil (pH 4·7). Manuring was done at two
levels (40 and 30 lb. per acre) of p.Os and K.O applied
in the form of superphosphate and potassium sulphate
respectively and one le\'el (4 mg.jacre) of slaked lime.
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The uptake of phosphate with the dose of phosphatc
applied is linear in both cases, the regression coeffi
cients being statistically significant at P < 5 per cent.
The percentage recovery is calculated to be approxi·
m3.tely 10 and 14 per cent at the end of 3 and 7
months respectively.

Agriculture - The overall yield of tca has been
fonnd to increase by nitrogen application to mature
tea. With increase in the amount of nitrogen applied
(40-80 lb.) a proportionate increase in yield was
obtained every year. As regards the overall effects
of increase of phosphate and potash, no significant
differences were observed. Grren crop manuring
trials have established the \'alue of phosphate for
Crotolaria allagyroides.

Plallt pathology - A hymenopterous parasite (Dry
nidae) has been recorded for the first time; this pest
attacks later nymphal instal's. Another root-knot
nem3.tode parasite of tea seedlings, f'ratylellchlls sp.,
has been noted in the roots of tea seedlings for the
lirst time in North·e3.st India. [n a trial condncted
on the control of the root-knot nematode, M clllidll
gyne incognita. Hexamar (30 gal./acre) and Shell DO
(400 lb./acre) were fOllnd to destroy more than 50
per cent of the parasites. The effectiveness of a
number of pesticides such as Melathion, DDT, Endrin
and Toxaphene were tested against Looper cater
pillar, using 80 gal. of spray per acre, applied by
means of low volume sprayers. Endrin proved to
be the most effective pesticide and in spite of 3·9 cm.
of rainfall within 24 hI' its activity was maintained.
The fungicidal properties of a number of fungicides
were tested. Perenox and Coppesan alone or in
admixturc were found effective against black rot at
0·25 per cent concentrations.

Biochemistry - A method has been developed for
chemical differentiation of tea varieties and other
Camellia species, employing two-dimensional paper
chromatography of leaf extracts. Tea gives a cha
racteristic chromatogram which can be distinguished
from chromatograms obtained from hybrids of tea
with Camellia. Parallel hotanical examination has
confirmed the results obtained by chromatography.

Miscellaneous illvestigations _. Field trials were
conducted on mechanical harvesting of tea. The
mechanical harvester employed reasonably fulfils the
following three functions: (i) it removes all mature
growth above the predetermined harvesting le\'el,
(ii) it rejects as far as practicable all immature shoots
and (iii) does not subject harvested leaf to much
damage. Mechanical pruning trials showed that it
is more suited to hedge-planted tea. Apart from
the increase in the number" of bushes dealt with for a
given ground speed, which is constant regardless of
the spacing of bushes, the additional firmness inherent
in the closer spacing improves the 'luality and effi
ciency of the machine. This results in less bruising
of the freshly cut shoots due to the more solid nature
of the tops of the bushes as distinct from the branch
springiness obtaining in bushes of wider spacing.
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Electric & electronlc.engineering

Production & treatment of gas

Crancs Ind conveyors

TelecommunIcations

Nuclear engineering

Oil and natural gas

Chemical industry

Cement· Refractory

Paper • Cardboard

Synthetic Fibre

Fertilizers

Hydraulic Power Pllnts

RailwlY Rolling Stock

MOTWANE PRIVATE LIMITED
Incorporating:

EASTERN ELECTRIC &. ENGINEERING COMPANY PRIVATE L1MIT.ED
and

CHICAGO TELEPHONE &. RADIO COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
1909 FIFTY YEARS SERVICE 1959

Electrical, Mechanical & Electronic Engineers and Contractors
127 Mahatm;a. G;a.ndhi Road. Post Box No. 1312, 6omb;a.y·1. Phone: 2S2ll7 (J lin") Grams: ·CHIPHONE';a.1l offices

8ronchrs 01: Calcuua. lucknow. New Delhi. Mldrn. Bancalore :and Secundenbad
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oin the sub-micron range

Glass fib
re

·'···~·'·:·~··;:;'-~\:~~~~-.A:~~ ;

open the way to faster filtration

Properties and performance make I h(,5(, papf'rS an out.starlllin~

addition to the "1Jullmuu range. Thc'Y fllWII lip inlcn·stin;.:. III~W

uses for filter papers, not lea4 by the cCOIwmics tlaey show alltl

advantages they po~scss over sintcrco glass allli olher fint· pOrHsity

filter crucibles. Hi~h rct{'1I1ions tllul rapid filtration r"lc.,;

arc an advant.lgc "hen filtering 'jer)' Jine prc('ipitatcs and

semi-colloidal sulJshHlcrs. Fre(,dom from LIOl'king enslin's ~pccd

wll('J) separating gels from soilitioll~, OIS in the filtration

of viscose or resin !"yrups.

\Vllalrnan «lass Fibre Papers arc mwd routinely with Buchner

and II irsch fuutlels and wilh coarlie porosity filter er1u·iLlc:i.

TIH'Y are highly abi'orbenl. resistanl to dilute acids ~lIId alkali!

and lIIay be dried or stniliscd at temperatures up to 500°C.

P/t'f/.'t(' write for lurlhf.·r i"fornwlion. Trilll packs (Ire

ar:ai/flb/eitom ),our uswrl If/halman supplier.

H. REEVE ANGEL & CO LTD

CT. BRITAIN 9 Bridewell Plac(~t London. EC4

Solt dilf,ibulon of

WHATMAN FItTER PAPERS
ManUr...lurer.. \\'. &: R. Uill..hn. LId.
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PIONEER EQUIPMENT CO. PRIVATE LTD.
193, Mount Road,

Madras 2.
139, Medows Street,

P. O. Box 1909, Bombay I.

SOLUS-SCHALL

X· Ray Equipment

We also Service
the equipment

supplied by us
these and all your other allied requirements. please consult.

",'l\.""""""'"'',,.....,''''''~'''''~'''''''''''''''''''', ......,,'''''" ..",,,,,,,,......,,...,,,...,,...,,,,,,,,"',,,......,,,,...,,,'1

Dalhousie Square,
I· Mangoe lane, Calcutta I.
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Safe & Dependable

INJECTABLES
A wide range of parenteral preparations for meeting the growing requirements of the

medical profession are processed in our laboratories. They are made from standard chemicals
employing double distilled and PYROGEN FREE water. Their containers (ampoules) undergo
rigid neutrality tests before they are selected for use. These injectables are, therefore, guaranteed
to be absolutely safe and dependable.

The following are but a few of our well-known injectables:

• RETICULIN - A potent Extract of Liver
• HEXOPURIN - An Urinary Antiseptic
• CALCITOL - Injectable Calcium Gluconate
• BEVITAMIN -Injectable Vitamin Bl

• CEVITAMIN -Injectable Vitamin C
• GLUCOSE SOLN.- Injectable Pure Dextrose

THE MYSORE INDUSTRIAL & TESTING LABORATORY LTD.
MALLESWARAM P.O., BANGALORE 3

Selling Agents:

Messrs Khatau Valabhdas & Co., Bombay Messrs Karnatak & Deccan Agencies, Hubli
Messrs Deccan Drug Agency, Hyderabad (On.)

ANALYTICAL REAGENT

Sulphuric Acid
(H 2S0 4 )

Sp. Gr. (Abc) . . . . . . . . . 1·84

Free (rom Nitrogen

Maximum amount of impurities
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Non-volatile Matter 0·002S%

Heavy Metal (as Pb) 0·0002%

Iron 0·000 1%

AS,03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0·000 Il;~

Chloride 0·0008%

THE INTERNATIONAL CHEMICAL
INDUSTRIES

103B UPPER CIRCULAR ROAD

CALCUTTA

MANUFACTURERS OF

NEUTRAL GLASS
AMPOULES

For further particulars, write to:

BOMBAY SCIENTIFIC
GLASS WORKS

ARAB HOUSE, KHETWADI 13TH LANE

BOMBAY 4
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'WILD'

WILD THEODOLITE T3

HEERBRUGG (Switzerland)

The manufacturers of

Highest Class Precision Optical and

Mechanical Instruments

WORKSHOPS

LABORATORIES &

SURVEY

• Microscopes for colleges and research

• Microscopes for angle and thread measuring

• Testing instruments for plane surfaces

• Drawing instruments of stainless steel

• Levels, theodolites and aerial cameras

• Distance measuring instruments, etc.

WILD LEVEL N2

Equipped with modern, High Precision Swiss Machines, Tools, Gauges and Collimators
and with an expert Swiss trained Engineer, our Service Division undertakes repairs to

WILD Levels, Theodolites, etc.

SOLE AGENTS:

RAJ-DER-KAR & CO.
SADHANA RAYON HOUSE, DR. D. NAOROJI ROAD

BOMBAY
Telephone: 26-2304
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Telegram: .. TECHLAB ..
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STUDENTS'

MICROSCOPE

ADVANCED CLASSES

Manufactured by:

INSTRUMENT RESEARCH LABORATORY Ltd.
309 BOWBAZAR STREET, CALCUTTA 12

Gram: INRELABTRY Pilollc:22-5778

From

A MICRO

to

A PHYSICAL BALANCE

you may depend on

~BALANCES
for their

SENSITIVITY, CONSTANCY &

DURABILITY

ManufactuI'ed by

Keroy I3!va4/ Limited
Srruice Station &- Office
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31 LATAFAT HUSSAIN LANIt
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Phone
24-3840

33S NADESHWAR
VARANASI GANTT.
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B.D.H. STAINS

for
microscopical

use

Thc reputation of H.D.H. Standard Stains is wurldwide. Thc\' arc

produced specifically for bacteriolo~ical, histological, pathological,

zoological and botanical work and thc carcfully cuntrolled methuds

used in preparing and testing them guarantec uniformity in thc

beha\'iour of diffcrent batches of material.

Copics of a useful 50-pagc booklet "B.D.H. Standard Stains" cun

taining nutes on staining mcthods and thc trcatmcnt of material,

with furmulac for fixatives and stains, may be ubtained on rcqnest.

THE BRITISH DRUG HOUSES LTD.
B.D.H. Li\BOR.\TOI{Y CHEMICALS (dWUl', POOLI':, 1·::\(:1..\\))

Nepreselltatives ill India:

BRITISH DRUG HOUSES (lNDI'A ) PRIVATE LTD.
1'.0. Box 1341, BO~IH.\ Y I

Branl'hes at: CALCUTT.\, DELHI, "I.\))IC\S

Available from
ready stock

* PYREX REAGENT BOTTLES

* GERMAN GLASSWARE

* PORCELAINWARE

* NICKELWARE

* QUICKFIT STANDARD JOINTS
& GLASSWARE

Please send
your enquiries for

• PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY
& BIOLOGY LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS

• MICROSCOPES - ALL TYPES

• LABORATORY GLASSWARES

• PORCELAIN & SILICAWARES

• OVENS, INCUBATORS & OTHER
EQUIPMENT

Please contact:

RITA SCIENTIFIC Co.
52-58 NEW HANUMAN LANE

BOMBAY 2

Phone: 22358 Telegram: •TRIAL'

to

INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES
Lucky Mansion, 79 Ghoga Street

BOMBAY 1

Your Orders and Enquiries - Please
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Specially developed for
the vanaspati industry
by Hoffmann-La Roche,
Basic, Switzerland-
VANITIN offers unique
advantages:

* A pur, synthetic
product-diluted with
refined, peroxide-free
groundnut oil

* No unpleasant taste
or odour

* Easy to usc, and
offers unvarying quality
and uniform stability

* Supplied in different
batch-size containers.
direct from
air-colldit iOlled godowns

'ROCHE' Synthetic Vitamin A Acetate

EVanilin Vitamin A was first synthesised
by a Roche research team in 1947

Sole Distributors:
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ROCHE PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED, Bombay.

VOLTAS LIMITED
Bombay· Calcutta - Madras - New Delhi· Bangalore
Cochin • Kanpur - Secunderabad • Ahmedabad
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RO-TAP SIEVE SHAKERS

with

AUTO TIME SWITCH

Also

WARBURG'S APPARATUS

COLD INCUBATORS

B.O.O. INCUBATORS

BI-METAL THERMOSTATS

HOT & COLD
THERMOSTATIC BATHS

etc.

Manufactured by

UDAY SCIENTIFIC INDUSTRIES PRIVATE Ltd.
5 BHABANATH SEN STREET, CALCUTTA 4

Gram: UDAYINDUST Phone: 55-3777

+.+ + ~••••••• ++ +

: :• •i LABORATORY EQUIPMENT :

• •• For all your requirements of laboratory glassware, apparatus, appliances, •• •: instruments, acids, chemicals, stains, water and t
• t• gas taps, etc. etc. T

: t
: please write to: t
• •! THE CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC SUPPLIES :
• •t COMPANY LIMITED t
t 2 AGARAM ROAD, TAMBARAM t
t SOUTH INDIA t• •• Telegrams: SYPHON Telephone: 89 Extension 123 •: ._ .. __ ._ .. .. _ . .__ .. _._ t
• •• Branches at •• •• 369 ESPLANADE, MADRAS I •• •: 53 NARASIMHARAJA ROAD, BANGALORE 2 t
+ +
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CRAFTSMAN
A SYMBOL OF QUALITY & SERVICE

for

LABORATORY & PROCESS CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Offer

* FLUORESCENCE METERS & A COMPLETE RANGE OF
PHOTOELECTRIC COLORIMETERS

* BOMB COLORIMETERS, EQUIPMENT & APPARATUS FOR
OIL INDUSTRIES

* POLAROGRAPHS, FLAME PHOTOMETER & KARL FISCHER

* CONTROLLERS, PYROMETERS & THERMOCOUPLES

* FURNACES, OVENS & INCUBATORS

* LABORATORY UTILITY ITEMS

Address your enquiries to:

CRAFTSMAN ELECTRONIC CORPN. (PRIVATE) LTD.

Gcam : CRAFTRONIC
SETHNA HALL, NESBIT ROAD, BOMBAY 10

Phone: 42346

SPJCFTJl
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